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Why Buy GMS Software?
Software as a Service (SaaS) is revolutionizing other industries.
Localization is next. Welcome to Freeway!
With no server or desktop software to purchase and instant
connections to leading CMS solutions, companies of all sizes
are already accelerating their translation projects on Freeway.
Don’t pay for yesterday’s technology. Access the latest tools for Free.
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Where will Freeway take you?
www.GetOnTheFreeway.com
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Be Free.
Only Idiom® gives you the freedom to choose the language service providers you trust, the desktop
translation tools that meet your needs, and the right content management solutions for your global
information assets.
The preferred globalization management system for many of the world’s leading global enterprises,
Idiom WorldServer™ provides freedom of choice.
Learn how one leading enterprise uses WorldServer to achieve more in the global economy. Request
a free copy of the new white paper, Building an Enterprise-Class System for Globalization at

www.idiominc.com/workflow.
© 2007 Idiom Technologies, Inc. All rights reserved. Idiom and WorldServer are trademarks, or registered trademarks of Idiom Technologies, Inc. All other trademarks
belong to their respective holders.
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Laurel Wagers

Post Editing

Coming to terms
with terminology

A

Anyone who’s tried to prepare dinner from a cookbook published in another
country — or even read about it in a novel — knows the quandary: how many
glasses are in that bottle of claret? How many grams in a tablespoon? What is a
courgette? Innocent plants, common automobile parts, basic garments all have
different terms even within the English language. A jumper in the United States
usually covers much more of a person than a jumper
in the United Kingdom. Knitters around the world who
made “penguin jumpers” for fairy penguins affected
by oil spills in Australia (right) had to translate the
instructions between needle-sizing systems.
Even in these ordinary activities, we’re all affected
by terminology. Novels rarely come with glossaries or
terminology tables; cookbook publishers may think that readers will be aware of
the appropriate measurement systems. But automobile builders, for example, know
that common terms are necessary if owners and mechanics are to operate and
maintain their products.
Terminology in translation and localization projects is our focus in this issue.
Keiran J. Dunne starts by deﬁning the problem and the nature of terminology.
Christie Fidura describes how tools can help in terminology management. Mark D.
Childress outlines the way to make the case for terminology work as a cost saver.
Then, François Massion and Janaina Wittner examine the return-on-investment
aspect of terminology and terminology management from different angles.
Translation tool makers have adopted the Translation Memory eXchange (TMX)
standard over the past several years, and José Gambín and his staff have tested a
batch of tools to see how that implementation has progressed. Which tools use TMX
most effectively with Word? With Trados text ﬁles?

Standards in translation, as in other ﬁelds, are being reﬁned to reﬂect new
business and technical realities. Gloria Corpas Pastor describes several European
standards and the new CEN EN 15038 standard that will affect translators and
companies. A new resource for translators is Inter-Active Terminology for Europe
at http://iate.europa.eu — which yields terms in the ofﬁcial languages of the
European Union.
In other areas, Ultan Ó Broin reviews Software Without Borders; Tom Edwards
advises caution in using any kind of a human image in your website designs; John
Freivalds confesses his addressing errors and advises on good practice; Andrew
Joscelyne and Jaap van der Meer conclude their series on “Translation 2.0.”
We also report on the second Translation Summit (Salt Lake City, Utah, March 12)
and on the ﬁrst Localization World in Asia (Shanghai, China, March 20-22).
Included with this issue you’ll ﬁnd a “Getting Started Guide” to internationalization, packed with useful information from Adam Asnes, Richard Gillam, Bill Hall, Alan
Horvath, and Nancy A. Locke.
And last but far from least, in our Takeaway we bid farewell to our past editorial
board and welcome a new board with their new viewpoints on translation,
localization, internationalization and software development. Cheers! :

www.multilingual.com
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Spanish translation company to obtain
certiﬁcation of this standard. The audit
conducted by Bureau Veritas Certiﬁcation
accredits that all the requirements included
in the EN 15038 standard were met by all
Vivanco & García systems and procedures.
This certiﬁcation is complementary to the
ISO 9001:2000 certiﬁcation also held by
the company. The company also moved to
a larger ofﬁce space in Madrid.

News

Announcements
Lido-Lang co-owner
receives award

Andrzej Nedoma, a co-owner
of Lido-Lang Technical Translations, has received the “Microentrepreneur of the Year 2006”
award in the services category.
The competition was organized by
the Leopold Kronenberg Foundation, which operates at Citibank
Handlowy. The nominating institutions recommended 220 companies from all over Poland for
the competition. The jury of the
“Microentrepreneur of the Year”
competition evaluates not only a
company’s business success, but
also its inﬂuence on local communities
and the creation of new jobs.

Lido-Lang Technical Translations
ofﬁce@lidolang.com, www.lidolang.com

AIT Partner Network
Advanced International Translations (AIT),
a translation, localization and software development company, has launched the AIT
Partner Network. The network is designed
for partners to use online marketing tools
and receive a share in the sales of AIT products and services.
Advanced International Translations
info@translation3000.com
www.translation3000.com

Opticentre upgrades beneﬁt
clients and environment
Opticentre, a localization solutions provider, has announced that it is one of the ﬁrst
organizations outside of the United States
to install SuperComputers using the latest
Intel Quad-Core Xeon 5300 Series Processing Power. The intent of this infrastructure
upgrade is to create a signiﬁcantly increased
workﬂow while consuming less energy — a
beneﬁt to clients and the environment.
Opticentre has also retrained its entire
FLASH team on the very latest Flex 2 and
Action Script 3.0 technologies. This team
skills upgrade enables Opticentre to build,
host, manage and localize a wide range
of next-generation websites and immersive applications from simple restaurant
menus to complex workﬂow systems
and synchronized desktops in all world
languages.
Opticentre opportunities@opticentre.net
www.opticentre.net
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VG Vivanco & García, S.L.
traducciones@vivancoygarcia.com
www.vivancoygarcia.com

Freeway and Logoport usage
surpasses performance targets
DocZone.com recognized in KMWorld
DocZone.com, developer of an XML-based
content management and single-source
publishing solution, has announced that
KMWorld Magazine, a publisher for the econtent industry, has recognized DocZone
.com as one of the “100 Companies that Matter in Knowledge Management” for 2007.
DocZone.com info@doczone.com
www.doczone.com

ProZ.com experiences record
membership growth in 2006
ProZ.com, an enabling and sourcing platform for language professionals, has announced that the company added 47,571
new registered users in 2006, thus increasing its network of language professionals
to more than 170,000 worldwide. Paid
memberships also increased by more than
50% over the previous year.
Additionally, site user and membership growth were accompanied by strong
growth in overall site activity. Notably,
more than 5,000 companies used ProZ.com
to locate language professionals for more
than 60,000 projects; daily trafﬁc increased
with as many as 80,000 users viewing up to
one million pages per day; and the community’s shared archive of over 1.5 million
terms with translations is now searched up
to 60,000 times per day.
ProZ.com mike@proz.com
www.proz.com/connect

Vivanco & García obtains EN
15038:2006 certiﬁcation
Vivanco & García, a translator of patents
and projects related to the pharmaceutical
industry, has obtained EN 15038:2006 certiﬁcation for “Translation Services — Service
Requirements” and has become the ﬁrst

Lionbridge Technologies, Inc., has announced that the adoption of Freeway, its
free, web-based translation management
system, has surpassed 2006 performance
targets. In the eight months since the platform’s launch, more than 150 Lionbridge
clients have adopted Freeway as their preferred management platform. Logoport,
the linguistic engine behind Freeway, now
supports more than 10,000 users worldwide just one year after its public release.
Contributors in the Logoport community
include client teams, project managers,
translators and engineers.
Client usage of Freeway has doubled
every month since August 2006. Logoport
has also seen dramatic adoption curves
with average monthly production volumes
increasing fourfold, from 9 million words
in January 2006 to 36 million in January
2007. Logoport now hosts more than two
and a half billion words within thousands
of individual secure client translation
memories.
Lionbridge Technologies, Inc.
info@lionbridge.com, www.lionbridge.com

InterPro celebrates 12 years,
releases year-end numbers
InterPro Translation Solutions, Inc., is
celebrating its twelfth-year anniversary.
The company was co-founded by Ralph
Strozza, its current president and CEO,
and began operations on March 5, 1995.
InterPro provides language translation,
software localization, multilingual desktop publishing and project management
solutions.
Revenues for the ﬁscal year ending
December 31, 2006, increased by more than
12% over 2005, and new account business
by over 240% from the prior year.
InterPro Translation Solutions, Inc.
info@interproinc.com, www.interproinc.com
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News
STC Israel schedules
40th anniversary convention
The 2007 STC Israel Convention (its fourth)
on June 4 will bring technical communicators together to share ideas, network and
gain inspiration. This year’s event focuses on
the theme — “The Proactive Technical Communicator — Multiple Disciplines, Multiple
Perspectives.” Convention participants will
choose from 16 sessions in four tracks dedicated to information design; new tools and
technologies; CMS and single sourcing; and
business and personal skills.
This year’s convention also celebrates STC
Israel’s 40th anniversary as the oldest STC
Chapter outside of North America. The convention will take place at the Daniel Hotel
on the Herzliya coast, just outside Tel Aviv.
STC Israel www.stc-israel.org.il

Changes

translation rates, and new education and
training pages listing details of current
opportunities and free workshops available
from Atlas.
The updated website offers better accessibility to the partially-sighted and hard of
hearing, with an easily adjustable font size
and color contrast, and an audio version
of the brochure available in MP3 format.
Atlas also chose to move its server to
Rackspace, a managed hosting company
— the ﬁrst in the United Kingdom to offer
carbon neutral web hosting, thus reducing
the negative impact of its services on the
environment.
Atlas Translations Ltd.
london@atlas-translations.co.uk
www.atlas-translations.co.uk

Collaboration

Language Weaver
info@languageweaver.com
www.languageweaver.com

Semantix acquires INK Sverige AB
Semantix, the result of a 2006 merger
of several providers of translation, interpreting, training and language revision
services, has acquired a majority holding
in INK Sverige AB, a translation agency.
Semantix offers a range of services in
ﬁelds not covered by INK, and INK’s technical skills strength will be an important
addition to the language services offered
by Semantix.

Iverson qualiﬁes as
SDL TRADOS certiﬁed

Semantix info@semantix.se
www.semantix se

Telelingua acquires 4T
Telelingua International s.a., a translation
and localization company, has just concluded
the purchase of the Paris-based translation and interpreting services company 4T.
Telelingua acquired 100% of 4T’s capital
after an initial partnership agreement in
August 2006. This acquisition is designed to
strengthen the Telelingua group’s position
in the French translation market.
Telelingua International s.a.
brussels@telelingua.com
www.telelingua.com

Atlas website update focuses
on access and environment
Atlas Translations Ltd., a language, communication and translation industry services
provider, has premiered its new website with
interactive features and more information,
thereby enabling clients to make better
informed choices about the services they
require. The new design includes a Quick
Quote feature providing instant access to

www.multilingual.com
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agreement with Interligare (www.interligare
.com), a company focused on innovation,
consulting, technology transfer, and training
around intelligence production. Interligare
will integrate Language Weaver’s automated
translation technology into its NowIS (Normalized Wide Spectrum Intelligence) System
— a “Watching, Investigation and Intelligence
system.” With this integration plan, Interligare has obtained sales and marketing rights
for Language Weaver’s technologies to government, security and intelligence entities in
Spain. In addition, Interligare is developing
value-added applications for business using
Language Weaver’s translation systems that
it will market internationally. This collaboration marks the ﬁrst time Interligare has integrated statistically driven translation. Initially,
Interligare will work with Language Weaver’s
Arabic/English and Spanish/English translation modules.

Beetext reports 30% growth
in 2006, receives contract
Beetext, a provider of project efﬁciency
solutions, has experienced an approximate
30% growth in its client base in the last
quarter of 2006.
Beetext has been awarded a contract
from the Social Development of Canada, a
department of the Canadian federal government. The Canadian government uses
Beetext Flow in several of its provincial and
federal government departments.
Beetext Productivity Solutions
sales@beetext.com, www.beetext.com

Language Weaver and
Interligare combine technology
Language Weaver, a software company
developing enterprise software for the automated translation of human languages, has
signed a strategic marketing and integration

SDL International, a provider of global
information management solutions reports
that Iverson Language Associates, Inc., has
qualiﬁed as an SDL TRADOS Certiﬁed Language Service Provider in the United States.
Iverson has completed the certiﬁcation
process for its in-house team of project
managers and sales staff. Additionally,
Hélène Pielmeier, director of client services,
was one of the ﬁrst in North America to
become a Certiﬁed Trainer for SDLX, one of
the components of SDL Trados 2006. Iverson will also be looking for SDL TRADOS
Certiﬁed translators when outsourcing its
translation work.
SDL International
fribeiro@sdl.com, www sdl.com
Iverson Language Associates, Inc.
steve@iversonlang.com
www.iversonlang.com

Idiom and Cross Language aid
Gambro BCT translation process
Idiom Technologies, Inc., a provider of
scalable software solutions, and Cross Language n.v., system integrator and consultancy company for language and translation
technologies, have announced that Gambro
BCT has adopted the WorldServer technology in its global operations. Gambro BCT is
a developer of innovative technology for
vaccine development and blood collection
and processing.
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News
Cross Language has worked closely with
the customer service and quality assurance
(QA), engineering and marketing groups in
the United States and European operations
of Gambro BCT to analyze the existing
processes. It discovered that Gambro BCT
was similar to many companies where
translation is managed as a side activity,
and management’s primary objective was
to audit and track translation and language QA activities in the same way as the
manufacturing and all other supply chains
within Gambro BCT. Cross Language consultants applied a 40-step methodology to
help Gambro BCT reach this objective, and
part of this methodology was the implementation of Idiom WorldServer.
Idiom Technologies, Inc.
info@idiominc.com, www.idiominc.com
Cross Language n.v.
info@crosslang.com, www.crosslang.com

including JustSystems XMetaL, PTC Arbortext
Editor, Adobe FrameMaker, Microsoft Word
and In.vision Xpress Author. Publishing is
anticipated for summer of 2007.
CMS Watch info@cmswatch.com
www.cmswatch.com

Prestige Network, a language services
provider in the public sector, has received
another government contract to deliver
face-to-face interpreting and British sign
language (BSL) interpreting. The contract
will require all of Prestige Network’s
interpreters to be security checked. It will
also require use of 170 foreign languages
and BSL, and will operate nationally in 69
ofﬁces across the United Kingdom.
Prestige Network Ltd.
sales@prestigenetwork.com
www.prestigenetwork.com

CMS Watch and
Rockley Group publish report

Garmin selects SDL

CMS Watch and The Rockley Group Inc.
recently announced that they have established a strategic alliance to create a new CMS
Watch report evaluating content component
management technology. The forthcoming
report will help enterprises sort through the
complexities of choosing the right tool for
managing discrete components of content
in a multichannel world. The report will also
evaluate major structured authoring tools,

SDL International, a provider of global
information management solutions, has
reported that Garmin International Inc.
has chosen SDL’s technology and services to
deliver a translation management strategy
which will enable the ﬂow of information
in multiple languages across its global
markets. Garmin is a member of the Garmin Ltd. group of companies that design,
manufacture and market navigation and

SYSTRAN Premium
Translator 6
%FTJHOFE GPS 5PEBZµT
1SPGFTTJPOBM 5SBOTMBUPS

50+ language pairs
Desktop and server solutions
New and intuitive Translation Toolbar is
always available on the desktop
New Dictionary Lookup provides instant
access to SYSTRAN, Larousse and
Chambers dictionaries
Enhanced customization tools to manage
dictionaries, TMs, post-editing, and QA
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SDL International
fribeiro@sdl.com, www sdl.com

Translations.com partners with
Ground Zero Museum Workshop

Prestige Network receives
government contract

Streamline the translation workflow and
automate the human translation process
to minimize costs.

communications equipment for the consumer and aviation markets.

V6

Optimize translations.
Increase productivity.
Cost-effective.
Visit us online at
www.systransoft.com

Translations.com, a provider of website
and software localization, has partnered
with the Ground Zero Museum Workshop
(www.groundzeromuseumworkshop.com)
in New York City to provide multilingual
communications for its visitors. The museum
opened its doors in 2005 to showcase
the photography of Gary Marlon Suson,
who chronicled the courageous recovery
efforts of the New York Fire Department
and other Ground Zero workers in the nine
months following September 11, 2001. The
museum needed to provide translations
and voice-over work for multilingual selfguided tours.
Translations.com
info@translations.com
www.translations.com

ACP Traductera ofﬁcial
supplier of EU translations
ACP Traductera, a language service provider, announced recently that as of January
2007 it is an ofﬁcial supplier of translation
services for the European Union (EU). ACP
Traductera had to pass rigorous selection
procedures applied by the EU bodies to
be awarded contracts with the Translation
Centre for the Bodies of the EU.
Projects include translations from English into Bulgarian and Romanian in the
medical ﬁeld, particularly medical and
pharmaceutical texts, and from Romanian
into English in the ﬁeld of trademarks and
patents. The latter requires processing with
the use of a CAT tool internally developed
by the EU bodies for which ACP Traductera
project managers and translators received
in-depth training.
ACP Traductera info@traductera.com
www.traductera.com

QASight Program for Microsoft
Moravia Worldwide’s QASight business
unit, a provider of product globalization
testing services, has made available its
Multilingual Compatibility Program for
the Windows Vista operating system and
Microsoft Ofﬁce 2007. This integrated
set of testing and engineering services is
designed speciﬁcally to verify compatibility
of software applications and products with
the many language versions of these latest
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News
Translation Summit 2007
Last year it was Sputnik; this year the running reference at the Translation Summit was to
Nicole Kidman — particularly her ﬁlm The Interpreter — and to Tom Cruise’s derring-do in the
Mission: Impossible ﬁlms. The day included panels on research and training, “getting it right”
and writing for translation and translation technology, as well as talks on interpreter training,
a pro-bono translation service opportunity and the future of translation.
The keynote by Alfred Mockett, co-author of the Committee for Economic Development’s
2006 report on international studies and foreign language education, emphasized the necessity and the challenge of building cross-cultural competence in the United States. He recommended that states require international content in all school grades; that Congress back
up these requirements with funding; that heritage speakers of many languages be taught
to teach; and that leaders champion global education. Stephen Sekel, who is responsible
for overseeing the editing and translation
of ofﬁcial documents in the six ofﬁcial languages for the United Nations, outlined the
UN’s requirements for in-house translators
— three languages and writing skills among
them — adding that many candidates in what
he called the “post-literate culture” lack writing skills. He also pointed out that a lack of
language study and skills is not conﬁned to
Technology panel
the United States — the United Kingdom, for
(above); Stephen Sekel
example, has also dropped a secondary-school
of the UN (left).
language requirement. A strict retirement age
at the United Nations may lead to a 20% shortage of language
professionals within a few years.
A questioner asked about the perception of translation and
interpreting as a poorly paid ﬁeld. Mockett said that supply and
demand may help to improve the lot of translators as their skills
become scarcer and hence more valuable, but that government
funding may be needed to “prime the pump” to make the ﬁeld
more attractive ﬁnancially. Sekel added that these professionals need to be more visible
through their associations and public relations.
On the research panel, Geoff Koby, president of the American Translation and Interpreting
Studies Association, described research projects such as legal terminology and the “break of
gauge” where different legal systems meet; and Donald A. DePalma, industry analyst and
president of Common Sense Advisory, emphasized the importance of local language on websites — that a global brand with its credibility is most important to online buyers, followed by
language and then by price.
The “Getting It Right” panel included American Translators Association president Marian
Greenﬁeld, who provided examples of translations gone wrong and advocated training both
providers and buyers of language services; Bernhard Kohlmeier of Microsoft, who described
the scope of the company’s local-language program and the challenge of providing the right
degree of language access; and National Virtual Translation Center director Everette Jordan,
who started his presentation about the need for quality in high-pressure government translation in English and switched to German, Spanish and Russian in turn, while attendees listened
to simultaneous interpretation through headphones.
Afternoon panels addressed writing for translation, standards and technology. Jaap van der
Meer explained fully automatic useful translation (FAUT); Jennifer DeCamp of MITRE and Jost
Zetzsche talked about looking at tools in terms of features and how they work together.
The question “Where are the translators of the future?” had been asked all day. Ray Clifford, director of the Brigham Young University Center for Language Studies, introduced young
translator Julia Segall, who studied Arabic at Georgetown University in an advanced proﬁciency
program and started an internship at the US Department of State in 2006. “These programs
work,” she said. “Students need these programs — many don’t know where to start.”
The discussions begun in Salt Lake City continue at www.translationsummit.org and in
coordinated efforts by the sponsoring organizations through the year. — Laurel Wagers
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Localization
Management
Roundtable
Conference Fee: $1275

Agenda*
Agile Programming
Localization Maturity Models
Doing More With Less
Industry Trends
Machine Translation Update
China
Vendor Landscape (tools and services)
+ two open sessions
*Agenda topics subject to change without notice.
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Localization
Institute
4513 Vernon Boulevard, Suite 11
Madison, WI 53705 USA
Phone 608.233.1790
Fax 608.441.6124
www.localizationinstitute.com
info@localizationinstitute.com
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News
Microsoft ﬂagship technologies and their
multilingual features. The program’s services
include localization testing, functionality
testing, linguistic quality assurance testing,
test development engineering, software
engineering and internationalization.
Windows Vista is set to be available in
almost 100 local language versions, including 35 speciﬁc language packs in addition

1UALITY IS MORE THAN JUST A WORD

to English, 61 languages and locales as
Windows Vista LIP (Language Interface
Pack), and complemented by a number
of Windows Vista Multilingual User Interface Packs. Microsoft Ofﬁce 2007 desktop
applications will support 37 languages.
These new versions feature not only technological advances but also reﬂect the
recent developments and cultural changes
that have occurred in many countries and
locales since the last release.
Moravia Worldwide
europe@moraviaworldwide.com
www.moraviaworldwide.com

Aeroxchange chooses
Sajan’s GCMS
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Sajan, a translation service and technology
provider, reports that its GCMS (global communication management system) platform
has been chosen as the language translation
management technology for Aeroxchange,
a group of airlines and suppliers dedicated
to maximizing efﬁciency across the complex
aviation supply chain. Sajan will provide language translation services and management
technology to support the many languages
offered by Aeroxchange.
Sajan, Inc. productsales@sajan.com
www.sajan.com

Financial
Alchemy ﬁnishes 2006
with record revenues
Alchemy Software Development Limited,
a provider of visual localization solutions,
announced record revenues for the year
ending on December 31, 2006, and signiﬁcant new customer wins. Revenues for
ﬁscal 2006 were up 27% on the previous
year. During 2006, Alchemy sold more
than 2,000 licenses, released several new
product innovations such as Layout Manager 2.0 and trials of Language Exchange,
and announced partnerships with major
industry players such as joint development
with SDL on a new version of the Alchemy
TRADOS Component.
Alchemy Software Development Ltd.
info@alchemysoftware.ie
www.alchemysoftware.ie

with sales ﬁgures in 2005, this is an increase
of over 50%.
One of the main reasons for CPSL’s ﬁnancial growth was the mid-year restructuring
of the company. The previous spin-offs
CPSL Technologies (now CPSL Consultancy)
and CPS Forum (now CPSL Events) have
been integrated into CPSL’s biggest business unit CPSL Language Solutions. With
all three business units uniﬁed under one
roof, CPSL is able to cater to its customers’
multilingual needs with the provision of a
wider range of services.
CPSL info@cpsl.com, www.cpsl.com

Lingotek receives funding
Lingotek, a provider of software development and translation solutions, recently
secured $1.6 million in Series A-2 ﬁnancing. The A-2 round was led by Canopy
Ventures of Lindon, Utah, contributing
$1 million. Previous investors including
Flywheel Ventures also participated in the
A-2 round. This ﬁnancing follows a $1 million Series A-1 round of funding in 2006.
Lingotek will use the funding to expand
its sales and marketing efforts and further
increase its presence in the language translation market.
Lingotek www.lingotek.com

MultiCorpora pursues
growth strategy
MultiCorpora R&D Inc., the developer
of MultiTrans — a software solution for
translation memories and termbases —
reported results for its 2006 ﬁnancial year
that ended in February 2007. This past
year was marked by the award of the two
most important contracts in the company’s history, doubling not only its number
of users, but also its sales. The company
also doubled the number of sales and service ofﬁces, opening a site in Brussels,
Belgium, to better serve the European
market. It also acquired a number of governmental clients in Canada, Switzerland
and Germany.
MultiCorpora R&D Inc.
info@multicorpora.com
www.multicorpora.com

People

CPSL achieves record
ﬁnancial growth in 2006

Common Sense expands

CPSL, a provider of language solutions,
consultancy and event management, made
record sales for its ﬁscal year ending December 31, 2006, having exceeded the established
expectations by over 20%. In comparison

Common Sense Advisory, a translation
and localization research ﬁrm, has expanded
its reach to Barcelona, Spain, adding Mauricio Garza as business development manager
and consultant for its European operations.
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Garza has held a variety of positions, ranging
from translator to project manager during
his 14 years in the language industry.
Common Sense Advisory, Inc.
info@commonsenseadvisory.com
www.commonsenseadvisory.com

Symbio Group names
new president and CEO
At Symbio Group, a provider of software
development, testing and globalization
outsourcing services, Jacob Hsu has been
named president. He has served as a senior
executive at the company for more than
nine years, most recently as chief operating ofﬁcer.
Richard Le was named CEO, promoted
from his role as president. Le co-founded
Symbio in 1994 with 22 employees and has
served as its president since 2002.
The Symbio Group info@symbio-group.com
www.symbio-group.com

Products
Acapela’s Infovox iVox 1.1

Eriksen announces staff changes
Eriksen Translations Inc., a provider
of multilingual services, recently made
several staff changes, including promotions and the addition of a new business
development manager. Claudia Waitman
has been named vice president of business
development. Waitman originally joined
Eriksen in 2001 as a project manager.
Virginia LoPresto has been promoted to
vice president of administration. LoPresto
came to Eriksen in 1991 as the company’s
bookkeeper. Peter Deutsch has been promoted to senior account manager. Deutsch
has been with Eriksen since 2002. Ivan
Capovski has joined Eriksen as business
development manager. A native of Sweden, Capovski was an account manager in
the fashion and technology ﬁelds.
Eriksen Translations Inc.
info@erikseninc.com
www.erikseninc.com

The Geo Group adds staff
The Geo Group Corporation continues to
grow, adding Jamie Valentyne and Krista
Stussy to its Madison, Wisconsin, corporate
ofﬁce desktop publishing team. The Geo
Group provides translation services, desktop publishing, AV/multimedia production,
software localization, website localization,
interpreting services, technical writing and
US Hispanic consulting.
The Geo Group xlate@thegeogroup.com
www.thegeogroup.com
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Acapela Group recently launched Infovox iVox 1.1, the new version of its voice
synthesis system developed in partnership
with AssistiveWare. The software enables
users of Mac OS X who suffer from visual
impairment and dyslexia to vocally access
written information in all their applications
such as TextEdit, Preview, Acrobat Reader,
Proloquo, TextParrot and AppleWorks, via
Apple’s Speech Manager.
Infovox iVox can be used on Macintosh
PowerPCs or Intel computers and now offers
a selection of new voices such as American
Spanish and Canadian French in addition
to American English, British English, French,
German, Italian, Dutch, Flemish, Spanish, Portuguese, Norwegian and Swedish.
Acapela Group www.acapela-group.com

Alchemy CATALYST 7.0
Alchemy Software Development Ltd., a
developer of visual localization solutions,
has released Alchemy CATALYST 7.0 with

over 100 new enhancements. It has been
designed to provide a truly visual environment for the localization and engineering
of digital content and Microsoft desktop,
internet and mobile applications.
CATALYST 7.0 includes new features such
as Alchemy Layout Manager, comprehensive
.NET solution, online Help localization solution, Java support, translation alignment
and complete open standards support.
Alchemy Software Development Ltd.
info@alchemysoftware.ie
www.alchemysoftware.ie

XTRF Global Management System
version 1.2, new sales staff
XTRF Management Systems, a division
of Lido-Lang Technical Translations, has
released version 1.2 of the XTRF global
management system. Version 1.2 has several
new features such as a discount/surcharge
module offered to language service providers that base their price policy on
discounts for their clients. Other features
concern the structure of the system and
approach to the quotation process.
Jan Zdanowski recently joined the XTRF
sales team. Zdanowski, ﬂuent in Polish,
Russian and English, has joined the company in order to expand XTRF sales to the
eastern markets.
Lido-Lang Technical Translations
ofﬁce@lidolang.com, www.lidolang.com

AIT releases Visual Localize 7.0
Applied Information Technologies AG
(AIT), a provider of localization tools, has
released Visual Localize version 7.0 on February 27, 2007. New functions include the
translation of Windows 32bit *.RC ﬁles and
Trolltech Language Files *.ts; support of
external .NET controls such as DevExpress

Been getting some ghastly
results in your medical
translations?
At Nova Language Services, our teams specialize
in medicine, pharmacy, chemistry and veterinary
medicine, meaning that we deliver top-quality results.

www.nova-transnet.com
Còrsega 371, planta 5,
08037 Barcelona SPAIN
Tel: +34 93 412 65 00
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and Syncfusion in the dialog preview; and
the integration of a spell-checker.
Applied Information Technologies AG
info@visloc.com, www.visual-localize.com

Buzz introduces
multilingual web browser
Buzz Technologies, Inc., a platform for telecommunications and internet-related products and services, has introduced the Buzz
multilingual web browser, available for
download (www.12buzz.com). The browser is
web-based — not PC-based — and allows
instant one-click translations into Chinese,
Spanish, Russian, German, French, Italian,
Korean, Japanese, Dutch, Greek, Portuguese,
and back to English. Buzz plans to add multilingual e-mail to its virtual PC service.
Buzz’s new service has the highest demand
in China with over 130 million internet users
and has signed worldwide distribution with
Google, Time Warner, Beijing Telecom and
Fujisan.
Buzz Technologies, Inc.
http://corporate.12buzz.com

IBM’s FileNet P8 4.0
FileNet, an IBM company, has unveiled
an updated P8 platform. IBM FileNet P8 4.0
offers more than 75 enhancements and
new capabilities such as a uniﬁed metadata
and catalog model for content, process
management and compliance. The new
software also features a J2EE content
engine that offers a rich compound document model for managing complex documents, streamlining authoring, translation,
review and publishing processes. The platform offers multilingual global process
support that recognizes end-user settings
to deliver information in the recipient’s
native language.
To help potential FileNet P8 4.0 customers reap the beneﬁts of the new software,
IBM Global Business Services (GBS) has
expanded its content management services practice. More than 1000 IBM GBS
professionals will provide a range of content management consulting services to
FileNet P8 4.0 customers, ranging from
initial strategy and planning through the

COMMUNICATION.
IN ANY LANGUAGE.

We make translation look easy.
WHEN ACCURACY COUNTS, CONVERSIS DELIVERS.
With Conversis, choosing the right translation partner has never been easier.
Because at Conversis, we offer much more than high-quality translations.
You can trust us to deliver turnkey localization solutions on-time, on-target and
in-budget. Every time. That’s why you should connect with Conversis today.
N. AMERICA

(214) 443 9229 |

S. AMERICA

55 (0) 12 39 137088 |

U.K.

44 (0) 845 450 0805

www.conversisglobal.com
Visit our Web site to order our free booklet “What every manager should know about translation.”
Guidebooks currently available for French, German, Romanian and Bulgarian translations.
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build and management of enterprise-wide
solutions.
FileNet www.ﬁlenet.com

LumenVox Speech Engine v7.5
LumenVox LLC, a developer of speech
recognition technology, recently released
version 7.5 of the LumenVox Speech Engine.
Version 7.5 encapsulates language models
for Mexican and South American Spanish,
Canadian French and Australian English. In
addition, it now supports version 2 of the
Media Resource Control Protocol, a protocol speciﬁcally designed to address the
need for client control of media processing resources, such as speech recognition.
Speech Engine v7.5 is an application programming interface that performs speech
recognition on audio data from any audio
source on Linux or Windows. Sun SPARC
Solaris support has also been added.
LumenVox LLC www.lumenvox.com

Alelo game provides
language and culture training
Soldiers at the National Training Center
in Ft. Irwin, California, are learning how
to communicate in Iraq and Afghanistan
safely, effectively, and with cultural sensitivity with the Tactical Language & Culture
Training Systems by Alelo, Inc. The Tactical
Iraqi and Tactical Pashto courses teach not
only what to say, but just as importantly
how to say it and when to say it.
The courses are not entertainment video
games nor “repeat after me” training programs. They are “serious games” that combine patent-pending technologies, including
models of language, culture and learning;
artiﬁcial-intelligence-based social and
psychological simulations and Social Puppets Animations that guide the unscripted,
autonomous, culturally appropriate behavior
of the animated characters; and contextual,
speaker-independent speech recognition
models for non-native speakers.
Alelo Inc.
inquiries@alelo.com, www.alelo.com

SYSTRAN 6 provides
Vista/Ofﬁce support
SYSTRAN Software, Inc., a developer of
language translation software, recently introduced the SYSTRAN 6 line of ﬁve desktop products that include Web Translator,
Home Translator, Ofﬁce Translator, Business Translator and Premium Translator.
Among the updated features are a built-in
dictionary lookup, an intuitive translation
toolbar, added linguistic options and a
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new interface. It also supports the Microsoft Windows Vista operating system and
Microsoft Ofﬁce System 2007.
SYSTRAN Software, Inc.
info@systransoft.com, www.systransoft.com

and searching of content in 37 languages
and can be deployed on any platform that
supports Java. It has been tested on Mac OS
X, Windows, Linux, UNIX, IBM AIX, Solaris,
HP-UX and z/OS operating systems.

SDL Trados 2007

SearchBlox Software, Inc.
www.searchblox.com

SDL International, a provider of global
information management solutions, reports
the release of SDL Trados 2007 — a solution
ensuring automation of the translation
supply chain for global corporations. SDL
Trados 2007 introduces a new concept of
project delivery and a new way of working with the translation supply chain.
Translation memory (TM) is only one of the
components needed to consistently deliver
multilingual content. The new release offers
a powerful solution that utilizes new package-based project delivery that contains
not just TM, but also source ﬁles, terminology links, scheduling-related information,
reference material and all associated preparation ﬁles. This package-based system
enables corporations to be linked with the
critical translation supply chain to deliver
multilingual content needed to accelerate
product delivery across global regions in
local language.
SDL International
fribeiro@sdl.com, www sdl.com

nCore extends nScript
Indic language support
nCore, a developer of embedded localization and user interface software, has
released a new version of nScript text
rendering and editing software designed
and optimized for mobile phones and other
embedded devices. The new version supports Tamil script which is one of the most
widely used Indic scripts — used natively by
approximately 20% of the world population. nScript has a wide support for Indic
scripts and languages, including Hindi,
Bengali, Malayalam, Marathi and Tamil,
altogether covering 850 million native
users. The new version also bundles new
bitmap fonts for scripts such as Bengali,
Malayalam, Tamil, Thai, Hebrew and Latin.
nCore Ltd. ncore@ncore.ﬁ, www.ncore.ﬁ

SearchBlox 4.0
SearchBlox Software, Inc., a developer of
content search software, has released
SearchBlox version 4.0 with replication
support; a re-designed AJAX-based Admin
Console; and support of hit highlighting
of search terms in HTML and PDF documents. SearchBlox 4.0 supports indexing
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Lingobit Localizer 5.0

set of 77,154 common words, a set of 51,074
proper names (including person names,
family names, cities, streets, companies and
brand names) with phonetic transcriptions
in SAMPA. The lexicon is provided in XML
format. The ELRA-S0231 LC-STAR EnglishRussian Bilingual Aligned Phrasal lexicon
is comprised of 10,519 phrases from the
tourist domain. It is based on a list of short

Lingobit Technologies recently announced
the release of Lingobit Localizer 5.0, a
software localization tool that provides
development teams with a solution to
facilitate and streamline the software
localization process and communication
among programmers, translators and
testers. Localizer 5.0 delivers several new
features and enhancements such as support of .NET Framework versions 1.0, 1.1
and 2.0; compatibility with Windows Vista;
and improvement in Ini-ﬁles support.

No More Compromises.

Lingobit Technologies
info@lingobit.com, www.lingobit.com

Sajan GCMS 4.0
Sajan, a provider of on-demand language
translation technology and services, reports
the release of GCMS (Global Communication Management System) 4.0, the latest
version of its platform solution. GCMS
features adaptable workﬂow; advanced
multilingual data management (centralized
and contextually indexed); audit trail and
version control; integrated reporting; and
an array of tools that make the language
translation process more transparent for
the corporate client. GCMS can integrate
into content management systems or other
business systems. Also included in the 4.0
release is the ability to interface via web
services with Sajan’s Authoring Coach 2.5.
Sajan, Inc. productsales@sajan.com
www.sajan.com

Resources
ELRA Language Resources
Catalogue additions and update
The European Language Resources Association (ELRA) has added new language
resources to its Language Resources Catalogue. The ELRA-S0229 LC-STAR Turkish
lexicon is comprised of 104,513 words,
including a set of 59,213 common words
and a set of 45,300 proper names (including
person names, family names, cities, streets,
companies and brand names) with phonetic
transcriptions in SAMPA. The ELRA-S0230
LC-STAR Russian lexicon is comprised of
approximately 128,000 words, including a

GET
SET

GO
Are you ready? Get set for the new
business system that adapts to
your processes and manages them
– all the way from quote to invoice.
Whether you localise, interpret,
translate, publish, teach or consult,
or do a bit of everything LTC WORX can handle it.
Visit us today on:

www.ltc-worx.com
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sentences obtained by translation from
US-English 10,000 phrasal corpus. These
lexicons are provided in XML format.
The NetDC Arabic BNSC (Broadcast News
Speech Corpus) is a corpus developed by
ELDA in the framework of the Europeanfunded project Network of Data Centres.
The project was done in collaboration with
the Linguistic Data Consortium, which has
produced a similar corpus from the news
broadcasted by the Voice of America Arabic
in the United States.
The Swiss-German Speecon and US English Speecon databases are each comprised
of the recordings of 550 adult Swiss-German speakers and 50 child Swiss-German
speakers who uttered respectively over 290
items and 210 items (read and spontaneous). The SALA Spanish Chilean Database is
comprised of 1,024 Chilean speakers (477
males, 547 females) recorded over the Chilean ﬁxed telephone network.
Two LC-STAR phonetic lexica were updated. The LC-STAR Catalan phonetic lexicon and LC-STAR Spanish phonetic lexicon
are each comprised of more than 100,000
words, including a set of more than 45,000
common words and a set of more than
45,000 proper names (including person
names, family names, cities, streets, companies and brand names) with phonetic
transcriptions in SAMPA. The lexicon is
provided in XML format.
ELRA/ELDA mapelli@elda.org, www.elda.org

Study examines corporate
localization practices
Conversis, a translation and localization
company, in coordination with the Localization Program at California State University
at Chico (CSU Chico), has released the
ﬁndings of a one-of-a-kind research study
that examines the localization practices of
multinational corporations and how well
they are adapting to countries, cultures and
languages. Research on localization practices

Conversis, Ltd. info@conversisglobal.com
www.conversisglobal.com
California State University, Chico
rce@csuchico.edu
www.csuchico.edu/localize

Common Sense reports

was conducted by the Localization Program
at Chico. To obtain a cross-sectional view
from various organizational departments
about each company’s localization practices,

Not convinced human draft quality is
possible with automated translation?
Contact us for
information
about our
pilot program
US: 1-310-437-7300
Europe: 0032-16-408310
www.languageweaver.com/forms/pilot
State of the art in automated language translation
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the study surveyed international business
managers, localization managers, e-business
managers, web-content managers, information technology managers, and marketing
managers within Fortune 500 companies
with a multinational presence.
According to two reports that summarize
the research ﬁndings — “The Strategic Role
of Localization in Multinational Enterprises” and “Current Web Globalization
Practices: An Industry Analysis” — there is a
gap in the perceived and actual importance
multinational corporations place on the
localization of their software, websites and
products for international markets.

Language service providers (LSPs) the
world over contend that their key differentiator is quality. If every LSP offers
excellent quality, research ﬁrm Common
Sense Advisory asserts that there is, in
fact, no differentiation among suppliers of
translation and localization. In its recently
released report “Sample Translations,” the
ﬁrm provides alternate distinguishing factors including service responsiveness and
value-added services — all demonstrated
through sample translation. The report
also offers language services buyers tools
and resources for evaluating and procuring services from LSPs.
“Translation Management System Scorecards” (February 2007) provides an independent evaluation of 16 translation
management products against the criteria
the ﬁrm established for this market sector
in its earlier “Translation Management
Technology” research (December 2006).
The two reports examine factors driving
demand, deﬁne four buyer types, map
system features to deﬁne subcategories,
and outline the most likely adoption
strategies available for translation management systems (TMS). The new report
objectively evaluates and lists scores for
solutions from across, Advanced International Translations, Beetext, Idiom, LidoLang, Lingotek, Lionbridge, The Language
Technology Centre, Plunet, ]project-open[,
Sajan, SDL, thebigword, Translations.com
and Transware.
The report also presents relevant features
and functionality for prospective buyers,
including consolidated scores for all 16
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TMS solutions in comparative tables. These
comparisons show how well they met the
feature coverage criteria set for business,
workﬂow and language management; TMS
selection worksheets to streamline the
selection process for buyers; and solutions
characterized by how companies can buy
a TMS, including purchase and install, ASP
(hosted), and captive systems delivered at
low or no cost as part of a language services contract.
Common Sense Advisory, Inc.
info@commonsenseadvisory.com
www.commonsenseadvisory.com

Beetext launches
forum and newsletter
Beetext Productivity Solutions, a provider of project efﬁciency solutions, has
launched the Beetext Forum to aid in bringing the Beetext community closer together.
Also available is an Online Support Form to
enable users to communicate directly with
the Beetext support team.
Beetext also launched a monthly newsletter The Hive on February 15, 2007.
The company has spent the past months
working to establish viable and efﬁcient
methods of communicating news and general information to its clientele. The Hive is
available in both French and English.
Beetext Productivity Solutions
sales@beetext.com, www.beetext.com

Conversis’ free primers
offer translation tips
As a resource to assist companies from
making costly mistakes with inaccurate
translations, Conversis, Ltd., a translation and
localization company, has made available
its language primers What Every Manager
Should Know About Translation. These free
translation primers (www.conversisglobal
.com/resources/language_primers/language
_primers.asp) offer an overview of things
to consider when translating business literature, advertising and marketing collateral
from English into another language.
Conversis scheduled the publication of
the primers to coincide with Bulgaria’s and
Romania’s addition to the European Union
(EU). From a linguistic perspective, the
addition of Bulgaria, which uses a Cyrillic-based alphabet, is a historic event as it
means the EU now recognizes three, rather
than two, ofﬁcial alphabets — Latin, Greek
and Cyrillic.
Conversis, Ltd.
info@conversisglobal.com
www.conversisglobal.com
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Society for Technical Communication

WinDi Sentence Search Engine
Language Dynamics, the developer of
the WinDi online translation services, has
extended its range of online translation
functions by adding a new feature — WinDi
Sentence Search Engine — for retrieval of
already translated sentences in the WinDi
Sentence Database. All of the saved translations are generated by the WinDi Sentence
Library Batch Process which is a translation
robot driven by linguists. The robot generates
sentences using Language Dynamics’ aligned
corpora and grammar in seven languages.
Language Dynamics Corp.
info@windi7.com, www.langdy.com

May 12-16, 2007
Minneapolis Convention Center
Minneapolis, Minnesota
R E G I S T E R

www.stc.org

Services

Highlights of the Summit:

ProZ.com Connect!
sourcing platform
ProZ.com, an enabling and sourcing portal
for language professionals, reported the public release of ProZ.com Connect!, a sourcing
platform built speciﬁcally to enable companies to rapidly and efﬁciently ﬁnd, select
and manage the language professionals they
need from among ProZ.com’s network of over
170,000 translators and interpreters working
in more than 100 languages.
The platform was developed, beta-tested
and piloted over the past 10 months with
the cooperation of 25 charter customers,
including six of the 20 largest language
companies; a number of global ﬁrms that
purchase translation services; and midsized language companies — one with as
few as two employees.
ProZ.com Connect! features a patentpending, “need-based” approach to sourcing. The platform allows multiple people
within the same company to collaborate
online, viewing, saving and managing the
best translators for given projects. Charter
users reported efﬁciency gains of up to 50%
in ﬁnding required linguists. The effectiveness of ProZ.com Connect! is attributable
to state-of-the-art web technologies (“web
2.0”); the ability to distinguish “premium” job
opportunities and thereby command greater
attention from service providers; the depth of
ProZ.com’s network of service providers; and
the freshness of data in the proﬁles which
can include availability.
ProZ.com mike@proz.com
www.proz.com/connect

LTC introduces new website,
web-based business system
The Language Technology Centre Ltd.
(LTC) announces the upcoming launch of
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NEW! participating in these intensive two-day
pre-conference workshops, combined with
a selection of conference sessions, attendees
earn a Certificate of Completion. Workshop
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give you in-depth knowledge on the topics
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I Over 100 technical sessions in 6 topic areas:
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• Developing and Delivering Content
• Producing and Publishing Information
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• Developing Your Skills and Promoting
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• Applying Research and Theory to Practice.
I A choice of 4 one-day, Pre-Conference
Workshops.
I Evaluation Workshops with experienced
professionals to evaluate your manuals,
online help, tutorials, and indexes.
I Keynote presentations by high-tech humorist
Ze Frank and internationally renowned
science communicator—and 2007 STC
Honorary Fellow—Simon Singh.
I The profession’s largest EXPO—the latest
products and services in the field.
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LTC Worx, a new web-based business system for the language industry, in the second quarter of 2007. LTC Worx is designed
to boost productivity by supporting existing workﬂows rather than forcing users to
adapt to the tool. LTC will introduce LTC
Worx in a number of events worldwide
and give web previews to interested parties
starting in April of 2007.
To celebrate this news, LTC has also introduced its website — www.ltc-worx.com
— the ﬁrst phase in an effort to improve
LTC’s online presence for its customers.
The Language Technology Centre Ltd.
info@langtech.co.uk
www.langtech.co.uk

Medical Leadership Council
language access database
The Medical Leadership Council on Cultural
Proﬁciency has unveiled a database (http://
medicalleadership.org/resource_interpreter
.aspx) designed to assist physicians and others in providing improved language access
and culturally competent health care. With

more than 350 initial entries, the internetbased, searchable, free-to-the-public database includes contact information for
interpreters, nonproﬁt organizations, hospitals, public health departments and others
that provide health information and services
in languages other than English. Users, including physicians, nurses, social service
workers, patients and the general public,
can search for listings by county, by language, or by type of service. Services and
materials address topics, including parenting skills, adolescent health, senior services,
drug and alcohol abuse counseling, domestic violence, a wide range of cancer diagnoses, nutrition, diabetes, Alzheimer’s Disease
and more, in languages ranging from Arabic
to Vietnamese. Spanish-language materials
are the most common.
California Academy of Family Physicians
cafp@familydocs.org, www.familydocs.org

for the translation, internationalization and
localization industry, has introduced LocalizationCAREERS.net, a full-service online
career center for the language technology
and services industry. The site is designed as a
resource to connect employers in the industry
with qualiﬁed professionals on all levels.
LocalizationCAREERS.net, which is being
powered by JobTarget (www.jobtarget.com),
a job board development company, will
track statistics related to the employers’
job postings — from number of times a job
posting has been viewed to current applicants and response status. Employers will
have added exposure for their postings
through networking with other job boards.
In addition, using JobPool, a service also
provided by JobTarget, employers will have
access to the full JobTarget candidate pool,
which includes more than 160,000 users.

GALA introduces career service

The Globalization and Localization Association
info@gala-global.org
www.gala-global.org

The Globalization and Localization Association (GALA), an international association

CILT begins CNS Weekly service
CILT, the National Centre for Languages,
has launched CNS Weekly (http://feeds.feed
burner.com/ciltns), a new CILT news service
that includes a weekly e-mail alert, RSS
(really simple syndication) feed, media coverage of language issues and a news archive.
CNS Weekly is designed to give observers
and stakeholders an overview of the main
language-related news of the week straight
to their inbox. Online articles as well as
interviews and discussions around languages
can be accessed via the coverage and interviews areas. An improved online press ofﬁce
includes media subscription options, archives
and a forward planner with details of key
events, press releases and brieﬁngs.
CILT, the National Centre for Languages
library@cilt.org.uk, www.cilt.org.uk

PeriscopeIQ survey translation and
response mapping technology
PeriscopeIQ, a provider of a web-based
survey technology platform, has released
its new Survey Translation Mapping (STM)
and complementary Survey Response Mapping (SRM) solutions. The STM solution
allows in-place translation without intermediate structures and in a process directly
parallel to the content of the base questionnaire. The SRM solution has the key attributes of STM, in addition to other features
that are speciﬁcally applicable to response
translations.
PeriscopeIQ sales@periscopeiq.com
www.periscopeiq.com
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News
Language Line Services VIN
Language Line Services, Inc., a provider
of interpreting services to health care
organizations, has introduced its next
generation video interpreting service —
Video Interpreter Network (VIN) — that
facilitates communication among health
care providers and their hearing-impaired
and limited-English-proficient patients.
The company joined forces with Cisco
and Paras & Associates to deliver VIN.
The units are user friendly and can be
positioned at nursing stations throughout a hospital. The implementation process also includes access to Paras &
Associates’ consulting services to plan,
purchase and install appropriate video
and telephone devices across an entire
hospital system.

The Association of Language Companies
info@alcus.org, www.alcus.org

Language First! With three concurrent tracks,
the program is ﬁlled with information and
discussions about linguistic assets, with case
studies from a wide range of applications.

Localization World Berlin
set for 19-21 June 2007

Localization World
info@localizationworld.com
www.localizationworld.com

and educational sessions. The closing dinner
will be an authentic New England clambake.

Building on the success of eight previous
conferences, Localization World comes to
Berlin on 19-21 June 2007. The conference
takes place at the Berliner Congress Center on
Alexanderplatz. Preconference sessions will be
held at the conference hotel, the Park Inn.
The program covers a wide range of issues
in the world of translation and localization
in addition to the conference theme, Local

Correction:
Liam Gallagher, author of the Takeaway in issue #86 (March 2007), was
incorrectly titled. He is managing
director of LAG Traduções, a translation and localization consultancy
company in São Paulo, Brazil.

Language Line Services, Inc.
info@languageline.com
www.languageline.com
Paras & Associates mparas@jps.net
www.parasandassociates.net

Translator’s Corner goes live
Translator’s Corner Corp., a group of
translation software developers and former
project managers, have created an online
marketplace for freelance translators. With
the development of new technology and
a new system that includes tools such as
SecureTrans, TC Online Court, My Corner
and Auto Price Comparison, Translator’s
Corner is designed to help freelance translators conduct business safely and quickly.
Translator’s Corner Corp.
www.translatorscorner.com

Shows & Seminars
ALC 2007 Annual Conference
online registration open
The Association of Language Companies
(ALC) has unveiled its new online registration program for its 2007 Annual Conference
on June 20-23, 2007, in Providence, Rhode
Island. A preliminary program, the online
registration form and a link to the hotel
reservation web form have been posted.
Maria Marin, a motivational trainer and
business coach, will be the keynote speaker.
Marin’s presentation, “The Art of Negotiation,” will cover such topics as fundamental
strategies for buying and selling; succeeding in difﬁcult negotiation; the physiological side of negotiation; and negotiating in
personal life.
Conference events include a ﬁrst-timer’s
orientation, a reception, a welcome dinner
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We are serious about
your success.
McElroy can address your business
objectives at all levels of responsibility,
from global strategic planning to
resource management to the most
technical details of localization.

M cE lroy T ranslation
Call us for more information.
US & Canada: 800-531-9977
International: +1 512-472-6753

www.mcelroytranslation.com
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Powerful partners for successful projects
STAR Group – your reliable partner
for international technical communication
Successfully communicating information across the globe is an enormous challenge for any business. Your message has to be delivered in multiple languages
for a variety of media and must be adapted to local and user-specific requirements.
Such a task demands expert knowledge as well as skills combined with proven
technologies and, of course, reliable partners. STAR has the perfect combination of
language professionals and practice-proven tools necessary to meet the challenge.
With 22 years of experience and a global network of highly knowledgeable
specialists in technology, language and communication media, we assure your
message will reach its final destination.
STAR is your powerful single-source partner for services, tools and solutions
covering the entire information process.

STAR AG
STAR Group Headquarters
Wiesholz 35
8262 Ramsen, Switzerland
Phone: +41 - 52 - 742 92 00
Fax:
+41 - 52 - 742 92 92
E-mail: info@star-group.net
STAR Group America, LLC
5001 Mayfield Rd, Suite 220
Lyndhurst, OH 44124
Phone: +1 -216 - 691 7827
Fax:
+1 -216 - 691 8910
E-mail: info@us.star-group.net

www.star-group.net

STAR – Your single-source partner for information services & tools
20-21 STAR ad -Calendar #87.indd20 20
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April
April 26-27, 2007, in Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
textanalyticsnews.com, belen@textanalyticsnews.com
www.textanalyticsnews.com/europe07

Localization Management Roundtable
April 29-May 2, 2007, in Santa Cruz, California USA.
The Localization Institute, info@localizationinstitute.com
www.localizationinstitute.com

May
International Terminology Symposium
May 2-4, 2007, in Gatineau, Québec, Canada.
Université du Québec en Outaouais
blum@uqo.ca, www.uqo.ca/terminologie2007

WWW2007
May 8-12, 2007, in Banff, Alberta, Canada.
International WWW Conference Committee, http://www2007.org

STC 54th Annual Conference

June 12-13, 2007, in Boston, Massachusetts USA.
textanalyticsnews.com, ravi@textanalyticsnews.com
www.textanalyticsnews.com/usa

2007 Localization Certiﬁcation Program
June 12-14, 2007, in Chico, California USA.
CSU Chico Continuing Education, localizationprog@
csuchico.edu, http://rce.csuchico.edu/localize

Advanced Training in
Localization Project Management
June 15-16, 2007, in Chico, California USA.
CSU Chico Continuing Education, localizationprog@
csuchico.edu, http://rce.csuchico.edu/localize

Calendar

The European Text Analytics Summit

3rd Annual Text Analytics Summit

European Language Industry
Association Networking Day 2
June 17-19, 2007, in Berlin, Germany.
European Language Industry Association, roberto.ganzerli@
elia-association.org, www.elia-association.org

Translation Research Summer School
June 18-29, 2007, in London, UK.
University College London
ucldpch@ucl.ac.uk, www.researchschool.org

May 13-16, 2007, in Minneapolis, Minnesota USA.
Society for Technical Communication
stc@stc.org, www.stc.org/54thconf

Localization World Berlin
June 19-21, 2007, in Berlin, Germany.
Localization World Ltd., www.localizationworld.com

Translation Technology and
Web Globalization RoadShow
May 15-17, 2007, in Boston, Massachusetts USA.
Common Sense Advisory, Inc., renato@commonsenseadvisory.com
www.commonsenseadvisory.com/news/events.php

May 26-28, 2007, in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada.
Canadian Association for Translation Studies
www.uottawa.ca/associations/act-cats/Fra/congres/appel.htm

June 28-30, 2007, in Merida, Mexico.
IWIPS, www.iwips2007.org

July
CAASL 2007

eLearning Africa 2007
May 28-30, 2007, in Nairobi, Kenya, Africa.
ICWE GmbH, press-service@icwe.net, www.elearning-africa.com

June
2007 STC Israel Convention
June 4, 2007, in Herzliya, Israel.
Israeli Chapter of STC, convention@stc-israel.org.il
www.stc-israel.org.il/ChapterInfo/2007_Convention/2007IC_home.htm

SLAM 2007
June 6-7, 2007, in Denver, Colorado USA.
Webcom Communications Corp., marshah@infowebcom.com
www.softwarebusinessonline.com/slam_conf2007_index.htm

TAUS Executive Forum
June 7-8, 2007, in San Francisco, California USA.
TAUS, jvdm@translationautomation.com
www.translationautomation.com/meetings.php
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June 20-23, 2007, in Providence, Rhode Island USA.
The Association of Language Companies, info@alcus.org
www.alcus.org/activities/alcconference

IWIPS 2007

XXth Congress of CATS

www.multilingual.com

5th ALC Annual Conference

July 21-23, 2007, in Stanford, California USA.
LSA 2007 Linguistic Institute
ali.farghaly@oracle.com, www.zoorna.org/CAASL2

OSCON 2007
July 23-27, 2007, in Portland, Oregon USA.
O’Reilly Media, scordesse@oreilly.com
http://conferences.oreilly.com/oscon

8th Annual ATA—TCD
July 26-29, 2007, in San Antonio, Texas USA.
Translation Company Division — American Translators Association
vitray@mcelroytranslation.com, www.ata-divisions.org/TCD

August
IMTT — 5th Language & Technology Conference
August 18-20, 2007, in Cordoba, Argentina.
IMTT Translation & Training, eventos@imtt.com.ar
www.imtt.com.ar/en/call_for_papers.asp
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Reviews

Software Without Borders
Reviewed by Ultan Ó Broin
An informative step-by-step
guide to outsourcing

O

Outsourcing remains one of the hot information technology issues of the day, one that
has received much negative press, misinformed
comment, and a good deal of hype from political, social and economic commentators. IDC,
the research arm of International Data Group,
deﬁnes outsourcing as “the contracting by an
organization with a third party for the management and enhancement of ongoing operations
for all or part of its information technology (IT)
infrastructure, IT functions, business processes,
or business solutions.” The Outsourcing Institute refers to it as “the strategic use of outside resources to perform activities traditionally Software Without Borders:
A Step-By-Step Guide to
handled by internal staff and resources.”
Outsourcing Your Software

Software Without Borders is very welcome. This
book delivers high value for those who wish to
go down the outsourced software development
route, combining anecdotal experience with practical steps and methodologies designed to reduce
as much of the outsourcing decision risk as possible. I refuse to believe there is anything such as
a completely “risk-free” strategy. The thrust of the
book’s content is to avoid what Mezak considers “the seven deadly dangers of outsourcing”:
ignorance; wrong vendor decision; promiscuous
treatment of intellectual property (IP); unclear
software speciﬁcation; outsourcing managerial
responsibility as well as development; poor development methodology; and the treatment of QA
as an afterthought.
Most of the cynicism directed by IT profesDevelopment, by Steve Mezak. sionals toward the issue of outsourcing arises
Regardless of how it’s deﬁned, in general, typical con- Earthrise Press, Los Altos, CA, from the experience and anecdotes surroundcerns surrounding the decision to outsource include loss of 2006, 300 pages, $39.99.
ing the outsourcing of service activities (for
example, call centers and help desks). We know,
control, conﬁdentiality, choosing the right partner, reliance Website: www.software
for example, that in 2003 Dell was forced to
on a supplier, costs, lack of successful examples, no indus- withoutbordersbook.com
drop an Indian call center following customer
try precedent, and the “Turkeys Voting for Thanksgiving”
complaints about the quality of service. Earlier this year, Lloyds
mentality of the outsourcer’s staff. The beneﬁts of outsourcing are
TSB, the UK’s biggest provider of current accounts, bowed to
clear, however — reduction in cost, a change from ﬁxed to variable
customer complaints about service and moved calls back to the
cost models, positive reaction from the ﬁnancial markets, injection
United Kingdom from a service center in India. Mezak avoids
of capital, access to new resources and technology, ability to get
much potential ﬂak by concentrating on the outsourcing of softto market quickly, removing distractions from the core business,
ware development and not on service provision.
and improving opportunities for staff, for example. Of course, this
The surveys on the rationale for outsourcing are fairly con“outsourcing” of business is not new to us in the localization space.
clusive, with cost being the top business driver by far (EconoLarge-scale, in-country localization and the use of localization and
mist Intelligence Unit, 2003), although there are other driving
quality assurance (QA) vendors in preference to on-site localizers
forces, too — ﬂexibility and responsiveness, responding to market
and QA teams have been happening since the early 1990s and are
demands, globalization, mergers and acquinow accepted as a norm.
sitions, access to skills, technological innoThe book
Ultan Ó Broin works for Oracle
vation, competitive pressures, reduction of
Henri de Castries of AXA recently called
Corporation on global content
time-to-market and so on. Mezak describes
for an “adult” approach to outsourcstandards for XML message,
the cost driver dynamic in practical terms
ing (The Financial Times, February 22,
user interface and online user
with vignettes of venture capitalist and
2007). Within that context, Steve Mezak’s
assistance content.
executive pressure put on entrepreneurs to
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Figure 1: Example from Mezak’s outsourcing strategy decision matrix.

cut the development costs and the burn rate through capital. He
argues that offshore outsourcing is “the most economical and
reliable way to develop software,” though concedes arriving at
this conclusion may be “difﬁcult,” and, of course, it’s not the
only software development strategy. There is offshore contracting,
offshore subsidiary criterion, build, operate and transfer operations, for example.
To redress the “not convinced” element of the audience,
Mezak provides a useful set of criteria based on project type to
make his case. The seventeen political, business and technical criteria employed to determine whether outsourcing is right
for an organization — which also determine the best outsourcing strategy — assemble into a straightforward simple decision matrix (Figure 1). The matrix is available in spreadsheet
form online at the book’s supporting website at www.software
withoutbordersbook.com
Political criteria include customer and employee morale concerns
and cultural afﬁnity. Business factors range from export compliance, budgets, project length, IP concerns and so on. The technical
area is concerned with such factors as need for domain expertise,
technical know-how, project type, speciﬁcations, process compliance and team size. Mezak backs this matrix with a useful outsourcing readiness test, a plea that the test is honestly taken and
not an opportunity to outsource your “problem,” and details for
where to seek expertise on your decision.
In the “Where to Outsource” chapter, Mezak gives a geographical summary of the pros and cons of different locations in Europe,
Middle East, Asia and the Americas. This is useful if, naturally,
a somewhat limited litany. Still, it is a good starting point, and
perhaps it could be expanded on using the book’s website.
I found the vendor selection chapter to be workmanlike and
practical, especially the matrix of criteria for selecting outsourcing vendors such as tech expertise, domain expertise, country,
workday overlap and so on. Again, this is available in online
format (Figure 2).
Vendor selection is critical. For example, Gartner Research ﬁnds
that the lack of focus on ensuring that the right person or team
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of people manages a supplier on behalf of the buyer is one of the
major causes of failure in outsourcing relationships. Mezak rightly
accords importance to the area. This chapter, however, requires
the most caution in terms of the book’s content. In contracting
with vendors there are, of course, very complex contractual and
legal considerations worthy of books in their own right. The book
does not deal with any public sector requirements for tendering,
evaluating responses that operate both in the United States and the
European Union, so some outside reading is advised here. Similarly,
issues such as vendor ﬁnancial stability, revenue service proof of tax
compliance, ownership, whether or not you will be their sole customer are also factors that need to be considered. Most localization
vendor-relations bodies in large multinationals already cover such
areas. I would advise software development outsourcers to have a
word with such colleagues before reinventing the wheel. As ever,
the advice of lawyers should be obtained.
There is a valuable chapter on creating an offshore subsidiary
— something we don’t often see covered in books reviewed in this
magazine. Again, Mezak includes a step approach to selecting a
partner. Incidentally, there are legal ramiﬁcations in the type of
language you choose to use in terms of your relationships. As far as
I know, in European corporate law, only the term alliance is nonlegally binding — check with your legal department.
Offshoring projects often fail due to the mismatched expectations about deliverables and requirements by both parties. Mezak
addresses this in the chapter “Describing Your Software for Outsourcing.” He discusses modular software design, collaborative
architecture integration and entire product development outsourcing, distinguishing between “marchitecture” (the business perspective of software functionality) versus “tarchitecture” (the technical
side of the design) — important for resourcing and motivation — as
well as use cases, SMEs, BRDs, roadmaps and so on. I found the
example used — basically, an HTML interface for listing/bidding on
the eBay website — overly simple. A more complex example involving middle-tier and back-end technology and database architecture
would have been a good addition. It is also important to emphasize
a change management process for such requirements, adjusting
expectations accordingly. Accenture research found that, in general,
outsourcing contracts typically last between seven and ten years.
Within what is such a prolonged period in IT terms, however, technical requirements change drastically.
Given that the essence of good management is planning and
control, Mezak covers the controlling of outsourced development

Figure 2: Mezak’s vendor selection matrix.
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very well. He details software management and development tools,
source code control, defect tracking and management, metrics and
scheduling tools. He also covers different methodologies such as
Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) and Agile software
development, and the all-important aspect of communications
between teams. I would like to have seen something stronger about
customer service or contract management here, as this is frequently
a reason for failure by not managing the relationship at a day-to-day
operational level, thereby ensuring that service meets agreed-upon
service levels via performance management and reporting, unclear
escalation paths for any issues and a single point of contact and so
on. More attention could also have been paid to developing the skills
required to manage outsourced projects. Gartner found that many
outsourcing companies had not kept sufﬁcient expertise internally
to establish quality control over the outsourced relationships, with
the result of €6 billion in wastage for European business in 2003.
The book continues with chapters on metrics, protecting IP (critical), and some provisions for those who outsource their QA effort.
In all, Mezak makes a very convincing case for outsourcing software
development and provides solid approaches and adaptable advice
and tools for planning and controlling the effort. He argues there
are ﬁve situations “right” for outsourcing: transforming software
into a service; outsourcing data entry operations; implementing the
latest technical craze; creating embedded software systems; and for
version 1.0 of your product. All well described.
Sadly, the book concludes with some well-worn arguments
and trite “globalization” stuff about changing value propositions,
whether it is “good” or “bad” and so on. The situation is worsened
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by much reference to the myopically Americanized view of the world
offered by Thomas Friedman’s The World Is Flat. This kind of information is all very well if you’re rubbing shoulders with the Great
and the Good at the World Economic Forum at Davos, but won’t
convince any clued-in executive or venture capitalist (VC). Sorry,
globalization didn’t start with the Columbus “discovery” of America.
Mezak’s ersatz philosophy by way of Zen and the Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance and Harry Potter quotations is much more useful.

Conclusion
Words such as internationalization or localization are never
mentioned in this book. The intended audience is executives with
responsibility for product engineering, management and application development; programmers interested in the trend; and vendor
relations executives. However, the book is still highly suitable for
MultiLingual readers. Those who are thinking about outsourcing
localization and QA tool development, or the QA process, or getting
a bird’s-eye picture of vendor selection and management will ﬁnd
rich pickings.
The book is a well-written solid piece of informative, step-based
methodology for anyone considering the outsourcing alternative
or is being beaten up by VCs to go down that route. The style and
approach are friendly, and the information is backed by downloads
and further information available from the accompanying website.
Software Without Borders does have its omissions and shortcomings, but on balance they are not critical, and certainly
nothing that any resourceful manager could not circumvent by
common sense and due diligence. M
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Tom Edwards

Off the Map

W

When Leonardo da Vinci sketched his famous
drawing of the Vitruvian Man in 1513 — the
seemingly four-armed, four-legged male ﬁgure
within the circle and square — it’s unlikely he was
thinking speciﬁcally about leveraging the human
form to serve as an advertisement or a marketing campaign. That was, however, essentially a key
purpose of his widely familiar drawing: to use the
human form to illustrate the natural proportions
and symmetry that are ideally applicable to the
construction of temple architecture, both in the
ancient world and in its Renaissance revival.

Column

Considering
people as content

and in the widely varying cultural perceptions of their position,
movement and actions — regardless of the purpose of any speciﬁc
advertisement. A single hand gesture in one country can mean
something quite different or mean nothing at all a short distance
away. Staring intently at someone in one locale might be taken as
a compliment whereas in another it can be perceived as a threat.
Such often subtle contextual differences are widespread and can
seriously impact the local perception of a product or service.
With its diverse hand gestures, facial expressions and body
language/positions, the human form is without question one
of the most culturally speciﬁc forms of content. Thus, I’d like
to spend some time addressing these areas of this particular
sensitivity in the context of how they’re leveraged as part of
business content.

Hand gestures
The human form has been used profusely in art and architecture for centuries for a wide variety of purposes, yet it wasn’t
until our more recent age of mass communication and information proliferation — not to mention the science of modern
marketing that developed in kind — that the human form took
on a more practical role to help sell or emphasize certain aspects
of products of all kinds. Along with this was the widespread
development of symbols and signs using hand gestures and
blob-like human stick ﬁgures, often used in safety situations to
act as universal warnings or provide other practical guidance
(for example, the skirted ﬁgure on the restroom door for women
and the non-skirted ﬁgure on the door for men).
It would seem to make perfect sense that if you desire to sell
products or make an impression on human consumers, you would
use humans as key marketing elements. Certain anthropomorphized
animals can work well too, but for the most part these are just
humans in animal-looking exteriors, such as Charlie the Tuna, the
Snuggle fabric-softener bear, the Energizer Bunny or the gecko
from Geico Insurance. The problem is not necessarily in using humans or animal versions but the situation in which they are placed
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As I mentioned in the January/February column, hand
gestures are perhaps one of the most locale-speciﬁc forms
of sensitivity, both in terms of interpretation of a particular
gesture as well as the degree of severity. Although in this space
I can’t even begin to address the extensive variety of possible
gestures (see the Resources section for more information),
one effective example of how even a single gesture can vary
is that by which one person beckons another. In the United
States, it’s common to see someone make a ﬁst with the palm
turned toward himself or herself and then use the index ﬁnger
in a repeated hook-like motion towards him or her to attract
attention. In Japan, the same beckoning is performed with all
four ﬁngers making the hook-like motion, but with the palm
facing downwards and the hand held at head height. China’s

Tom Edwards is owner and principal consultant of Englobe, a
Seattle-based consultancy for geostrategic content management.
Previously, Tom spent 13 years at Microsoft as a geographer and as
its senior geopolitical strategist.
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variation is similar to Japan, but with
the inward ﬁnger movement repeated
only two or three times, and in India the
same palm-down, four-ﬁnger gesture
is more relaxed and without the strong
ﬁnger movement. As you might surmise,
even my description of the gestures has
its own subtleties that would only be
truly discernible with a live demonstration. There can also be locale-speciﬁc
gestures with deep meaning, such as the
ﬂashing of four ﬁngers in Japan (this is
related to a cultural class issue — stay
tuned for next issue’s column). These
kinds of differences are naturally important, particularly if one is traveling
internationally, but how do they impact
business-related content? The impact
typically lies in how hand gestures are
often employed as graphical icons in
the user interface of the ubiquitous
software on PCs, laptops and mobile
devices. Here are a few examples of the
most widely used gestures that can be
a problem as icons or clip art (see the
sidebar for visuals).
Q Handshake. This icon is often used
to signify two devices that are connecting properly — the “hardware handshake,” for example. While a handshake is
fairly recognizable among many cultures,
it’s still not a universal greeting.
Q Thumbs up. This is meant to signify
that an operation was “good” or “okay,”

but in some cultures, such as in Greece,
the thumbs-up gesture can be seen as a
sexual insult.
Q Open-faced palm. This is typically
intended to signify “stop” or “warning,”
but the open palm is likewise quite an
offensive gesture in some countries, particularly around the Mediterranean.
The use of gesture-related icons can be
a signiﬁcant content risk since hand gestures are so locale-speciﬁc. This brings us
to the ﬁrst rule of human representation
as content — do not use hand gestures
unless you can verify that the gesture in
question will be universally understood.
Another area of potential sensitivity deals with the use of the human
face and facial expressions because we
have the same challenge as the hand.
The human face is capable of countless variations both in appearance and
expression; thus, it allows for possible
misinterpretation between locales. Anthropological studies have shown that
there is a core universality for many human expressions that transcend cultural
boundaries — but some remain locale
speciﬁc, such as the winking of an eye,
which can connote an amorous invitation,
signify that a lie or an “in joke” is being
told, or can simply be considered as rude.
Some expressions illustrated in a very
generic form generally have no issues between locales, such as the classic “Have a
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nice day” happy face. But if the human
face is shown more realistically, then
the expressions can be more of an issue,
and the same rule applies as for hand
gestures. Do not use facial expressions
unless the expression can be veriﬁed as
being universal in nature.

Ethnic and gender issues
This brings us to more of a general
statement on the use of the human form
as a potential content sensitivity. I’d like
to address two key aspects — ethnic and
gender issues and general body language.
First, it might seem to be a non-issue
in many developed markets, but the
concept of ethnic and gender diversity is
not universal between locales and is an
important consideration when trying to
market content to one particular group
or another. Without getting into the political and social issues around diversity,
my point here is that using images of
people of one particular ethnic group
to sell product to a different ethnic
group doesn’t necessarily translate. In
the United States, this generally isn’t a
problem at all given the diverse nature of
the population, but in some countries it
could be somewhat of a surprise or shock
— minus the endorsements by those for
whom their global celebrity status transcends any ethnic or gender concerns.
Similarly with gender — in some locales
it may be seen as inappropriate for a
woman to be seen as leading a business
meeting (such as in stock, generic business photos) or to show a man shaking
hands with a woman or to even have
co-ed situations both within and beyond
a work context. This is changing rapidly
as cultures adapt in part due to globalized exposure, but it remains an issue of
which you should be aware if using or
creating business-related stock images
or even when using casual photos of
your company to highlight the working
environment.
Let me illustrate further with an
actual example. A software package
was being prepared for global distribution in a wide variety of locales, and
a marketing manager had the idea to
put the faces of real people from the
local market on the packaging — the
purpose being to help consumers connect on a more interpersonal level with
the company and its new product. This
decision immediately drew skepticism
because the marketing manager was not
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only assuming that the presence of a real human face smiling
at you from the software store shelf would create a bonding
situation — which might not be the case in some locales — but
also assuming that language and ethnicity exist coincidentally within market boundaries, which is simply not the case
for the most of the world. For languages such as Japanese or
perhaps Finnish, this approach might work well because these
languages and ethnicities are predominant and coincidental
in those locales, but what ethnicities would one choose to
represent the French language? How about US or UK English?
What about Spanish or Russian? In the end, the presence of far
too many assumptions and uncertainties was enough to scuttle
the idea, and a much simpler approach of using a basic onecolor scheme for the packaging was employed, with no human
faces to be seen — a solution I was strongly advocating. Note:
If you’ve been reading this column for a while, you might note
similar risks in this speciﬁc issue with that of using national
ﬂags to denote language.

Body language and contact
Somewhat closely related to the ethnic and gender issues is
that of body gestures, body language and person-to-person
contact — all of which can have trouble in translating between
locales. In high-contact cultures such as Latin America, France
or Saudi Arabia, a hand placed on another’s forearm, back or
shoulder might not seem inappropriate at all, whereas in lowcontact or non-contact cultures such as the United States and
Germany, people will expect more visual cues. Another example
can include things such as showing the bottom of someone’s
foot in an image (such as sitting cross-legged) which can be a
strong sensitivity in the Middle East and other regions, or the
amount of skin that is exposed in pictures of either gender
but particularly women — see the sidebar content. The sheer
unpredictability of the extensive variety of situations should
be enough for those dealing with such content to take pause
and reconsider. Thus, another rule for the use of human representations is do not use human representations without fully
understanding the local market expectations for interpersonal
contact and body language.
The bottom line with considering the varying sensitivities
of leveraging the human form or parts thereof as a content
element is that you should be careful to avoid making any
assumptions about how a particular person or position might
be perceived. If your end purpose absolutely requires hand gestures, facial expressions or full people on display, then ensure
that they are representations that will ﬁnd nearly universal
meaning across locales and/or will be conﬁned to the appropriate context with consideration of the ethnic and gender
dimensions. It may seem odd or even picky to treat the human
form as a content risk akin to maps, ﬂags and so forth, but in
the broader scheme of business activity, marketing and establishing a global image, the risk exposure can be potentially as
signiﬁcant. M

Resources
International Society for Gesture Studies, www.gesturestudies.com
Gestures: The Do’s and Taboos of Body Language Around the World
(Roger Axtell, 1997).
Kiss, Bow, or Shake Hands: How to Do Business in Sixty Countries
(Terry Morrison, Wayne A. Conaway and George A. Borden, 1994).
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The Risk of Human Representation

Displaying the human form, whether
generally or in detail and whether
in whole or in part (a hand gesture, a facial expression and so
on), can be a risky path to take. It
is strongly recommended that such
content is not leveraged unless you
have a clear
understanding of
local expectations.
The three icons represented here are common
throughout software
packages and really
should be avoided — the
handshake, the thumbs up
and the open palm.
clip art © Microsoft Corp.

In late 2004, a billboard advertisement for Lux
products in Israel met with much protest from ultraOrthodox Jews
when the actress
Sarah Jessica
Parker’s dress
was considered
too revealing.

This resulted in
a quick ﬁx of the
billboard with added
coverage.
images © Associated Press
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World Savvy

Address for success

Y

You people who read this column, as well as I,
are knowledge workers. We use our brains to make
a living, which also means we inevitably think we
are smarter than we really are. Sometimes our great
thoughts and proposals go wanting because we can’t
seem to get someone’s address right, and the package
we send ends up in Mongolia instead of Montana. I
see the situation worsening as we use e-mail more
and more and forget that there are documents that
still have to be physically shipped — contracts and
apostilles for a start. An apostille is an afﬁrmation
from your state or government that a notarized document has indeed been notarized by a legal notary.
Many people don’t know about those and rely on an
$800-an-hour lawyer to tell them that. In addition to
apostilles, we still have signed and sealed powers of
attorney, trade show exhibits, patents and proposals
— not to mention packages and marketing materials.
Yet, when I visited one company recently, the company’s president pointed to the UPS and FedEx boxes
outside the main door which he called “relics, as we
hardly use those anymore.”

In my troubled past, I committed two major addressing snafus.
One probably cost me lots of money, and the other embarrassed
me in front of 350,000 people. These two errors have made me
super careful whenever I write out an address. You can’t just
leave it to UPS, FedEx and DHL to deliver the item if the address
is wrong. FedEx does a million packages a day, to give you an
idea of the magnitude of the task.
First the money loss. I was in charge of a proposal to offer a
wide range of language services to United Airlines. We knew we
had to get it to the company’s ofﬁces outside of Chicago by a
certain date but didn’t pay attention to the small point in the
proposal. It was supposed to be on the purchasing manager’s desk
by a certain date. Not a problem, we would send it by FedEx to
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United Airlines so it would arrive the day before the deadline. It
was a nice proposal, which we had been working on for most of
a month. So we sent it to United Airlines headquarters with the
knowledge that I would follow up the day after the deadline.
“Art (the purchasing agent), did you get the proposal?” I asked
the day after I shipped it.
“No,” came the response.
“That can’t be. I have the delivery conﬁrmation from FedEx,
and it was signed by the receptionist.”
“John,” Art explained — or maybe lectured is a better word
— with a sneer in his voice, “the proposal said on my desk, not
the receptionist’s at headquarters. I am not in the headquarters
building. If something is sent there, it takes a couple of days for
it to get to my building. Look at the instructions again. It didn’t
arrive on time to me, so I can’t consider your proposal.”
I looked again and, obviously, he was correct — the instructions
gave his building, not the corporate headquarters. We assumed
something we shouldn’t have and didn’t bother to ask him speciﬁcally. He assumed that we had read the instructions. Talk about disheartening. Our team had worked hard on a $500,000 proposal, and
it wasn’t considered because we didn’t send it to the right address.
Now the humiliation — which probably cost me money as well
— in front of 350,000 people. UPS, a longtime client, asked me to
write a column about international addresses. I had long contributed columns on language issues and international trade for the
UPS publication International Update, which went to 350,000 of
the company’s customers and sought to teach them the ins and
outs of international trade and shipping. Getting addresses right
was part of that. I found a helpful book, The Guide to Worldwide
Postal Codes and Address Formats. I took some information from
it but didn’t check every item. So, I ended up telling 350,000 readers of International Update that Japan didn’t have postal codes
when it did. I had to crawl for several months as angry letters
came in to UPS before they let me write again.
Now that I have shown what can go wrong, we can get into the
things that you should consider. You always have to keep in mind
that you have only one chance to make a ﬁrst impression.
You don’t address a person as Herr in Mexico or Señor in Austria or in Havana (use Compañero). You don’t look for a strasse
John Freivalds is managing director of the marketing communications
ﬁrm JFA and is the marketing representative for his native country, Latvia.
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in Mexico City, an ulitsa in South Africa or a calle in Innsbruck.
Yet when you go about addressing a package for international
delivery, much of the care and caution used to address an individual is lost. As a consequence, the recipient may question the
person’s global savvy or lack of same.
I have a couple of personal examples that make me question
the global savvy of a person. For the last ten years I have been
the US representative for the Latvian Investment and Development Agency. I am listed on their website (www.liaa.gov.lv) as
JÃnis Freivalds. JÃnis (pronounced Yawnis) is the most common
name in Latvia — the equivalent of John. During the last ten years,
President Clinton and President Bush have both visited Latvia;
NATO just held its annual meeting there; and just about every big
American company is represented there. With all this, you would
think that people in the United States who call me would take
the time to ﬁgure out whether I am male or female. Janis is a
woman’s name in English, so inevitably I get e-mails addressed to
“Ms. Freivalds” or calls starting with “Could I talk with Ms. Freivalds?” I have nothing against women — some of my best friends
are women. In fact, I am even married to one, but, if you want my
help to get going in Latvia, at least get my gender correct.
My second bone to pick is people who spell Colombia, Columbia.
There are many, including companies in the language business, as
a recent walk through some websites showed. As a former Peace
Corps volunteer in Colombia, I can tell you it makes the Colombians
angry if not disappointed, and for me it shows that you really don’t
know much about the world if you can’t get that right.
A small piece of information can be crucial in determining
whether people take you seriously. Don’t leave it up to the kid
just out of high school who works in the mailroom to get the
addresses correct. We all perceive ourselves as internationalists,
but if you put just Paris on an envelope, the post ofﬁce doesn’t
know if it’s Paris, France, or Paris, Texas. I now live in a particularly vulnerable location because Lexington, the town where I
live in Virginia, also is a well-known town in Kentucky, North
Carolina and Massachusetts. This is why some of the request
forms we ﬁll out on the internet have drop-down menus for the
state and/or country for ﬁlling out your address. You need to
ensure the same discipline when you address things by hand.
“Too few companies are alert to the differences in addresses
to various parts of the world,” says Marian Nelson, editor of The
Guide to Worldwide Postal Guide and Address Formats. “As a
consequence, packages either do not arrive where they should
or do not get there as quickly as they could.”
The starting point is to know the rules in the receiving country.
In The Netherlands the postal code usually goes to the left of the
city name; in the United Kingdom the code is to the right of the
city; and in Canada the code appears to the right of the province.
It’s important to pay attention to the format of your company’s
address. Check business cards, purchase orders or letterheads. In
the United States, also check if there is a “mail stop” for someone
in a major company. As my United Airlines experience painfully
illustrates, getting to the administration building does not assume that it will get to the right person in a timely fashion.
All postal codes have some logic behind them. In the United
States, numbers starting with zero are on the east coast, the ﬁves
are in the midwest, and California ends up with those beginning
with nine. In Great Britain, the codes are alphanumeric. The ﬁrst
set enables the accepting post ofﬁce to sort the item to the local
delivery area. The second set is what directs mail to the proper post
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ofﬁce. The Irish make mailing easy — they have no postal codes.
The language you write in also merits attention. Although
Belgian cities such as Antwerp are well-known by their English
names, Flemish is the ofﬁcial language of the northern part of
Belgium. So, you may score points by using the Flemish spelling
for that city — Antwerpen.
Using a foreign language isn’t, however, always the wise thing
to do. One overly culturally conscious shipping-room employee
for a west coast ﬁrm chose to copy the address of a company in
Thailand directly from its letterhead. Unfortunately, local sorters
and their machines in Los Angeles did not know Thai, and the
package was returned to sender.

Rules of thumb
There are always exceptions to the rules since companies
keep getting formed and reformed. Here are some international
guidelines we use.
Q The name of the individual appears after the company
name. If there’s no honoriﬁc (such as Sr. or Sra.), the name may
be on a line by itself.
Q Street numbers appear after street name.
Q Room, suite or ﬂoor is on the same line as the street number.
Q Don’t omit the postal code.
The best advice is to ask, and now there are numerous websites to
go to for information to make the task easier. www.embassyworld
.com/data/Zip_Codes.html offers world postal codes; www.address
doctor.com offers products for your mailing list; and www.bitboost
.com/ref/international-address-formats.html lists formats.

We are all part of the supply chain
Most service ﬁrms, particularly those in localization and translation, now see themselves as part of the supply chain. Just a
few years ago, service providers saw what they did as a discrete
act. They provided a service to a client and left it at that.
A Trados brochure puts it this way: “Your globalization supply
chain begins with content providers and moves step by step
through several people, companies and places until your product
reaches the hands of customers in global markets. Each participant is dependent on all the other participants, and the slowest participant determines the fate of your entire globalization
process.” Now, when you enter supply chain and localization
and translation into Google, you get thousands of citations.
Merrill Brink has taken this a step further by seeing a need
for someone to “consolidate” this whole process, including the
shipping and distribution to the right address. So, the company is
offering supply-chain logistics to go along with the work it does
in translation and localization. It started doing this for a wellknown medical-device manufacturer. After Merrill Brink did the
translation and localization, it had the work printed in the proper
conﬁgurations and then distributed throughout the world.
This is no small matter. I once had a client who had to print the
physician’s information about a medical device in many languages
all on one piece of paper. The ﬁrm had to do this because its shipping department kept messing up the different language inserts.
The French version would go to Brazil and the Spanish to Germany,
for example. And here we are just talking of shipments to the main
ofﬁce in those countries, not a whole range of different addresses.
So, the message in all of this is not to take addressing international shipping for granted. It’s not complicated. It just takes
some additional time and knowledge. M
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Andrew Joscelyne & Jaap van der Meer

Translation 2.0:
transmutation

T

Transmutation, n. radical change. (See translation industry)
Back in the 1950s, the translating profession was
pure individual craft, limited to typewriters, telexes
and faxes. The ﬁrst big change came in the 1980s,
when large scale software localization projects
required a new level of organization and technology, including translation memory (TM) platforms,
linguistic veriﬁcation and project management.

In the late 1990s, the internet arrived, and virtual globalization began to ﬂatten the world. Different content streams
required translation in many more languages, and companies
began to look at the world as a single simultaneous marketplace.
Time-to-market became the key driver of competitive advantage, and localization professionals had to learn about content
management processes and XML standards.
Today, we’re shifting from a globalization to a transmutation
phase. This time, the pattern of disruptive change is deﬁned
by the logic of internet technology. Here are some near-time
scenarios about how the localization sector will transmute into a
meaningful professional services industry.

Sharing language resources

30

The three articles in this series on the future of the
translation industry offer a bird’s eye picture of what’s
happening around us and how the industry should address
the evolving needs for what is often grandly called
multilingual content management, also known as faster,
cheaper translation in a fully networked environment.
The ideas developed here draw on a “Vision Report”
prepared for a ﬁrst meeting of executive minds held in
March 2007 under the TAUS banner. This meeting was
called to forge an agenda for a new-generation translation
automation resource platform. The aim is to invent and
collaborate around the sort of massively-integrated
automated translation resources that large organizations
will need over the next decade.
Previous articles looked at today’s market forces, then at
emerging technologies that address some of these forces.
All comments and suggestions will be naturally welcome
at info@translationautomation.com and eventually shared
on the TAUS website.
—Andrew Joscelyne and Jaap van der Meer
In addition, the editors of MultiLingual encourage
you to share your comments, suggestions, visions and
forecasts with other readers via e-mail to editor@
multilingual.com
—The Editors

Driven by the need for companies to work through ecosystems, where sharing and collaboration are the rule, whole industries are converging around software and hardware platforms.
Products from many different suppliers are grouped on desktops
as an (almost) seamless whole.
In this new environment, differences in labeling and terminology can have a negative effect on customer satisfaction and make

localization processes far more complex than they need to be.
At TAUS (Translation Automation User Society), we have already
started to create collaboration networks for members working in
the IT, medical, CAD/CAM, ﬁnancial, telecom and patent industries, opening the conversation about sharing language resources

Andrew Joscelyne (upper left) has written about and evangelized
for language technology for over two decades. As a journalist,
he covered the emergence of the localization and translation
industry and worked as a consultant and analyst for the European
Commission language engineering and technology programs. Today,
he is a consultant for TAUS.

Jaap van der Meer (upper right) is founder and director of Translation
Automation User Society (TAUS) and a 25-year-plus veteran in the
global language industries. He established a software localization
company in The Netherlands in 1980 and published Language
Technology and Electric Word magazines. His company INK developed
and published one of the ﬁrst translation memory software products.
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and unifying terminology in an effort to
simplify language-based processes.
As an example, a comparison of 200
core technical terms related to the ﬁeld
of CAD/CAM from three leading software
companies in this ﬁeld showed that 50%
of their translations into German differed
for the same term. Localization managers agreed that streamlining and unifying terminology in multiple languages
would certainly be beneﬁcial for software
companies and end users deploying multiproduct suites in their design work.
Inspired by this potential for resource
sharing from discussions in our Executive
Forums, TAUS recently held a successful
summit meeting in New Mexico, where
26 organizations agreed to move the
agenda for large-scale resources forward
by tasking TAUS to draft a business plan
for a new-generation language resource
cooperative.
Sharing language resources is set to
become a common practice in the next
ﬁve years, leading to new opportunities for language service providers (LSPs)
and translation technology innovators.
Enterprise search, customer relationship
applications and technical support solutions will all beneﬁt from a large pool of
rich language resources. Automated thesauri and taxonomies will help companies
improve the communication of their content. And increased translation efﬁciency
will lead to greater volumes of work.

FAUT — user-deﬁned quality
We are at a fork in the road when it
comes to judgments about quality in our
use of language. Linguists and end users
appear to have different opinions about
machine translation (MT) output quality.
Where linguists give a relatively low score,
end users using translated data from
knowledge bases will give a much higher
score for utility value. The translations
help them complete a task successfully.
During ﬁfty years of MT research, MT
systems have been measured by their
ability to approach human quality level
translations — FAHQT (Fully Automatic
High Quality Translation). Time and again
they have failed to reach this target.
Meanwhile, successful uses of MT in
customer support, enterprise search,
information gathering and business intelligence all suggest that we have been
applying inappropriate criteria. It is time
to seriously introduce the concept of
“translation usefulness” as a key criterion
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of quality. From now on, let FAUT (Fully
Automatic Useful Translation) guide discussions about best practices in translation automation.
Quality criteria should be tied to content usage and audience — that is, output
quality should be established on the
grounds of domain rather than linguistics.
If end users are happy and can do their
work better, why worry about persnickety
linguistic evaluation methods? The timing
of information delivery, for example, could
be a factor in this utility mix. A styleperfect but tardy translation of a virus
alert has clearly lost its utility. We shall
increasingly feel more comfortable with
different expectations about technologically differentiated quality.

Advanced leveraging
Now that language processing technologies are maturing, they will rapidly
ﬁnd their way into everyday translation
processes. As large content owners adopt
and integrate MT technology into their
standard TM-based translation processes,
we shall also see rapid adoption of these
technologies by translation practitioners
as well. User acceptance of such tools will
in turn lead to improved performance and
the sharing of best practices. Translation
editors will evolve into high-productivity
interfaces that combine results from MT
and language search engines. This new
translator interface will in turn inspire
new skills and a change in proﬁle for
professional translators. It could also offer
self-service translation for engineers and
customer service staff, bypassing the old
workﬂow channels and overcoming the
“no translation” restriction. We expect
translation efﬁciency gains of 50% and
more over the next ﬁve years as a result of
advanced leveraging.

New payment models
This degree of efﬁciency will drive down
word rates for translation services further
in the coming years. The current payment
model will also be under pressure from
new methods for delivering services. When
using these new technologies, service and
solution providers will not always be able
to calculate upfront the real productivity
gains on a project-by-project basis. Buyers
and providers of translation services may
prefer to agree on volume packets on an
annual basis, with associated subscription levels. Another model would be for
solution providers to take ownership of

end-user support and be remunerated on
the basis of customer interactions or even
through revenue-sharing. Separating lingua from infra components in the service
delivery mix will be a critical condition.

Disintermediating
translation delivery
The current translation service model
combines the delivery of words — what we
call lingua (usually outsourced to freelance translators) — with a wide range of
management services and infrastructure
tools — or infra. The lingua component
often represents 50% or less of the total
cost of translation. By adopting a largescale data resource that drives language
automation technology, we can disintermediate the entire sector, dissolving lingua
and plugging translation users straight into
the infra power utility. Instead of focusing
energy on maintaining lingua networks,
solutions providers will be able to explore
a broader range of opportunities for
delivering technology-driven value-added
services. In time, this model could quintuple the overall value of the translation
market to a cool US$50 billion, offering
our industry its long-deserved seat at the
globalization banquet table.

Share, automate, prosper
Translation automation’s ultimate
goal is to eliminate the repeat cost of
translation and establish and support an
infrastructure that facilitates better quality real-time translation. The further we
go towards implementing this infrastructure, there will be more opportunities to
converge with other business applications
and functions in engineering, customer
support, marketing, sales and accounting,
via desktop access to universal web services. We also foresee many new business
opportunities for LSPs: enterprises and
end users will always need tailor-made
solutions for high-value multilingual communications, and language intelligence
will form an indispensable component in
the value propositions for global customer
support, global marketing, and the media
and information industries.
LSPs that seize on these new opportunities will realize that the only way for the
localization industry to grow and prosper
is to dare to share, and automate more
and more of its translation processes
— not to blindly ﬁght the machine, but
to embrace its role as the twenty-ﬁrstcentury workhorse. M
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Terminology:
ignore it at your peril
Keiran J. Dunne

I

In the second chapter of Lewis Carroll’s classic novel Through
the Looking-Glass (1871), Humpty Dumpty declares to Alice that
he prefers “un-birthday” presents to “birthday” presents:
“[T]here are three hundred and sixty-four days when you
might get un-birthday presents —”
“Certainly,” said Alice.
“And only ONE for birthday presents, you know. There’s glory
for you!”
“I don’t know what you mean by ‘glory,’” Alice said.
Humpty Dumpty smiled contemptuously. “Of course you don’t
— till I tell you. I meant ‘there’s a nice knock-down argument
for you!’”
“But ‘glory’ doesn’t mean ‘a nice knock-down argument,’”
Alice objected.
“When I use a word,” Humpty Dumpty said, in a rather scornful tone, “it means just what I choose it to mean — neither more
nor less.”
“The question is,” said Alice, “whether you CAN make words
mean so many different things.”
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Humpty Dumpty can use words to mean whatever he
chooses, but there is no guarantee that anyone will understand
what he means. The same holds true for all communicators,
whether or not they share Humpty Dumpty’s cavalier attitude.
Language is inherently ambiguous and indeterminate even
under ideal circumstances because intention does not necessarily accompany words once they have been spoken or committed to paper or disk. In this regard, defective terminology
represents a potentially signiﬁcant source of risk in communication, and this risk rises in proportion to the criticality of the
information involved and the number of languages into which
it is to be translated. Thus, this article will focus on the risks
associated with defective terminology in multilingual digital
communication.

What is defective terminology?
For the purposes of this discussion, defective terminology is
deﬁned as terminology that is incorrect, inconsistent and/or
ambiguous.
Q Incorrect terminology reﬂects the use of an incorrect word
for a given concept, that is, bolt instead of screw or pipe instead
of hose.
Q Inconsistent terminology reﬂects the use of different terms
for the same concept.
Q Ambiguous terminology reﬂects the use of the same term
for different concepts or terminology whose meaning is unclear,
indeﬁnite or equivocal.

Different terms, same concept
When different organizations or business units use different
terms to denote the same concept, people in those organizations
may not realize that the terms are synonymous. This can lead to
confusion and misunderstanding.
According to L. Westfall, “the terms defect report, problem
report, incident report, fault report, or customer call report
may be used by various organizations to mean the same thing,
but unfortunately they may also refer to different entities.
One external customer may use customer call report to refer
to their complaint and problem report as the description of
the defect in the software, while another customer may use
problem report for the initial complaint. Differing interpretations of terminology may be one of the biggest barriers to
understanding.”
Maintaining terminological consistency is quite a challenge
even when an organization is in a position to attempt to do
so. The challenge is especially daunting in large organizations
whose operations encompass different functional units located
at different sites or in different countries. “Because IBM products are developed in different laboratories, similar or identical
concepts of objects have come to be associated with different
terms. For instance, the terms shadow cursor, scale line cursor,
grid cursor and scale cursor all refer to the same concept, but

in different products,” says K. Warburton. When terminology
is inconsistent across and within products, those products can
become more difﬁcult to use.
“It is often possible to ﬁnd in the same technical manual or
even in the same story about changing antifreeze of a vehicle
or machine, the terms ﬁller cap, ﬁll cap and radiator cap for the
same object. Such a multiplicity of terms for the same item is
unnecessary and could be confusing to a mechanic or technician who, while reading a procedural text, may in fact begin
looking for a second cap, although in reality there is only a
single cap,” according to J. Allen.
Along similar lines, when the terminology in a software
user interface does not match that of the Help, users must play
terminological guessing games in order to ﬁnd answers to their
questions.

Same term, different concepts
Using a single term to denote multiple concepts also causes
confusion. For example, the term decentralization may mean
unit scale, dispersion, interconnectedness, composition, locality,
user-controllability, comprehensibility and/or dependency, and
further complicating matters is the fact that these connotations
are deﬁned “relative to each other and to a particular context
of use,” say A.B. Lovins and L.H. Lovins. Other examples of the
same term used for the different concepts include stock meaning inventory or shares in a corporation, and default meaning
value used in the absence of a user selection or failure to make
required payment(s). The multiple meanings conveyed by such
terms increase the risk of misunderstanding.

Consequences of terminological inconsistency
The use of inconsistent terms reﬂects unnecessary duplication of effort during authoring and diminishes leveraging during
translation. Terminological inconsistency also causes confusion
and undermines usability. Indeed, a study by Mahajan and
Shneiderman found that inconsistent interface terminology
slowed user performance by 10% to 25%. This fact alone should
lead producers to take a hard look at their authoring processes
and to take all possible steps to reduce and, ideally, eliminate
terminological inconsistency. After all, does any customerfocused company want to make its products more difﬁcult to
learn and to use than need be the case? Does any customerfocused company want to needlessly cause its customers to
waste time and become frustrated? Does any customer-focused
organization want to address support issues, warranty claims
and/or liability exposure that might be avoided by using accurate, consistent terminology?
The previous examples illustrate some of the problems that
defective terminology can cause in the source language. These
problems do not go away in translation. In fact, they tend to be
replicated in the target language(s) and are often accompanied
by new issues.

Ambiguity in and across languages
Keiran J. Dunne is an associate professor in modern and
classical language studies at Kent State University. His
research interests are in localization, project management,
project management and terminology management. He is
also editor of Perspectives in Localization (2006).
www.multilingual.com
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Source-language and target-language concept systems do
not always overlap. In such cases, multiple terms in the source
language may correspond to a single term in the target language
or vice versa. For example, the English terms spacer bolt and
distance rivet designate two different fasteners, one of which is
used in a clutch cover and the other in a driven disk:
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and no analogous target-culture
When translating into Gerconcept exists. For instance, the
man, the solution in each
terms big-endian and little-endian
case is Abstandsbolzen. Howrefer to byte order in memory
ever, translation from German
storage. These fanciful terms are
requires that the translator
derived from Jonathan Swift’s
know which is the intended
1726 novel Gulliver’s Travels,
part in order to achieve a corin which the Blefuscians (the
rect English translation. S.E.
“big-endians”) resist an imperial
Wright points out, “The GerLilliputian edict to break softman engineer makes the disboiled eggs on the “little end,”
tinction at the part number
level and remains oblivious Figure 1: Spacer bolt (FXAeromodels) and distance rivet (Interkontakt). leading to civil war. The comprehension of these terms preto the ambiguity, whereas the
supposes cultural knowledge that translators may not possess,
American translator can drive her materials manager crazy if
and translation presupposes a target-culture equivalent that
she doesn’t make the distinction.”
may not exist. The “wizard” that guides users through multiLexical ambiguity can cause similar problems. Lexical ambistep tasks in software is another term that does not necessarily
guity occurs when a word is used as more than one part of speech
translate well: “The translation of ‘wizard’ in many European
— such as a noun and a verb. Translators working on disembodied
languages doesn’t have anything to do with magic; therefore,
content with no contextual information (such as non-internathe wizard’s magic wand is not an obvious reference. It could be
tionalized XML) may be unable to determine whether a given
a bubbling test tube or a lit cigarette” (Microsoft Corporation).
word refers to a process or to a product of that process. Examples
Conversely, a term that is neutral in the source culture may be
that come to mind include archive, charge, chart, draft, estimate,
culturally grounded and evoke unexpected and/or undesired
ﬁlter, list, load, note, record, report, request, scan and update. The
meanings in the target culture. For example, the BasicNet Group
problem is compounded when a lexically ambiguous word is used
sells a line of sportswear brand
as a modiﬁer: Does the comnamed Kappa (as in the tenth letmand Report Groups mean
ter of the Greek alphabet). In
Create [batch] reports based
Japan, a kappa is a mythical
on groups of customers or
creature that has a fondness for
vendors or Organize selected
cucumbers and a penchant for
reports into groupings, or perdrowning swimmers.
haps something else? SomeThese examples are but a few
times the lexical ambiguity
of the ways in which linguistic
involves hidden plurals: Does
ambiguity and indeterminacy can
the term user data mean data
plague source materials. These
on one user, data on all users,
examples are far from exhaustive.
or data on a group of users?
Other challenges include opaque
Or might it, in fact, refer to
acronyms, non-standard abbreuser-deﬁned data? The term
Figure 2: Error propagation over time from a single error.
viations, morphological inconsiscustomer information presents
tency — such as hyphenated vs. non-hyphenated words and single
similar ambiguity. Lexical ambiguity can even render the
words vs. separate words, as in website and web site — inconsismeaning of entire sentences ambiguous: Flying planes can be
tent capitalization, lack of parallel structure, incorrect grammar,
dangerous. In such cases, the risks of misunderstanding and
inconsistent or incorrect punctuation, and more. Current trends
thus of mistranslation are considerable.
suggest that these problems will get worse before they get better.
Lexical confusion is also caused by structural calques, that
N. Perlin observes, “The ‘editor’ position has disappeared in many
is, the use of nouns as verbs and vice versa. Examples from
companies, so there’s no one to ﬁx or even notice global stylistic,
the realm of software include the ostensible verbs install and
structural or wording inconsistencies.”
uninstall, which are used as nouns in terms such as clean
Having looked at some of the more common forms of defecinstall and in strings such as Uninstall complete. Structural
tive terminology, we need to consider their potential impact on
calques are not conﬁned to software; they are also prevalent
multilingual projects.
in business and marketing. Examples include to architect, to
expense, to keynote, to project manage, to task and to gift.
Propagation
Oneshare.com, for instance, lures potential customers with the
Any error, inconsistency or ambiguity that remains undepromise that “You’ll hit the bull’s eye by gifting Target Stock.”
tected in the source materials runs the risk of being propagated
The meaning of this sentence is clear in context, but to a
translator working on content without context it may make
in translation. Generally speaking, translators work at the
no sense whatsoever.
level of meaning, not function, which means that they typically lack the perspective necessary to detect inconsistency or
Meanings that are lost — or found — in translation
errors. This problem is reinforced by the fact that translators
Some terms prove problematic in translation because the
do not typically have the same degree of knowledge of the
source-culture concept that they convey is culturally grounded
subject matter, product or organization as the individual(s)
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who authored the materials. DetecTheorists agree that translation
tion is a potentially critical factor
involves three sets of processes:
because the later an error or probcomprehension, code-switching and
lem is discovered in the document
target-text production. In the transcycle, the more it will cost to ﬁx
lation process as described by Nida
that error or problem. This is an
and Seleskovitch, the source text is
increasingly compelling issue in
analyzed and stripped of its speciﬁc
the context of single sourcing and
linguistic characteristics to reduce
topic-based authoring. Recycling
it to its simplest form (deverbalizaof source content is a powerful
tion) to facilitate understanding of
cost-control strategy, but it also
the message (comprehension), which
represents a sizeable source of
is presumed to be translinguistic,
risk in the absence of strategies
followed by transfer into the target
to mitigate inaccuracy, indetermilanguage and re-encoding of the
nacy and ambiguity. For example,
message based on target audience
Figure 3: A schematic of the translation process
imagine that a defective term is
expectations and target language
as described by Nida and Seleskovitch.
created during design and used in
grammar (reformulation), as shown
one information object, which in
in Figure 3.
turn is used in ten deliverables that are integrated into ﬁve
This simpliﬁed schema is a useful window through which
products, which are translated into ten languages. In this
to explore the risks posed by defective terminology in translacase, a single error — the designation of one defective term
tion. Accurate translation of ambiguous, inaccurate or incorrect
— is propagated across a whopping 500 occurrences.
material arguably requires three levels of comprehension: (a)
In multilingual environments, the cost of end-item inspeccomprehension of the apparent or literal meaning of the source
tion and correction strategies can quickly become prohibitive,
text, (b) comprehension that this meaning may be incorrect in
and economies of scale can easily morph into costs of scale.
context, and (c) comprehension of the intended meaning. In
Figure 4, 1-2-3-4 represents the typical translation process,
Mistranslation
1-2a-3a-4a represents the mistranslation process, and 1-2aEven in the best of all possible worlds, mistranslation is a
1b-2-3-4 represents the process of identifying and resolving
possibility due to the fact that translators often lack the perambiguity.
spective necessary to be able to detect ambiguity, inconsistency
Translators who encounter inaccuracy, inconsistency or
or error, as noted above. Compounding this problem is the fact
ambiguity in a text — assuming that they recognize these charthat, according to R. Woyde, “in-country translators do not
acteristics as such — cannot request that the text clarify itself.
always understand the source language” and “most translators
When faced with ambiguity, translators have two options: subare generalists and NOT subject-matter experts.” This simple
mit a query in order to ascertain the intended meaning (and thus
fact has some profound implications for the translation of
move from 2a to 1b in Figure 4) or take a guess. If the source
defective terminology.
materials have a high degree of ambiguity and are undergoing
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Figure 4: 1-2-3-4 represents the typical translation process, 1-2a-3a-4a represents the mistranslation process,
and 1-2a-1b-2-3-4 represents the process of identifying and resolving ambiguity.

simultaneous translation into multiple
languages, queries can quickly multiply
and become a logistical nightmare for
both the project manager and the client.
If, on the other hand, translators simply
take their best guess, there is a high risk
of translation errors and thus of costly,
time-consuming and error-prone rework
at some later date when the errors are
detected.
Conversely, since most translators
are generalists, they may understand the
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source term and concept but be unable to
identify the appropriate target-language
term. When translators are unsure about
the correct target-language term, they
have three options, says S.E. Wright:
1) Look up the term in a dictionary
(the lexical approach). This presupposes
that adequate dictionaries are available,
which cannot be taken for granted. The
more specialized the subject matter and
the quicker it evolves, the less likely it is
that such dictionaries exist.

2) Consult domain-speciﬁc multilingual glossaries or other lexical materials, that is, parallel texts, to search for
functional equivalents used by experts in
the target language (the terminological
approach). This presupposes adequate
time. Aggressive project schedules and
tight deadlines, however, often limit or
even preclude terminological research.
3) Take their best guess and model
the target-language term on the sourcelanguage term (the expedient approach).
In some cases, resource and time constraints leave no alternative.
These structural factors suggest that
there is substantial risk of literal or
incorrect translation associated with
domain-speciﬁc terminology, as noted
by S.E. Wright: “If we can assume that
the translator or technical writer producing a technical text is a master of the
general language in which the text is
written, we can then conclude that the
terminology that makes up the text comprises that aspect of the text that poses
the greatest risk of failure.” The corollary
to this observation is that the more specialized the terminology, the greater the
probability of failure and thus of literal
or incorrect translation.
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Figure 5: The Terminology Management Pain Curve.

Risk and criticality
The risk associated with defective
terminology, whether in the source
materials or in translation, rises in
direct proportion to the criticality of the
information. Failure Mode and Effects
Analysis (FMEA), which is commonly
used in systems design and engineering,
provides a practical strategy for identifying and quantifying the risk of potential
product or process failures. Criticality
is determined by three factors, each of
which is ranked on a scale of 1 (lowest
risk) to 10 (highest risk):
1) Consequence(s) of failure (C), that
is, the cost of failure, which ranges from
catastrophic (risk of death or injury)
and serious (product performance is
severely impaired) at the high end of
the scale to trivial or none at the low
end of the scale.
2) Probability of occurrence (O), which
ranges from nearly inevitable at the high
end of the scale to highly unlikely at the
low end of the scale.
3) Likelihood of detection of the cause
(D), which ranges from absolute uncertainty at the high end of the scale to near
certainty at the low end.
The overall risk is obtained by multiplying the numerical value of each individual risk value (C x O x D). The resulting
numbers are used to evaluate the relative
criticality of various potential failures
with an eye to addressing the most serious ones ﬁrst. Because the consequences
of failure are relatively invariable, efforts
tend to focus on reducing the probability
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of occurrence and improving the likelihood of detection.
Terminology management addresses
both of these objectives. Identifying incorrect, inconsistent and ambiguous terminology at the source limits the risk that
defective terms will enter production in the
ﬁrst place. Managing terminology across
languages permits the explicitation of specialized subject-matter knowledge and
sharing thereof, which in turn enhances
the reliability of the processes and products
of both authoring and translation. Effective terminology management reduces
unnecessary duplication of effort in both
authoring and translation as well as the
need for rework. It also enhances usability,
which translates into fewer support calls
and lower total cost of ownership for the
customer. Finally, terminology management diminishes the risk of terminologyrelated product failure, and by extension,
the damage to a company’s reputation,
image, brand and/or bottom line that such
failures can cause. In sum, preventing terminological problems today is easier and
cheaper than ﬁnding and ﬁxing them
tomorrow, as illustrated in the terminology
management pain curve (Figure 5), as R.K.
Wysocki and R. McGary observe.
This is not just common sense; it is
also good business sense.

scope, process and tools must weigh,
and ideally balance competing (and even
contradictory) factors, including theory
versus practice; the costs of action versus inaction; and the desire to maintain
a culture of creativity versus the business imperative of centralizing key processes. The following best practices are
suggested:
Q The earlier, the better. Terminology
management should be moved upstream
in the document cycle to the source and
integrated with design and development
to prevent the proliferation of problem
terms and to shrink the delta between
authoring and translation.
Q Address process before tools. Tools
are only as effective as the processes on
which they are based.
Q Take small steps initially. Carry
out a project of modest scope on core
terminology that exhibits critical characteristics, due to the cost of failure or
to association with brand or product
names, for instance. Demonstrating cost

Practical considerations
for terminology management
There are no cookie-cutter solutions
to the challenge of terminology management. An analysis of the appropriate
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effectiveness and downstream time savings in a pilot project is a powerful way
to foster team and stakeholder buy-in.
Q Carefully deﬁne the scope. Give
careful thought to the designation of
term candidates and the data input
model. The scope of the effort must be
weighed against the time and resources
necessary to manage the terminology.
The importance of terminological accuracy and reliability is a good litmus test
when evaluating term candidates, which
may relate to functionality, safety, legal/
regulatory requirements, product names,
brand names and/or trademarks.
Q Delineate permissions and access levels. Who will be allowed to enter, approve
and/or modify terms?
Q Take one step at a time. Increase
the scope progressively and adopt an
iterative approach in order to foster continuous improvement.
Q Treat terms as intangible assets.
Terms are the informational genes of organizational DNA.

Conclusion
This article has illustrated some of the
risks inherent in defective terminology,
and has explored some of the structural
factors that magnify the criticality of
those risks in multilingual environments.
We cannot control that which we do not
manage, and we cannot manage that
which we have not deﬁned. Deﬁning
and managing terminology is an effective, proactive way to mitigate the risk
of miscommunication caused by inaccuracy, ambiguity and indeterminacy in
multilingual communication. M
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The benefits of managing
terminology with tools
Christie Fidura

P

People say that communication is a ﬁne art,
and no place is this more true than when trying
to speak across multiple languages with a single
voice. A single message that means the same
thing in Arabic, Spanish, Chinese and Swahili
— is it really possible to achieve this? There are
many examples of global organizations that
have tried and unfortunately failed despite the
best efforts of extremely talented translators.

Just Do It — Nike
Park Distance Control — BMW
Out-Of-Ofﬁce Assistant — Microsoft Outlook
These are all well-known examples of different types of
terms (corporate tagline, part name and product function) which
describe a company or its products. To achieve the consistency
demanded of a strong, identiﬁable brand, this kind of terminology must be carefully managed at every stage of usage.
Language service providers and translators realize the beneﬁt of a client properly managing its internal terminology and
making it accessible throughout the translation supply chain.
It reduces unnecessary review cycles, produces higher-quality
translations, and speeds up project delivery. But this is just one
area where terminology management can play a vital role. It
can also help companies optimize internal efﬁciencies.
Imagine a scenario where a new software application is created. Development may make up a code name for a feature,
which Technical Writing uses to create the documentation. Later,
Marketing may decide that the name chosen by Development is
too close to a competitor’s name or does not resonate with its
target audience. A quick change here cannot do any harm, can
it? Unfortunately, yes. Now the documentation and marketing
information are out of sync, which has a knock-on effect for the
translation effort. This example shows you how a small internal
change can have a long-reaching effect on customers, and it
clearly explains why terminology management plays such an
important role for a global organization.

In the past ﬁve years, the IT industry has experienced an
explosion of software applications to help companies manage
their content, along with coding standards such as XML, which
allows content to be chunked for easy re-use. With Marketing,
Development, Sales and the back ofﬁce all producing a different
piece of content for each individual type of customer and then
publishing this information across multiple delivery channels
in multiple languages, the amount of content required for a
single product delivery is staggering — not to mention legal and
governmental regulations, such as those within the life sciences
industry, exponentially increasing the amount of information
required. The cry from global organizations has become, “We’re
drowning in content! We want to author and translate once, and
re-use multiple times for different media!” These tools provide
management capabilities and workﬂow efﬁciency, and make
the translation effort a bit easier. Yet companies are reaching
Tools to manage internal terminology
local markets with inconsistent messaging, incorrect informaThe solution to prevent scenarios such as these is a software
tion and late delivery.
application which enables the management of internal corporate
The interesting thing about content is that it is composed of
terminology. Technology such as this
terminology. The two are intrinsically linked
provides fundamental capabilities which
and cannot survive without each other. These
make the capture, maintenance and disspeciﬁc words and phrases may represent
tribution of approved terms simple. Some
corporate ideals, industry intellect or brandChristie Fidura is senior
companies may already have their terms
ing, and they have a very simple purpose:
product marketing
captured within a simple word list or other
to carry knowledge; provide a competitive
manager for terminology
ﬂat ﬁle. However, these solutions are not
differentiator; describe a company’s unique
at SDL International.
structured properly to manage terms, nor
selling points; and create a global brand:
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are they scalable for more terms to be
added (some companies have more than
50,000 terms) or for multiple users to share
access. Further, a terminology management
application eliminates many problems
associated with sharing a ﬂat ﬁle.
E-mailing ﬁles to interested parties is
cumbersome, may reach size limitations
on e-mail applications and wastes storage space. Administrator rights can only
be assured with password protection.
Outdated information can quickly occur
— which is the latest version? Copying
and pasting information from the ﬁle
into a document or e-mail are cumbersome and interrupt workﬂow, and audit
recording for who created or modiﬁed a
term entry, as well as which term was
added/changed, is difﬁcult to track.
The fundamental reason for implementing a terminology management application is to eliminate potential confusion
about which term to use in any given situation. Outdated products, forbidden terms
and incorrect spellings (their vs. there;
installment vs. instalment) can all be easily avoided with such a tool. The following points discuss features and functions
of a dedicated terminology management
application, and their beneﬁts.
Concept-oriented term structure. As
mentioned earlier, the structure of a term
within the application is critical to its
usability. Why? A child who wants to know

the meaning of a word may be told by an
adult to “look it up.” This is difﬁcult when
the child does not know how to spell the
word. It is the same for an author or
translator. Terms can be structured in two
ways within a terminology management
application.
A concept-oriented approach enables
a term to be structured so that the concept or idea makes up the entry. It
answers the question, “What is the name
for x?” Take the word chair as an example. According to the dictionary, it has 14
deﬁnitions, including something to sit on
(seat); a position of ofﬁce or authority;
and to preside over a meeting or committee. A terminology management application must allow for separate records per
meaning. This approach closely mirrors
the natural way that people think, thus
making it user friendly. Additionally, it is
particularly suited to storing an unlimited number of languages close together.
A lemma (or dictionary)-oriented aproach structures a term by its surface,
such as its spelling. It answers the question, “What does x mean?” Working with
the example of the word chair again, this
approach in a terminology management
application seems to require only one
entry for the term chair. This might work
ﬁne for monolingual purposes. However,
speaking from the point of view of the
translator, he or she would a) need to

search for the appropriate meaning of the
word (to preside over a meeting), to obtain
the appropriate translation, and b) need
to maintain one database per individual
language pair (English-German, EnglishFrench, French-English, French-German
and so on), which is incredibly time consuming and labor intensive.
Synonyms and homonyms support.
Term structure should also include the
capability to capture synonyms (two
terms referring to the same concept)
and homonyms (in the sense of two
terms with the same spelling that refer
to different concepts) for a term. This
is important because structuring terms
with synonyms and homonyms requires
a third dimension, which ﬂat ﬁles cannot handle. It produces other unpleasant
consequences as well.
Q It makes a table grow exponentially
in unexpected ways. Because synonyms
and homonyms may have different translations, this information needs to also be
captured. The danger is that the growth
of a ﬂat ﬁle will exceed the technology’s
capability and will become completely
unusable.
Q Gender issues can result for some
languages.
Q Searching for a particular term can
be a problem if the user does not know it
is a synonym or homonym.
Q It causes redundant entries.
Further, a terminology management
application should treat abbreviations
(St. for Street or Saint), acronyms (a word
formed from the initial letters or groups
of letters of the words in a name or
phrase, such as NATO for North Atlantic
Treaty Organization), and spelling variants. Situations such as these should be
clariﬁed within the term entry with the
creation of a special ﬁeld.
Supporting these types of circumstances is important because they provide a comprehensive understanding of
the concept of a term, which goes a long
way towards eliminating user confusion.

Multilingual and
multidirectional capability
Capturing terms within a terminology
management application should ease the
translation process. Translators spend
more time than most anyone studying,
investigating and analyzing content to
its most ﬁnite degree to ensure it is localized properly. If the application is Unicode enabled (a standard which allows
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text and symbols from all known writing
systems of the world to be processed on
computers), it is able to capture any
number of languages desired, including
Western, Asian and bidirectional scripts.
Additionally, once the database has been
deﬁned, it should allow for the easy
addition of languages without causing a
restructure or reformat. Once the terms
and their associated translations are
captured, the terminology management
system should allow data to be presented
in any direction (English>French as well
as French>English) so that authors or
translators can work within their native
languages.

Term definition flexibility
A terminology management application is only successful if it completely
eradicates user confusion. Consider the
translation aspect as an example. A translator looks up the word chair and ﬁnds
related terms, including armchair, lounge
chair and recliner. Each of these deﬁnes a
completely different type of chair, and it
is important that the translator choose the
right term. Certain attributes such as deﬁnition, gender and subject can help a
translator make the right choice. Additionally, it would be invaluable if the
translator could see an actual picture
within the term entry of the item or could
click a hyperlink to instantly visit a particular webpage to receive more information. Finally, the application should not
require the user to predict how many synonyms, notes, usage samples and so on
will be required of it. It should easily
allow the addition of these ﬁelds without
causing the database to collapse under its
own weight.

Powerful searching
Once terms have been captured, they
must be easily and quickly found by
an author or translator. They should be
searchable in any direction, which guarantees that any language can be used
as the source to provide ease of use for
native speakers. And multiple types of
searching functions should be available
within the application: simple search,
to locate speciﬁc terms; fuzzy search, to
locate terms that are similar or contain
part of the search text; wildcard search,
to locate all terms that contain a speciﬁc string of characters; and searching
across multiple databases of terms, to
locate a term that may exist in multiple
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databases, for large complex environments which may require the split of
terms across business units.

Integration and
access capability
Capturing and maintaining terms are
only the ﬁrst steps to producing consistent content. The much more important
aspect is making sure that the terms
are visible to every author or translator
when required. Flat ﬁles from popular
applications are easy to share because
most people have these same tools. As
we have seen, however, these ﬁles do not
provide the level of power, scalability or
ﬂexibility required. Accessibility is the
key, but with outsourcing at an all-time
high, how can a termbase be accessible
across a distributed network? Technology provides the solution.
Open standards can make the exchange
of terms and integration within other applications easier. XML (eXtensible Markup
Language) is a ﬂexible structured text
format that stores text in a hierarchical
format. Hierarchies are the best way to
capture and store structured information,
such as concept-oriented term entries, so
XML is a natural ﬁt for storing terms.
SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)
provides an open method for applications
to communicate directly with each other
without being unintentionally blocked by
ﬁrewalls. It sends XML-based messages
over the web, regardless of the operating
system, object model or language in use.
SOAP is a sophisticated standard that
makes accessing term entries over the
web easy.
Online. As terms are captured within a
database, it is possible to simply publish
the database over a server to be accessible in real time by any standard internet
browser with an established IP address.
Import/export. The capability should
exist to allow easy term import and
export from the database. This allows
one person to administrate or manage the
entire termbase with approval capability
while accepting, receiving and importing
existing word lists from other members
of the team.
Integration. Access to the terms residing within their database can be integrated into the globalization workﬂow
via business applications, such as word
processors, design tools, content management systems or translation memory systems. As long as the system is delivered

with out-of-the-box integrations and open
interfaces such as APIs, it can be embedded into virtually any tool.
A terminology management application should be able to provide one or
most of these solutions to ensure everyone across a network, distributed or not,
can access the information required.
Successful global companies understand the importance of terminology and
its management because it delivers the
value of their brands, reduces internal
processes and generates customer loyalty.
Consistent messaging and information not
only empower a brand but also can even
ensure that legal and regulatory compliance regulations are met. A terminology
management application should be easy
to implement and operate, provide access
across any type of environment, and
ensure that all users can quickly and easily locate the term required for the work
being performed. Speaking with one voice
across multiple languages is possible. You
just have to use the right words. M
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Terminology work
saves more than it costs
Mark D. Childress

T

Terminology cannot be taken for granted by
any organization. A well-maintained collection
of terms is the central conceptual pillar supporting the information produced by employees. Terminology collections provide guiding
principles for further development and integration of knowledge, and smooth communication
among people within the organization and with
people in other organizations. Standardized terminology thereby helps organizations master
the explosive growth of and constant change in
information and can serve as a key resource in
an overall knowledge management strategy.

overruns before they happen and further argue for the integration of terminology management principles in individual
projects and throughout the organization.

The ROI in terminology
The classic deﬁnition of ROI is the proportion of earnings to
investments, or proﬁt to capital, expressed as a percentage:
ROI = (Proﬁt ÷ Capital) x 100%

In other words, ROI is an expression of how much an organization receives in return for what it pays. A high ROI means
greater proﬁt resulted from lower capital investment.
Terminology work is not usually seen as a proﬁt-making
endeavor within an organization, but proﬁt can be measured
in different ways: external income, internal cost savings and
“soft” measurements such as customer satisfaction. Capital, in
In order to achieve these beneﬁts, the organization must
turn, may be deﬁned in ways other than straightforward investmake terminology work part of an overt commitment to qualment: project funding, costs of hiring or reassigning employees,
ity; ensure that terminological standards, processes, tools and
and training. Terminology “proﬁt” is thus best illustrated as
training all serve the overall terminology management goals;
internal cost savings and the “capital” as the combined internal
and provide for constant monitoring and continuous improvecosts and investments put into terminology projects.
ment of these factors.
To calculate the ROI, the organization must ﬁrst determine
The very fact that these tasks are daunting and that the initial
the standard costs of terminology work — broadly speaking,
investment is time consuming is often the reason terminology
the cost of creating and standardizing a term. The terminoloissues are jettisoned during projects. And this is a mistake. The
gist, even one with some knowledge of accounting, need not
costs are visible and the beneﬁts veiled; yet in the same way an
determine this ﬁgure alone; almost all organizations use a
immunization jab may hurt a bit but prevents disease in the long
standard cost measurement for internal accounting and manrun, standardizing terminology at the start of a project may cost
agement purposes. An activity-based costing methodology,
a bit but will help keep the project healthy in all stages, from
for example, uses a standard estimated cost per person-hour
initial product speciﬁcation to customer support.
or person-day, which includes the employee’s direct costs (salThis article looks at two cost accountary, insurance) and all overhead costs (tools,
ing aspects applied to terminology manbuilding/plant, administration) already facagement — the return on investment (ROI)
tored into the total.
equation and the question of ﬁxed versus
What the terminologist needs to determine
Mark D. Childress
variable costs. Armed with this informais the cost factors involved in terminology
works on terminology
tion, terminologists can easily prove that
work. The following list gives some guideissues at SAP AG.
terminology work prevents project cost
lines but is not exhaustive.
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Q Time necessary to create and approve terms

Source term and deﬁnition
Target term and deﬁnition translation
Q Time needed for terminological research
Evaluating sources
Discussions (e-mail, newsgroups)
Reviews and meetings with others involved
Q Terminological support infrastructure
Term database hardware/software, development,
technical support
Overall coordination of standards and processes
Training and user support
The terminologist then needs to compare the costs of working
with terminology versus the costs of dealing with terminologyrelated problems. This list is also expandable, of course.
Q Searching for and changing non-standardized terms in
products, documentation, marketing materials, websites and so
on, in a given number of languages
Q Handling call center and service messages from customers
Q Answering translation and editing agency questions
Q Updating machine translation (MT) ﬁles with changed
terminology
Q Comparing costs and delays in translation projects with/
without terminology projects as separate lead-in projects.
These examples are meant to provide guidelines for
a terminologist to create a list speciﬁc to the individual
organization. Again, most organizations have standard cost
measurements (for example, the cost of answering call center
questions) which a terminologist should refer to when making
an ROI calculation.
If we then take as an example a ﬁctive company and ﬁctive
costs, we assume a key term in a new product has ﬁve variant
spellings in circulation during development. The goal is to
standardize the term before the product is shipped.
Assume further the cost of standardizing can be broken
down as follows:
Q The cost of standardization in the term database is $60 (an
average of one hour of employee time to create the term entry
and its deﬁnition, including researching the term and its legal
status, holding meetings, writing memos and otherwise ensuring that the term and its orthography have been agreed upon).
Q The term appears 10 times each in the draft versions of the
customer brochure, the service repair manual, and the marketing ﬂyer, and the cost of correction is $1 per error (one minute
of employee time to ﬁnd and change).
Q The term is translated into 10 languages in the term database after the term has been standardized, at a cost of $10 per
language (10 minutes of employee time because background
information is available from the source term references).
Q The occurrences of the term in the draft translations are
also translated into 10 languages, at a cost of 10 cents ($0.10)
per language per occurrence.
The sum gives us the cost of term standardization before
product shipment:
$60 + (10 x 3 x $1) + (10 x $10) + (10 x 3 x $0.1) = $193
For comparison, we assume the cost of retroactive term standardization — that is, after translation — is equal to the cost of
initial standardization, times ten, because redundant standardization activity must be carried out for all languages:
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$193 x 10 = $1930
The ROI in terminology work in the source language is therefore equal to the cost savings ($1930 - $193 = $1737) divided
by the costs of terminology work before shipment ($193) and
expressed as a percentage:
(1737 ÷ 193) x 100% = 900% ROI
That is to say, investment in terminology standardization before
problems arise avoids a ninefold multiplication of costs later. This
is not a “what-if” scenario. It is a straightforward calculation of
what an organization will pay if a conscious decision is made to
postpone terminology work and to correct mistakes later.
The ROI calculation is veriﬁed by the results of a European
Union research project. Figure 1 shows how much it costs an
organization to invest in retroactive standardization at each
step in product development.
From a monetary standpoint, terminological problems discovered and dealt with after a project ends are problems discovered too late to economically do anything about them.

Figure 1: The sooner in product development terminology
management begins, the greater the cost savings.

Fixed and variable costs
in terminology management
The ROI argument is effective when arguing for terminology
work as part of a project. A further cost accounting calculation
shows that investment in a coordinated terminology infrastructure reduces the total cost of ownership in standardized
terminology still further.
Again, using a ﬁctive product as an example, assume a hypothetical term will appear at least once — and more likely more
than once — in different functional locations in the product itself
and in its documentation or other informational material. These
locations include product/service development — user interfaces
as well as functions; documentation — user manuals, training
material; marketing — advertising, website information; sales
— contracts; service — call centers, repair centers; and translation of all the above.
For the sake of argument, assume that each functional division
carries out its own terminology work without reference to the other
divisions. The costs for each division to standardize and create the
hypothetical term’s designation, deﬁnition and additional information in separate terminological repositories will be a repeating ﬁxed
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Figure 2: These two graphs demonstrate the beneﬁts of terminology management over the long run.

cost made up of a number of elements,
including but not limited to personnel
expenses — research, discussions, entering
the term in a repository; repository costs
— whether index card ﬁles or online databases; and formulating rules and instructing
those responsible for terminology work.
If a single term costs T to be dealt with,
and the term is standardized 10 times in
10 different divisions because there is no
coordination or central repository — one
entry in the product development database, one entry in the documentation
index card ﬁle and so on — the organization pays 10T, or ten times what the
cost of dealing with the term would have
been if it had centralized, coordinated
standardization. Variable costs will rise
upward steadily in a straight line.
The result of plotting these variable
costs on a cost-per-term-occurrence ratio
is shown in the graph “Variable Costs for
Terminology Management” (Figure 2).
Organized, structured terminology
management avoids the variable cost
trap with an upfront investment in a
centralized infrastructure to deal with
terminology issues. Cost elements include
personnel expenses; central repository
costs (realistically, for a large organization these are the hardware/software
costs for a centralized terminology database); standards and processes providing
guidelines for terminology work; terminology training curriculum; information
rollout of new or improved developments, standards, training, and processes;
and support contacts for technical and
content issues.
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This list of cost elements can be made
as detailed as necessary and speciﬁc to
the individual organization. A terminologist will need to research the average cost
of a term and the total cost of terminology work and can use the organization’s
standard units of measurement as needed
for other cost elements.
Therefore, if we assume dealing with
a single term occurrence costs T but the
various divisions coordinate terminology discussions and work with a single,
centralized repository, the ﬁxed costs

invested in the infrastructure of terminology management are subtracted from
the total cost of term standardization. It
quickly becomes clear that the variable
costs are sharply reduced because the
re-use of terminological resources eliminates redundant terminology work. The
break-even point in “Fixed vs. Variable
Costs” (Figure 2) is where investment
in shared terminology management
resources and terminology re-use costs
the organization less than not investing
in terminology at all.
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Above and beyond making the ﬁxed
vs. variable cost argument, a terminologist should investigate whether other
departments have hard data related to
terminological issues. Depending on the
organization, there may be many potential sources, such as documentation
— cost of quality checks and editing;
usability testing — whether terminology
was an issue and how much corrections
cost; and support — the number of call
center issues related to terminology.
A special category of avoidable cost
may be mentioned effectively in certain
situations — legal liability. Depending on
the product or service, it’s easy enough
to prove that incorrect or faulty terminology could have catastrophic consequences, from loss of data to loss of life.
One hopes, for example, that airline
manufacturers are duly diligent in standardizing the terminology used in their
service manuals. But terminologists generally do not have to argue their points
as strenuously in such organizations.
Management is already well aware of
terminology’s importance and include
terminology in the highly detailed risk
management calculations for all aspects
of their operations.

‘An ounce of prevention
is worth a pound of cure’
Terminology cannot be avoided. Everyone in an organization deals with terminology on some level, and organizations
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deal with their own terminology and the
terminology of other organizations. It is
therefore far better for an organization to
formulate terminology policies in a systematic, centralized manner and not to allow
individuals, teams and divisions to go their
own ways.
A terminological “vaccination” will
cost an organization some resources in
the short term, but preventative measures will allow an organization to avoid
greater costs and negative consequences
which would otherwise arise in the long
term. The terminologist’s responsibility
is thus to raise awareness of terminology as a cost-reducing tool, on both a
project-based level and on the organizational level, and to ﬁnd wide-ranging
agreement on what support is necessary.
A brief list could include these points:
Q Making terminology standardization one of the ofﬁcial steps in product
development checklists and standards
Q Deﬁning responsibles for selected
tasks (for example, term entry in a
repository)
Q Training these responsibles
Q Ensuring access to terminology
repositories based on user roles
Q Mapping the processes and determining where and when terminology
handover or veriﬁcation takes place,
who is participating and who is making
terminology-related decisions
Q Providing or sponsoring services
supporting these processes (for example,

a moderated online newsgroup for terminology discussions)
The prime objective of terminology management remains to continuously improve
contents, tools and processes related to terminology work. Increasing the leverage of
terminology work allows more knowledgebased work to be completed with less effort.
And by publicizing this fact terminologists
can show the decisive contribution of terminology to the bottom line of the entire
organization. M
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Terminology management:
a luxury or a necessity?
François Massion

T

Terminology work is one of the daily chores
of the translator. He or she often spends precious time researching new terms or clarifying the meanings of ambiguous ones. But how
can the translator perform this terminological
work effectively, and how is this work to be
honored?

“After lock nut is removed, slide hub and outer bearing off.”
How do you translate slide hub?
Are there any translation projects without terminology
research? Depending upon the extent and complexity of a
document, the terminology research work can make up between
15% and 30% of the time needed for a translation — on some
projects, such as parts lists, even more. It is time for action.
There are ways to improve the efﬁciency of terminology work.
Technical texts which land on the desks of translators are quite
often full of difﬁcult terms, as well as unnecessary synonyms
(pressure control valve/relief valve) or misleading denominations
(unit, abbreviations).
The use of the right terminology is key to translation quality.
It is always more expensive to repair a translation afterwards.
The risk of errors has dramatically increased since the introduction of content management systems. Their implication is
that translators tend to translate only sections of larger documentations. The ﬁnal translated version of the documentation
is built up more or less automatically from components. It

does not always use a uniform terminology. In the wake of the
rationalization fever, most companies so far have paid little
attention to this quality aspect.
Problematic and inconsistent denominations are not only
problems for the translator. A documentation with incorrect or
misleading terms will cause problems with regard to customer
inquiries, orders and maintenance work or lead to wrong decisions. There is, therefore, a ﬁnancial impact which shall be
borne in mind when it comes to the calculation of the costs of
terminology management. The additional work of a mechanic,
lost orders or dissatisﬁed customers are also a cost factor. In
addition, terminology is not just an instrument to better write or
translate documents. It is also the basis for an efﬁcient knowledge management system. How do you, for example, retrieve
information on speciﬁc software if you have saved it under the
label program or application?
Professional terminology management is therefore a must.
The question is just who is to going to handle it — who is going
to foot the bill? Terminology is done by companies, translation
agencies and translators. The temptation is strong to shift the
responsibility and above all the costs to the other players in the
“terminology chain.”
The world being what it is, however, it is sound not to wait
forever for a perfect resolution of all issues but rather to get
the job started right now. If there is no room in the short run
for a cooperative approach, do it alone. The time which one
saves through a well maintained terminology already pays
for itself.

On the way to terminology
management: define goals first
François Massion is owner and general manager
of D.O.G. GmbH, a company specializing in
localization and documentation services.
He earned his Ph.D. in lexicography at the
University of Erlangen (Germany).
www.multilingual.com
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Translation service providers (TSPs) will primarily try to
develop and maintain a terminology in the usual languages
for their key customers. This terminology would be primarily
instrumental to support the translation work and the quality
assurance (QA) process. Since these TSPs mostly work in several
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languages and different users need to
access this terminology, a special issue
to address is also the management of
the terminology and the way it can be
accessed and/or distributed.
Individual translators will like to
have a terminology for their key regular
customers. Beyond that, they will also

build up a terminology database for their
major subjects.
How to proceed? It doesn’t need to be
always the best of the best. With modest means it is also possible to achieve
good results. Here are four steps on the
way to your own terminology: 1) deﬁne
a terminology concept (organization and

Lost in the
translation shuffle?
It’s time you dealt yourself a winning hand.
NCS gives you a dedicated project
manager, team members
hand-picked for your
specific project, and
knowledgeable DTP
specialists. All backed by
customer focus and quality
service. Think of it as a
five-of-a-kind for your business.
Are you in? Call us to
learn more. We’d love to
get you in the game.

Translation that goes beyond words.

www.ncs-pubs.com
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extent of the glossary, sources, tools,
participants); 2) extract the terminology
in the source language; 3) translate the
terminology; and 4) distribute/manage
the terminology.
Which terms shall be extracted? First,
we need a representative corpus of the
documentation of a customer and/or of a
special subject. Usually, there are plenty
of sources for this — user manuals, parts
catalogs and translation memories (TM)
to name a few. Terms and phrases are
extracted from them that are clearly
related to the products or services of the
client, as well as common or well-known
words that may have a special meaning in the context of the client such as
tongue, wave, cheek, tower, snail and so
on. The extracted terms are quite often
nouns, but they are not limited to this
grammatical category.
What can be the size of a specialized terminology? Large companies use
10,000 or more special terms (a wellknown plant engineering company, for
example, uses 65,000 technical terms).
One option is to ﬁrst focus oneself on
the most frequent technical terms. In
that case it is possible to get the basic
technical vocabulary of a company
with approximately 1,000 entries. You
can always add terms at a later stage.
And if you ensure that they are properly
understood and used, this is already a
big step forward.
Several programs assist the translator with the extraction of terminology
in the source language — for example,
the dictionary function of a translation
program such as Déjà Vu or SDL Trados.
Some of these programs can display the
frequency of the occurrence of a term in
the text as well as sentence examples.
If you don’t have these programs,
there are still some simple ways to get
a term list. One is to open a text in MSWord or in a text editor and to replace all
the blanks with a hard return. After that,
the list can be sorted alphabetically. It is
not perfect, but it helps.
The next step is to clean up the list.
Duplicates must disappear; synonyms
must be identiﬁed; general words should
be deleted; morphological variants of
entries must be reduced; and technical
terms already in the terminology must be
removed.
Duplicates can be removed easily in
Excel with the function “Data > Filter >
Advanced ﬁlter… > Unique records only.”
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If you have a stopwords list with
words such as no, none, nonetheless and
nor, you can identify the words from
your list which are also stopwords by
using a compare function of Excel.

Which information shall be
seized in a terminology entry?
Eventually, the richness of the dictionary content depends on your objectives
(what do you want to achieve with the
glossary?) and on the available budget.
The terminology manager of a large German company reckons that he can enter
only about 20 German terms a day in
his database (which gives a cost factor
of approximately $20 to $25 per term).
This is, however, because the density of
information for each entry is relatively
high and because there is a deﬁnition for
each term.
In addition to the extraction costs,
costs for terminology maintenance can
be roughly estimated at 10% of the total
terminology costs. Terminology constantly evolves, new terms are coined and
translations are missing.
But it is important to make a start. Rather
than going for the perfect full-ﬂedged
solution, one can ﬁrst commit oneself to a
minimum entry content with perhaps only
the source and target terms and in some
cases optionally a deﬁnition or an example sentence or a comment such as “to
be used only for this production process”
and possibly with a status (“approved by
the customer on 01/01/2006”). Additional
information can be entered later. One useful piece of information is the unwanted
synonym (some call it a negative term)
which shall be replaced during the QA of
the source document.

Where to find a translation?
When the list of source words has
been completed, suitable translations
remain to be found. This is a task which
can hardly be automated with the standard tools on the market. One option is
to add the translation of a term to the
glossary while the text is being translated. Many translation programs such
as SDL MultiTerm or TermStar support
this option.
Another approach is to extract the
translation of technical terms from
bilingual texts such as TMs. Segments of
one to three words are more prone to be
terminology candidates and can ﬁrst be
evaluated.
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Program

Description

Web Reference

Heartsome
Dictionary Editor

XML-based dictionary
with extraction function.

www.heartsome.net

CATS

Terminology editing and management.
(by Professor Schmitt, Leipzig University)

www.cats-term.com

Concordance

Monolingual terminology extraction
with sentence examples. Low budget.

www.concordancesoftware
.co.uk

SDLX Phrase Finder

Terminology extraction and
administration.

www.sdl.com

TermiDOG

Extraction of multilingual terminology
from RTF or TXT ﬁles.

www.dog-gmbh.de

Terminology
Extractor

Monolingual terminology
extraction.

www.chamblon.com/
terminologyextractor.htm

UniTerm Pro

Multilingual terminology
management.

www.acolada.de

Xerox TermFinder

Terminology extraction.

www.xerox.com

Table 1: A short list of some of the terminology programs on the market.

In addition to this, one can tap the
internet and public terminology databases
such as the Eurodicautom of the European Union or the Logos dictionary (www
.logosdictionary.com). Search engines such
as Google deliver good results with the
appropriate search technique.

Tools and formats
After a while, the manual terminology
extraction (single/multiple languages) or
the simple administration of Word or
Excel lists is no longer sufﬁcient for a
professional terminological work. This

is even more true for translation service
providers who regularly need to extract
several tens of thousands of technical
terms. The glossary shall then be made
accessible to different users according to
their status and rights.
Many players are on the market for
terminology software. At ﬁrst the best
approach is to use the terminology modules of the existing translation programs
if they are available. SDL Trados, Transit,
Déjà Vu and WordFast offer terminology
modules which do their job. Terminology
can be seized and managed during the

Are you hoarding
hidden treasure?

How many assets lie dormant in your corporate treasure

vault in the form of translation memory data?

We can help you make the most of those hidden assets.

Visit www.tmmarketplace.com to discover how.
General Motors has made available
more than 4 million translation units
in 6 language combinations.
Interested in licensing that data?
Call 1-888-533-7888

www.tmmarketplace.com

THE TRANSLATION
MEMORY BROKERS
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translation process. During the translation process, these modules highlight
the terms occurring in the active
sentence.
Sure, there are differences of performance among these programs. On
the one hand, the success ratio for the
monolingual and multilingual terminology extraction varies (different degrees

of “noise” and “silence”). Especially with
regard to multilingual extraction, most
of the results are not so impressive. The
best results come from tools that combine linguistic analysis and statistical
methods, and they are rather expensive.
The ability of these programs to recognize different word forms is limited to
some common languages, though.

IT’S THE
LEADING
GLOBAL
CONTENT
LIFECYCLE
SOLUTION
YOUR
BUSINESS
NEEDS.
UNLESS YOU NEED
CONTENT REDUNDANCY.
The world’s most complete XML content
authoring, globalization, publishing and
management solution. Period.
XML-Based Content Lifecycle Solutions
Efficiently managing global content is serious
business. With XMetaL software and services, you get the power to
publish directly from XML, manage and translate content as objects,
and store it in any CMS. For your bottom line, that means less content
redundancy, reduced localization and publishing costs, and faster
time to market. Find out more today 1-866-793-1542.

Find out about the financial impact of XML
and DITA on content creation and globalization.
Download our white paper
at www.xmetal.com/info/mc
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The LISA organization (www.lisa.org)
recommends the XML-based TBX format
for the exchange of glossaries. This format is supported by the main providers
of TM technologies.
Many more or less well-known terminology programs are on the market.
Some of them are listed in Table 1.

What are the costs
of terminology work?
Costs are incurred during several
phases of terminology work: extraction
of the source language terms; translation;
collection of additional data depending
on the glossary structure; and administration and maintenance.
Experienced users with good reference
material can seize approximately 25 to
35 pairs of terms (source language/target
language) per hour. These are average
values. A translator can also spend 20
minutes or more on an internet research
and would be in that case probably better off doing something else.
Thus, the time spent on average to enter
a pair of words in the dictionary is a ﬁrst
basis for the cost calculation. If additional
information needs to be entered (source,
deﬁnition, example and so on), the costs
would increase accordingly.
While translation prices are relatively
well deﬁned in the translation industry,
there are no generally accepted rules for
the pricing of terminology. Some have a
standard price per pair of terms, some pay
a mark-up on the standard word price,
and some invoice their terminology work
on an hourly basis or get paid nothing at
all for terminology work. It is sometimes
a question of negotiating power.

Summary
One thing is certain. An efﬁcient terminology management offers only advantages to all involved — translator, TSP and
customer. Thus, it would be a big step forward to have all involved sit together and
discuss ways to reduce their own efforts and
improve the overall terminology quality by
cooperating together towards a shared terminology database. It is, for example, not
necessary to extract the source language
terms for each target language anew. At
the same time the translator can give useful feedback to spot unwanted synonyms
or misleading denominations. Redundant
work can be avoided that way, and all participants will get faster and more economically where they want to be. M
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Unexpected ROI
from terminology
Janaina Wittner

P

Personal experience shows that all localization
clients are interested in terminology — without
exception. Only very large organizations, however,
actually seem to maintain terminology databases.
When our salespeople ask new prospects about
this, they often get an answer along the lines of
“We tried to put something like that in place, but
then just abandoned the whole thing,” usually
because nobody had the time or the budget or felt
responsible to maintain it. And yet, without constant maintenance, any form of terminology management is doomed to failure. Then again, if most
companies do without it, who really cares?

The size and overall use ratio of Google allow us to use the
search engine for a basic public opinion poll. When I typed “importance of terminology” (in quotes) into the Google search ﬁeld, I got
exactly 888 entries. That isn’t much, but still a lot more than one
would get from searching for something such as “ROI from terminology,” which generated zero entries, whatever word combination
or alternative formulation I used. When I ran a second search with
ROI (return on investment) alone, I got about 11 million entries.
This quick test shows that many people seem to feel fairly
concerned about ROI, but almost none expect it to come from
terminology. By the way, ROI far outranked most other buzzwords
in modern business management, such as cost savings (5 million), time to market (3 million) or business performance (1.5
million), and there were almost 200,000 pages discussing ROI
tools, with nearly a dozen new ones appearing every day.

Janaina Wittner, regional manager for Central
and Eastern Europe at WhP, holds a master’s
degree in operations management and has
more than ten years’ worth of experience in
the localization industry.
www.multilingual.com
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Although the actual value of this simple test is arguable, it
at least illustrates that ROI is among the top concerns in the
business world, and that almost every cubic inch in each and
every business sphere has now been analyzed to make sure it
generates a decent amount of ROI — with the very exception of
terminology. Even though terminology by itself seems reasonably well known — you get almost half as many Google entries
(46.9 million) as you get with ROI — no respected business
expert seems to consider terminology management as a means
with which to generate ROI.
Linguists themselves are seldom known for their interest in
ﬁnance, and company management will consider their linguists
as a cost. This may partly explain why very few people ever
tried to put hard ﬁgures on ROI from terminology management.
There are a few other reasons, however, and looking at them
will help us better understand the needs.
Over time, terminology has almost become an allegory for quality. If you open any of the 888 Google entries where terminology
is recognized as being important, the authors mostly talk about
improved quality at multiple stages of the content production
chain. The most commonly shared view is that terminology helps
to “improve the quality of the content” and, indirectly, “customer
satisfaction.” Some articles try to push matters a bit further, ﬁnding
more areas where terminology management would have a positive
impact. A few even try to ﬁgure out how to quantify all of this, but
none of them come up with any actual ﬁgures.
If terminology specialists share the view that terminology
has a purely qualitative impact, it is by no means surprising
that business experts only concerned with hard ﬁgures ignore
the matter completely. As most localization managers working
in large corporations probably already know, anyone who has
tried to sell terminology management to upper management
will have noticed that the very ﬁrst question he or she is asked
after ﬁnishing a presentation is “What does it cost, and what is
the ROI within one to three years?”
It is the standard question when you ask your boss for money
to launch a new project. In such a situation, you shouldn’t
bore him or her with long explanations about inconsistency
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or quality improvements, nor should you venture onto such
quicksand issues as customer satisfaction or corporate brand
image support, because your boss will ask you to prove your
point and provide tangible ﬁgures for good measure. He or she
may agree that managing terminology would certainly be a
good thing, and that anything done to make customers happy
is a step in the right direction, but the CFO is not open to such
philosophical considerations. All a CFO cares about is ﬁgures.
Before we look at a case study, we should clear up a source
of consistent confusion about ROI. Most people think that you
simply deduct the additional project cost (investment) from
your additional earnings. That would be correct when playing
poker, but in business you need to consider the manufacturing
cost of your merchandise and subtract your project costs from
your proﬁt, not from your gross revenue. This leads us to the
universal formula for ROI:
proﬁt - investment
= ROI
investment

The formula shows two important points: (1) hard ﬁgures are
needed, and (2) to get them, we need metrics. Finally, to crown
it all, we need to be very convincing because serious terminology management doesn’t come cheap.
In the following case study, we confront the actual costs
(investment) with the ﬁnancial beneﬁts. Since conﬁdentiality
agreements do not allow us to divulge the company’s identity,
we will refer to the client as TMC, for terminology management
client. We will use this case study because it illustrates the complexity of corporate implication in terminology management.

Client case study
TMC has been localizing for more than 20 years. During the
ﬁrst ten years, all products were translated into ﬁve languages.
Throughout this period, TMC invested a lot of time and effort in
maintaining its terminology lists in Excel. When additional products and languages were subsequently integrated, the terminology
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lists soon became neglected before being abandoned completely. This is a common process, even if you might expect
the opposite. Many companies start localization with commendable intentions, but in the heat of the battle, they somehow simplify the process. Faced with time and budget
constraints, which have long since become the rule, only the
most urgent needs are covered.
A few years ago, TMC had numerous products, some of which
were localized into more than 20 languages for 40 subsidiaries
and partners all over the world. Although the company had an
internal writing team, most of the content creation and all of the
translation were outsourced to agencies or freelancers. Memory
management was irregular, and terminology management was
nonexistent. TMC relied on its agencies, which fully trusted their
writers/translators to maintain an appearance of consistency.
Occasionally, TMC made random in-house quality checks conducted by employees of their subsidiaries and partners.
Lack of process and the usual turnover in terms of agencies,
writers and translators brought numerous inconsistencies over
the years, and content quality became increasingly unpredictable. Various attempts were made to improve the situation, but
the lack of both a thorough process and an adequate budget
meant TMC was unable to regain control over the process.
Then things suddenly changed from the top. After a change
of ownership involving institutional investors from ﬁnance and
industry, the whole company changed course. Business was
completely redeﬁned or rather extended, and all major divisions underwent close inspection. Since the core activity was
extended, new products were developed, and a great deal of
rebranding was planned.
The rebranding effort, which in this case meant a change
of corporate image, naturally led to the question of content
creation and localization and ﬁnally to terminology. Only a few
weeks after the takeover, TMC launched a request for proposals
(RFP), contacting several organizations, a few of them totally
unknown in the localization industry, to audit its current process
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and submit proposals for a decent terminology policy.
The terminology project was considered to be an important part of the
rebranding effort and was therefore fully
supported throughout the organization.
Needless to say, conditions for the audit
were excellent. The most astonishing
fact during initial discussions with the
inner circle of actors (managers of the
documentation, training and marketing
divisions, but also of the help desk and
support) was the surprising amount of
interest shown in terminology by units
that would not exactly be at the top of
the auditor’s lists, such as the legal and
ﬁnancial departments or the corporate
information service. The auditing team
came to the conclusion that a more global
approach was needed, essentially a more
open vision of what terminology management could achieve for TMC.
Here, we won’t go into details of the
audit or results — the subject of this article
is ROI. It is nevertheless important to mention that the auditors ﬁnally suggested a
high-performance database web application with a simple, user-friendly browser
interface and therefore easily accessible
over the TMC extranet from any PC with
internet access. Predeﬁned user groups
logged into speciﬁc areas according to their
tasks and user rights. This solution seemed
to be the most appropriate given the fact
that an increasing number of actors from
various divisions across the corporation
— including TMC subsidiaries, partners,
and subcontractors throughout the world
— showed an interest in standardized
terminology. The application was based
on a smooth and scalable workﬂow with
“a minimum burden on the client side,”
which included ongoing remote linguistic
and technical maintenance.
The combined tools-service offer represented a major difference compared with
competitors during the initial RFP. As
mentioned above, the most efﬁcient terminology tool is not worth the time taken
to install it if ongoing maintenance can’t
be granted. The uniqueness of the winning
proposal was to ensure ongoing maintenance, both linguistic and technical, at a
very competitive price. It also included the
hosting of the web server and a continuous
update of the terminology database in real
time by moderating the workﬂow among
TMC translators, reviewers and interested
internal divisions. A set of additional
service options, such as integration with
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authoring tools and further development
to enhance available and future features,
was offered as well.
After the presentation of the audit
together with the suggested solutions,
the TMC management team was enthusiastic. This didn’t avoid them asking the
question: “What does it cost, and what is
the ROI within one to three years?”
During the audit, the matter had been
discussed with all TMC teams involved,
which in this case included the ﬁnancial
department. As usual when no reference
values are available, the parties had
to agree on pertinent metrics and the
most suitable means to collect information. Right from the start, any reference
to qualitative advantages without any
direct, measurable ﬁnancial impact was
discarded; typical examples would be
“improved quality,” “customer satisfaction” or “corporate brand protection.” In
fact, the auditors concentrated on productivity gains or time reduction, which are
much easier to measure and then convert
into ﬁnancial data.
All divisions involved were asked to
measure the time they spent on terminology-related matters — looking up speciﬁc
terms and expressions (documentation,
marketing, legal departments); searching
for appropriate translations (development, training); or sorting out consumer
requests that were due to nonexistent,
contradictory or otherwise confusing terminology. A few divisions already had a
fairly precise idea, which merely needed
conﬁrming. It was agreed that for an
initial one-month period, all participants
should discipline themselves to note
down, every day before leaving, the estimated time they spent during the day on
terminology-related matters.
As usual in such surveys, there is no
way of verifying the seriousness of the
results. However, the consistency of the
replies throughout the divisions together
with the number of participants (more
than 200 individuals) provides a minimum guarantee concerning the relevance
of the ﬁgures obtained. The results were
also discussed with each division, and a
few suspicious or apparently overstated
values were balanced out. Although the
resulting values are speciﬁc to each company and cannot be used as average data,
these records will be used to illustrate the
ﬁnancial ﬁgures obtained subsequently.
The ﬁgures in the following list represent
the average time spent on terminology-

related matters, expressed as a percentage
(5% = 2 hours per week):
Q translation review: 25%
Q translation: 5%
Q help desk: 5%
Q technical writing: 3%
Q training department: 2%
Q corporate information services: 2%
Q software/web development: >1%
Q legal department: <1%
Q ﬁnancial department: <1%
Although they showed interest in the
project, the legal and ﬁnancial departments’ replies were not included in this
survey because their gain in time seemed
irrelevant, and measuring the real value
of a terminology system for them would
require different metrics. It is nevertheless important to note that once a terminology system is in place, the actual
beneﬁts reach far beyond the measurable
ﬁnancial impact.
Translators and reviewers were considered proportionally to their annual
occupation ratio (average over ﬁve years).

The Proactive
Technical Communicator

Multiple Disciplines, Multiple Perspectives
4 June at the Daniel Hotel, Herzliya, Israel

The 2007 STC Israel 40th Anniversary
Convention (the chapter’s fourth
national convention) brings together
some of the best and brightest TCs to
explore best practices and showcase
leading-edge solutions.
Convention participants can choose
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dedicated to information design; new
tools and technologies; CMS and
single sourcing; and business and
personal skills.
Updates on the latest tools and trends
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Discover new technologies for
content management and single
sourcing
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As for the software developers, possible
gains came not only from looking up
terms but also from pre-testing facilities
and easier updates. For example, small
updates involving a few words could be
done on the spot, which suits both developers and translators. Besides technical
writers, translators and reviewers, those
who spend most time on terminologyrelated matters are employees working in
Corporate Information, Help Desk and
Customer Support.
The above values were then compared to the average workplace costs per
division, which included salary, social
charges and other related costs (ﬁxed
costs per head are generally well-known
by the ﬁnancial department). This led to
some surprising ﬁgures. For example, for
ten technical writers each spending just
ﬁve hours less per month on looking up
terms and expressions, the actual gain is
50 hours per month or 600 hours a year.
If we assume an average cost per writer
of $80/hour (all included), the savings

amount to approximately $48,000 per
year for the writing team alone.
Without going into too much detail,
the results showed that TMC’s annual
gain from a well-maintained terminology
management system would be close to
$170,000 across the company. Given that
TMC operates with an average proﬁt margin of 50%, the actual extra proﬁt resulting
from terminology management, according
to the explanation given in the ﬁrst part of
the article, would be $85,000.
Initial setup costs included hardware
and software, together with a TMC-speciﬁc interface and workﬂow development, database licenses and setup costs,
as well as the validation and import of
existing terms. This terminology was to be
extracted from validated documents. The
auditors also added TMC’s communication
costs, which basically resulted from the
time spent to write an e-mail communication distributed in three waves, and the
time estimated for presenting the system,
with quarterly reminders to employees.

Other aspects of the extremely powerful terminology system were not taken
into account either, such as the possibility to use it, among others, to search for
multilingual reference material corporate-wide on all accessible hard drives, or
the prospect to link it to the translation
memory with a two-way search function.
In order to provide clear ﬁgures, this survey concentrates on the core function of
terminology searching.
Based on ﬁve languages for starters, the initial setup costs for TMC were
$63,500, which would be written off over
a period of three years ($21,200/year).
The annual ﬁxed costs (maintenance and
software updates, database updates, workﬂow moderation and so on) are $10,000,
with an estimated 20% decrease per year.
These costs apply to TMC. For a smaller
organization, the costs involved would be
considerably lower.
If we compare the annual costs to the
extra proﬁt, we get this result for the
ﬁrst three years:
85,000 - 31,200
= 172%
31,200

In other words, TMC will already get a
172% ROI during the ﬁrst three years. After
the third year, when initial setup costs
have been written off, the ROI will increase
dramatically, becoming one of the most
efﬁcient investments in TMC’s history:
85,000 - 5,000
= 1,600%
5,000

One hardly needs to say that after presentation of the ROI estimate, the project
was accepted without much further ado.

Conclusion
This case study illustrates the importance of hard ﬁgures when selling linguistic services to businesspeople who
are purely ﬁnance oriented. It also shows
that there is little point hiding behind an
exclusively qualitative line of argument,
which in any case is not likely to convince upper management.
Terminology management, as well as
localization services in general, have an
important impact on sales and proﬁt, and
this must be backed up with hard ﬁgures. Getting this message across would
certainly help get localization service
companies out of the disgraceful corner
where they are still considered as an onerous burden and show that we actually
participate in creating wealth. M
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Localization World,
Shanghai edition

L

Localization World Shanghai, held March 2022, 2007, brought more than 300 professionals
from 29 countries together for three days of fun,
excitement and adventures in Chinese cuisine as
well as the conference itself, a networking and
educational opportunity. Many people attending said it was the best ever.

Major sponsors for the event, a co-production of MultiLingual
Computing, Inc., and The Localization Institute in cooperation
with the Globalization and Localization Association (GALA), were
Lionbridge (platinum); SDL International (gold); Welocalize (silver);
and across Systems GmbH and Translations.com (bronze).
The committee developing the program included Barbara Burbach, Hewlett-Packard; Sung Cho, Jonckers Translation & Engineering; Thomas Fenrich, Yahoo! Inc.; Kim Harris, GALA, text &
form GmbH; Kaimeng Huang, Adobe; Aki Ito, TOIN Corp.; WeiTai Kwok, Ion Global; Peijing Mo, Palm, Inc.; Arturo Quintero,
Moravia Worldwide; and James Wei, Beijing E-C Translation.

Conference highlights
Plenary sessions brought participants together to open and
close each conference day. The ﬁrst was “Starting Ten Factories
in China in Ten Years,” with Fred Kao of Magna China which is
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Richard Sikes Photo

Laurel Wagers

Above: Shanghai provided a beautiful backdrop for Localization World.
Lower left: Welcoming participants to the conference.

a major car-part supplier with 19 factories now in China. Describing the process that Magna went through to establish a business
presence in China, Kao offered useful advice for other companies
considering adding operations in the country. The afternoon session with Satish Maripuri of Lionbridge was “Labor Out of Asia,”
describing the growth of China and India as economic forces in
the world and Lionbridge’s activities in both countries. The second morning’s session on “Outsourcing in China: Moving up
the Value Chain” was presented by Jacob Hsu of The Symbio
Group and Frank Yu of Augmentum — both companies being
sources of outsourcing services in China. In the closing plenary
session, “Can’t Read, Won’t Buy: Why Language Matters,” Renato
Beninatto and Donald A.
DePalma, principals of Common Sense Advisory, presented some statistics from
their recent research, back- Laurel Wagers is
ing up intuitive reasoning managing editor
of MultiLingual.
with hard facts.
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Clockwise from top left: Jaap van der Meer with presenter Satish Maripuri; lively vendor/
client exchanges in the exhibit hall; GALA speed networking on the preconference day;
prize drawing at closing presentation with Welocalize personnel; local business practices
CJK speakers, (l to r) Sung Cho, Aki Ito, James Wei; plenary presenter Fred Kao of Magna
displays growth trends. Below left: Musician with traditional Chinese instrument provided
the perfect accompaniment to evening dinner event sponsored by Moravia Worldwide.

Conference sessions were organized on
two concurrent tracks, with each session
having one of three formats: Praxis (handson solutions); Point/Counterpoint (debates
on localization topics); and Perspectives
(nontechnical, business-focused) sessions
in the categories of Localization Process,
Translation Automation, Localization Business, Out of Asia, Standards, and Industries.

Four vendor-sponsored sessions
presenting products and services
also were available, and GALA
offered an introductory session
for prospective members. In addition, an exploratory meeting was
conducted for a possible SAE J2450
China committee.
Preconference-day events included
workshops on translation automation,
general and medical localization topics, introduction to localization and
a Medical Round Table. GALA also
conducted a meeting on the preconference
day that featured a highly successful speednetworking exercise.

Special events
Evening activities were scheduled “close
to home,” with an opening reception in
the Everbright Ball Room Foyer on Tuesday (March 20) and a Wednesday evening
dinner at the Harvest Festival Restaurant
across the street from the conference
venue. Local musicians provided songs
and played traditional Chinese instruments
during the evening of authentic cuisine.
Prize drawings followed a wrap-up
session at the end of the conference,
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with exhibitor donations ranging from an
iPod to a traditional tea set, localization
services, Beethoven DVDs and gifts of
jewelry and crystal.

Next conferences
The next Localization World will take
place at the Berliner Congress Center in
Berlin, Germany, on June 19-21 with
the theme “Local Language First!” The
call for papers for the Berlin conference
is now closed. The same theme is set
for the North American conference in
Seattle, Washington, on October 16-18.
Additional information is available at
www.localizationworld.com M
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Testing the implementation
of the TMX standards
José Gambín

T

This article aims to test the current level of implementation of the Translation Memory eXchange
(TMX) standard promoted by LISA and to what
extent exchanging translation databases among
software packages through TMX is a better solution than using the de facto standard — that is to
say, Trados txt format.

The article focuses on Level 2 of implementation. Level 2
compliance means that TMX ﬁles contain formatting information such as bold, italics, underline and so on. Tools that only
exchange data at Level 1 (just text) have not been considered.
The current analysis does not take into account segmentation
rules, another key variable to maximize translation memory
(TM) leverage.
I would recommend to those interested in TM exchange to
complement the current article with one already published in
this magazine: “Testing TMX Import/Export in Several Translation Tools” by Angelika Zerfaß (MultiLingual Computing
& Technology #68, December 2004), where an insight can be
found about why formatting incompatibility exists within the
TMX standard at a code level.
Finally, this article also provides a practical tool for translation vendors who occasionally need to exchange data among
different TM tools. The reasons can vary — being able to work
with a single language vendor or freelancer, or the need to move
to a higher productivity approach in a different translation
environment. Within the limitation of the ﬁle formats reviewed
(Word and HTML), software packages tested and the analysis
approach used here, they will ﬁnd how to expect the best results
when exchanging data among different TM tools.

Analysis approach
We limited our test to two ﬁle formats: Microsoft Word and
HTML.
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To work around the way tools establish their statistics — some
do not take formatting information into account or do it differently — we created a document with isolated formatting elements. Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the formatting we tested. We
translated both documents with the tested TM tools, exported
the TM created during translation as TMX and as a Trados txt
ﬁle, and imported both ﬁles into the rest of the tools. Then we
translated the test ﬁles with the imported TM in each TM tool
and checked, one by one, if the formatting information was
leveraged correctly. We assigned a value of 1 if the formatting
information was retrieved and 0 when it was not, calculating
then the ﬁnal scores for the different tools combinations. We
tested 15 formatting elements for MS Word and 9 for the HTML
ﬁle, so the maximum score in MS Word was 15 and in HTML 9.
Table 1 and Table 2 represent a summary of the results for the
Word and HTML ﬁles, respectively.
The TM tools and versions that we tested in XP Professional
are across Personal Edition 3.50; Déjà Vu XV (Version 7.4.284);
MetaTexis (Version 2.812); SDL Trados 2006 SDLX (Build 6010);
SDL Trados 2006 WorkBench (Build 7.5.0.756); and StarTransit
XV (Version 3.1 SP 19 Build 596.1).

Hidden hurdles
Though we have gone through different conﬁgurations to
get the best results, you may ﬁnd ways to improve the results
we present here, or you may not be able to replicate them.
Exporting and importing from tools imply different settings
that can vary the results obtained. Sometimes we changed some

José Gambín is managing director at AbroadLink.
With an academic background in biochemistry
and translation and a family tradition in
business, he previously worked as a freelance
translator, in-house translator, desktop
publisher and project manager.
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code information in the memory exchange ﬁle to be
able to proceed with the test. This was the case with
language IDs, a known issue in 1.4b TMX previous
versions or in Trados txt, where a workaround is to
directly change the language ID to be compatible
with the receiving TM tool.

Analysis of results

Figure 1 (left): Test formatting elements in
Microsoft Word. Figure 2 (above): Test
formatting elements in HTML.
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Given the richness of data presented in this
article, many interesting observations could be
mentioned. Because of space limitations, I will focus
my comments toward those export/import combinations that yielded the best results and on SDL
Trados results. The results for SDL Trados are more
signiﬁcant because of the number of people working
in this environment.
Table 1 and Table 2 show the summarized
results for Word and HTML respectively. The rows
for TMX and Trados txt show the total scores for
each exchange format (1 = formatting element
exchanged successfully, 0 = formatting element not
exchanged). The light blue rows state the results
of subtracting the Trados txt score from the TMX
score for each tool combination. When the results
are positive, the ﬁgure (number) is dark blue; when
negative, red; and when zero, green. This means
that when a dark blue ﬁgure appears, the formatting is better exchanged through TMX; when red,
it is better to use Trados txt.
Looking at Table 1 and Table 2, we realize that
there is not a big difference between TMX and Trados txt regarding how well the formatting information is exchanged among those tools that provide
the option of exchanging data in both formats. Note
that across, MetaTexis and StarTransit do not provide this option. If we do not consider the results for
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the tools not exporting/importing in Trados txt, we have
two red results (better with Trados txt) and one blue
(better with TMX) in the case of MS Word, and one red
result and zero blue in the case of HTML.
These results are somewhat surprising. When exchanging data among those tools offering exchange
capabilities in Trados txt format (SDL Trados, SDLX and
Déjà Vu), this is a better option than the standard TMX.
It is also true that the difference between the two exchanging formats is not signiﬁcant, as the data in Table
1 and Table 2 show.
We also included the results of exporting a Word ﬁle
saved as an RTF ﬁle in SDLX, directly from an ITD ﬁle,
SDLX native ﬁle, because of the much better results
when using this option and importing in SDL Trados
(Table 1).
As the intention of this article is to serve as a practical tool for project managers facing data exchange, the
detailed results obtained for each formatting element
can be accessed at www.abroadlink.com/Tests/Test1Results
Word.htm and at www.abroadlink.com/Tests/Test2Results
HTML.htm. These comprehensive data tables offer the
possibility of checking how well a particular formatting
element (bold, italics, hyperlinks, notes and so on)
exchanges among the tested tools.

Importability winner
We used the term importability to describe the
capacity of a software to import data from other
applications. In order to establish which one of the
analyzed software shows a better compatibility with
the formatting information coded in the exchange
ﬁles coming from other tools, we added all the scores
that a software obtained when importing from other
tools. The result of this is shown in Table 3 for the
formatting elements in the MS Word ﬁle and in Table
4 for the HTML ﬁle.
According to our results, the absolute importability
winner for Word and HTML is Déjà Vu in both exchange
formats. In the case of TMX, the difference with the
results obtained for SDLX and StarTransit is not very
signiﬁcant. In this case, it is worthy to notice that
StarTransit got the highest importability score when
importing TMX ﬁles coming from SDLX. In fact, it is
the only software combination that gets 100% of the
formatting elements tested for Word. StarTransit is also
the software that gets the highest importability score in
combination with SDL Trados in Word, getting 13 points
out of the possible 15.
Another noteworthy observation is the general better results obtained for all tools in the case of exporting
HTML formatting through TMX. We can appreciate that
Déjà Vu only scored two more points above SDLX, SDL
Trados, across and StarTransit, all with the same results.

Exportability winner
If importability had an absolute winner in Déjà Vu,
exportability — deﬁned as the capacity of a software to
export data to other applications — has another, probably
expected, absolute winner: SDL Trados 2006 WorkBench.
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To
From

Déjà Vu MetaTexis SDLX

SDL
Trados

across

Star
Transit

Déjà Vu

0

0

0

5

3

TMX

1

2

1

5

3

2

1

0

0

MetaTexis

1

1

2

2

2

3

TMX

1

2

2

2

3

Trados txt

0

0

0

0

0

SDLX

1

0

0

0

15

Trados txt

TMX

13

1

2

0

15

Trados txt

14

1

2

0

0

Trados
txt (itd)

11

11

14

0

0

SDL Trados

1

0

1

3

13

TMX

11

11

12

3

13

Trados txt

10

11

13

0

0

across

2

2

3

2

0

TMX

2

2

3

2

0

Trados txt

0

0

0

0

0

StarTransit

12

2

14

2

9

TMX

12

2

14

2

9

Trados txt

0

0

0

0

0

Table 1: Scores of formatting data exchange for MS Word.
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3
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3
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3

3

3

0

0
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3

3

3

2

3
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3

3

3

2

3
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0

0

0

0

0
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9
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9

5

9

Trados txt

9

0

9

0

0
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2

0

0

7

9

TMX

7

3

9

7

9

Trados txt

9

3

9

0

0
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0

0

0

0

0

TMX

0

0

0

0

0

Trados txt

0

0

0

0

0

StarTransit

7

2

9

9

TMX

7

2

9

9

5

Trados txt

0

0

0

0

0

5

Table 2: Scores of formatting data exchange for HTML.
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Tech
Table 5 and Table 6 show the exportability scores obtained by the tested
tools for Word and HTML, respectively.
The results obtained by SDL Trados in exportability with Word are
signiﬁcantly higher than the rest of
the applications for both exchange
formats, TMX and Trados txt. In the
case of HTML, the difference is not
very signiﬁcant. As a matter of fact,
SDLX’s importability equals SDL Trados’ with TMX, and it is slightly lower
value in the case of Trados txt. Again,
StarTransit with TMX obtains a result
comparable to the highest scores in
HTML and the second position with
Word. In fact, the combination StarTransit-SDLX obtains the best formatting export/import compatibility
performance with 100% compatibility
when exporting from SDLX into StarTransit and 14 points out of the possible 15 when going from StarTransit
into SDLX for MS Word ﬁles; they are
also 100% compatible with HTML formatting elements tested here, a result
also achieved when combining both
tools with SDL Trados.

Conclusion
Looking at the global results presented here, we can see that the journey
to the TMX standard that our industry
started more than a decade ago is already
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Importability

Déjà Vu MetaTexis

SDLX SDL Trados across

StarTransit Global

TMX

39

17

33

9

19

34

151

Trados txt

24

13

15

3

0

0

55

63

30

48

12

19

34

Global

Table 3: Formatting importability per TM tool with MS Word.

Importability

Déjà Vu MetaTexis

SDLX SDL Trados across

StarTransit Global

TMX

26

11

24

24

24

24

133

Trados txt

18

6

12

12

0

0

48

Global

44

17

36

36

24

24

Table 4: Formatting importability per TM tool with HTML.

Exportability

Déjà Vu MetaTexis

SDLX SDL Trados across

StarTransit Global

TMX

12

10

31

50

9

39

151

Trados txt

4

0

17

34

0

0

55

Global

16

10

48

84

9

Table 5: Formatting exportability per TM tool with Word.

Exportability

Déjà Vu MetaTexis

SDLX SDL Trados across

StarTransit Global

TMX

17

14

35

35

0

32

133

Trados txt

9

0

18

21

0

0

48

Global

26

14

53

56

0

32

Table 6: Formatting exportability per TM tool with HTML.

yielding results. It is true that exchanging data in Trados txt format is still the
best solution in some cases. This is not

surprising if we take into account that
one of the TM developer’s strategies to
survive in the market has been to be
able to be compatible with SDL Trados,
which explains that for years the biggest software development efforts have
been geared towards Trados txt. This
article shows that this tendency is
changing. We can fairly say that, at a
working level, Trados txt and TMX are
almost similar. Still we are ﬁnding that
some TM software developers only contemplate TMX as an option (for example,
StarTransit, across or Idiom), and no
one questions that XML is a better
approach than plain txt from a technical point of view.
Up to now, formatting information
can be coded differently according
to the current TMX standard through
OSCAR’s TMX Compliance Kit. This is
probably the main reason why formatting information among TMX-capable
tools is not fully compatible. If the
industry and the key players want a
standard for data exchange, the criteria
for coding formatting information have
to be uniﬁed among tools to reach full
compatibility. M
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Gloria Corpas Pastor

T

The creation and adoption of translation
quality standards are extremely important signs
of maturity within the translation industry. So
far, there have been some isolated initiatives
about quality standards on translation, such as
the UNI 10547 (1996) in Italy, the ATA Taalmerk
(1997) in The Netherlands, the DIN 2345 (1998)
in Germany, and the ÖNORM 1200 and 1201
(2000) in Austria. The EUATC Quality Standard
for Translation Services (1999) was the ﬁrst
attempt to adopt a common European standard
for translation services, service requirements,
working procedures, contracts and terminology
work. This document later provided the basis for
the EN 15038 (2006).

The aim of this article is to reﬂect on the impact that the
European Quality Standard for Translation Services may have
on the translation industry and academia. As a convenient
background, we will brieﬂy summarize the state of the art.
Next, the EN 15038 will be analyzed in terms of contents and
future implications for professional translation and translation
teaching.

A chronological overview of former
quality standards in Europe (1996-2000)
Most European translation standards make reference
to the translation process in general within a functional
approach to translation. Special reference is made to quality requirements, project traceability and translation service
provider (TSP)-client relationships. It should be noted that
no specific quality models for assessment of translations as
products are mentioned in any of the standards reviewed,
though many of them state that the TSP should have an
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Translation

European quality standards
for translation services

appropriate model in place. There are specific models, such
as the LISA QA Model or SAE J2450, as well as translation companies’ own metrics and quality sheets, which are
mainly inspired in the LISA QA model.
The ﬁrst attempt to have a quality management procedure
in place is the Italian UNI 10547 (Deﬁnizione dei servizi e
delle attività delle imprese di traduzione ed interpretariato).
This standard was developed by FEDER.CEN.TR.I and UNITER
(Organismo di Normazione e Certiﬁcazione di Sistemi Qualità
Aziendali Commercio, Turismo e Servizi) and approved by UNI
(Ente Nazionale Italiano di Uniﬁcazione) in 1996. The UNI
10547 is the ﬁrst quality standard in Europe that deﬁnes service
requirements and the activities to be performed by translation
and interpreting companies. The standard covers and deﬁnes
translation services and interpreting services (business interpreting, simultaneous interpreting, consecutive interpreting
and whispered interpreting). It draws on general normative
references, namely UNI EN ISO 8402 (Management of Quality
and Quality Assurance: Terminology and Deﬁnitions) and UNI
EN 29004-2 (Quality Management and Quality System Management: Guidelines). In 1997 came out a national standard for
compliance within The Netherlands, the Taalmerk. Since then,
the ATA (Netherlands Association of Translation Agencies) has
been responsible for issuing the Taalmerk certiﬁcate which
guarantees the quality of translations. As in the case of UNI
10547, the ATA Taalmerk does not apply to individual translators, nor can they be awarded the certiﬁcate. Interpreting, by
contrast, is not included.
The German DIN 2345 (Übersetzungsaufträge) was prepared
in 1998 within the German Terminology Standards Committee

Gloria Corpas Pastor, a senior lecturer in the
Department of Translation and Interpreting, University of Málaga, Spain, has taught translation
and interpreting courses for both undergraduate
and postgraduate programs since 1989.
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Translation
by the Technical Committee “Praxis der
Terminologiearbeit” with the participation
of German, Austrian and Swiss representatives. Both DIN and ISO normative
references were taken into account, as it
was originally intended to be submitted
for a European or international standard
as well. No reference was made, though,
to the forerunner UNI 10547 and the ATA
Taalmerk. The DIN 2345 Standard covers
only translation services, while interpreting is explicitly excluded in the scope.
Unlike the previous initiatives, the German standard applies to freelance translators and in-house translation departments
as well as to translation agencies and
companies.
A year later (1999), the Quality Committee of the European Union of Associations of Translation Companies (EUATC)
published its Quality Standard for Translation Services. The EUATC standard
made reference to previous standards
(UNI 10547, ATA Taalmerk, DIN 2345),
the general normative reference ISO
9000, the EUATC Code of Conduct and
the Code of Good Practice in Translation.
As in the Italian and Dutch initiatives,
this document was intended as a quality standard for translation companies,
not for use by individual translators,
who are referred to in DIN 2345 instead.
Like the ATA Taalmerk, it does not cover
interpreting.
A translation company is described as
an organization of more than one fulltime employee working as an in-house
translator that is registered as independent legal body and adequately insured
for liability. Such an organization should
be a member of a national Association
of Translation Companies, which is a
member of the EUATC and subscribes to
the Code of Conduct.
The EUATC standard was immediately
followed by the Austrian ÖNORM D
1200 (Dienstleistungen – Übersetzen und
Dolmetschen – Übersetzungsleistungen –
Anforderungen an die Dienstleistungen
und an die Bereitstellung der Dienstleistung, 2000). It covers translation services
and the requirements for the service and
the provision of the service by TSPs. Like
the DIN 2345, the Austrian standard
applies to both translation companies
and individual translators as well.
Similarly, interpreting is excluded (but
deﬁned in clause 2), as it is separately
covered in ÖNORM D 1202 (Dienstleistungen – Übersetzen und Dolmetschen
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– Dolmetschleistungen – Anforderungen
an die Dienstleistung und an die Bereitstellung der Dienstleistung, 2002).
All quality standards mentioned so
far revolve around shared interest topics, such as service quality management;
human, technical and material resources;
and contractual relations.
Service requirements. Quality standards in translation tend to deal with
service requirements with varying levels
of detail. For example, the UNI 10547
identiﬁes three phases within service
requirements for both translation and
interpreting: planning of service and
preparation of contract; execution of
service; and service monitoring and control. Distinctive minimum requirements
are identiﬁed for each subtype of interpreting service. In the case of translation,
a project manager should be responsible
for the service, which also includes revision, correction and completion of
already translated texts.
Basic directions as to project management are also given within the
ATA Taalmerk. Thus, there are clear
guidelines as to project reception,
conﬁrmation, deadlines and delivery,
invoices, internal assignment of tasks
and selection of appropriate translators, third-party reviews, conﬁdentiality and traceability, client’s claims and
settling of disputes. The standard does
not, however, mention other relevant
aspects such as professional development, speciﬁc quality speciﬁcations nor
project management.
The EUATC Quality Standard (QS)
deals extensively with translation quality in companies and agencies. Once a
translation company has been accredited
with the EUATC QS, it becomes a QS
company, which implies that the said
company incorporates translations into a
complete professional process by applying value-added services and quality
assurance (QA) procedures. The EUATC
QS includes regulations for the use and
control of the collective service mark
(annex B), the QS service mark and logo
(annex C), as well as a quality checklist
of general items and items relating to
customer management, resources management and quality management (plus
explanation and suggested evidence for
auditing processes) as annex F.
The EUATC QS sets the minimum levels
of quality as regards customer’s satisfaction
and project management — from handling
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Translation
an inquiry to ﬁnal delivery. Quality management and quality control are key issues that cover the whole process in order to produce
translation projects to the customer’s satisfaction. It implies a close
cooperation with clients (not standardization of them) so as to
deliver a conforming service through quality project management.
To ensure compliance with the standard, a quality manager should
be appointed within the company for writing the procedures, monitoring internal statistics and evaluating the quality systems.
In ÖNORM 1200, service requirements encompass service
categories, procedures and provision of the service. The Austrian standard offers a detailed account of service categories,
according to transfer types (documentary translation, communicative/functional translation, adaptation, informative translation, rewriting, updating, localization, internationalization,
technical documentation and so on); linguistic parameters
(printable, standard or working versions); layout (text formatting, adaptation of graphics); and other organizational factors
that inﬂuence work effort and complexity (time, equipment
and expert consultation requirements). By default, a translation service is a communicative/functional translation in a
standard version. Additional services that go beyond transfer
— speciﬁc layouts, reviewing, localization tests and so forth
— are also clearly indicated.
As to procedures, little is mentioned except for basic issues
regarding request and offer (service type, client’s speciﬁcations,
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deadlines, cost estimate); preliminary source text analysis to
assess the TSP’s documentary needs (terminology and background information); and subcontracting liabilities. Quality
control is reduced to compliance with agreed speciﬁcations and
service completeness and coherence. Other organization procedures make reference to project documentation for purposes of
traceability and conﬁdentiality.
By contrast, DIN 2345 makes no reference to a quality procedure. Sufﬁce to mention that the third-party review, a key issue in
UNE EN 15038, is just listed as an additional service in DIN 2345.
Material and human resources. The Italian standard offers a
detailed description of requirements on material, technical and
human resources. The company should have not only ofﬁce
premises but also a meeting room and appropriate terminology
resources. Only for translation services, companies should have
in place computer tools and other appropriate equipment. UNI
10547 offers guidelines for the companies as to the selection of
human and technical resources, as well as to the refreshment
and training courses for in-house and external staff. Formal
university education is highly deemed within the standard
framework. Candidates should have a degree or diploma in
translation and interpreting or else documented evidence of
professional experience in the ﬁeld.
On its part, the Dutch standard includes basic requirements
as to technical and information resources, opening times,
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advertising requirements and so forth.
Human resources are also dealt with.
Agencies should have at least a staff
translator with a university degree in
languages or its equivalent; only professional translators can be incorporated
as junior or senior staff; and updated
records should be kept for all translators. In the case of outsourcing, agencies should have a procedure in place.
It is also stated that translators should
work in their mother tongue. The standard stresses that translations are to be
made by highly qualiﬁed professional
translators who are experts in the given
specialist area and that all translation
work should undergo strict quality
control before it reaches the client. This
means that each and every translation
should be reviewed and double-checked
by experienced translators with special
expertise in the ﬁeld covered.
The EUATC standard brieﬂy refers to
human and material resources management, in-house and external staff training.
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By contrast, the DIN 2345 does not deal
with premises or material resources,
but it rather addresses recruitment and
selection of staff. Like UNI 10547, the
German standard states that qualiﬁcation as a translator can be obtained by
formal university education, either a
degree (or equivalent) in translation or
in foreign languages or even a technical degree plus documented translating
competence. Prospective translators can
also be eligible provided they can document their professional experience, proﬁciency in the relevant ﬁelds and further
education or training.
As in the case of UNI 10547, a QS
company should have an ofﬁce with
appropriate equipment (telephone, e-mail,
hardware and so on), IT (software, CAT
tools, databases, electronic resources and
so on), and adequate means for project
storage and traceability. As to human
resources, the standard just states that
translators should possess mother tongue
skills as a rule and have “appropriate linguistic qualiﬁcations.” It does not go on
to describe the nature of such linguistic
qualiﬁcations nor the way they could be
acquired. No mention is made of university
degrees, for example. However, cooperation between QS companies and training
bodies as to placements by post-graduate
students to ensure that they fully beneﬁt
from the traineeship is mentioned under
human resources management.
Issues concerning personnel are directly
addressed by the Austrian standard ÖNORM
1200. These include the basic qualiﬁcations
required from TSPs. Such requirements are,
in fact, a checklist of required competencies: translational, linguistic and textual,
research and documentation, cultural and
technical competence. There is no mention,
though, of the way the required competences can or should be acquired. Further
training lies within the TSP’s responsibility.
Should the TSP have employees for the
provision of the service, it is to keep a
record of each employee which may at
least include personal details, working languages, professional experience, education
and tasks assigned in a given project. Technical requirements are brieﬂy mentioned
as well — appropriate equipment for handling and storing of the project documentation, access to information resources,
adequate hardware, software and communications equipment.
Translation contracts. The formalization of the service is another crucial aspect

covered by most translation quality standards. In UNI 10547 this topic is also dealt
with under service requirements. It is a
compulsory agreement on the actual commercial terms (fees, invoicing, payment,
delivery) that also speciﬁes the contents
of a given project — client’s speciﬁcations,
languages involved, translation purpose,
technical details, human resources, working and delivery conditions, conﬁdentiality
clauses, and dispute settlement provisions.
Guidelines on units of measure and criteria
for determining fees are also provided. It is
worth mentioning that the contract should
ensure monitoring and controlling the
delivery of the service by the supplier.
In a less detailed way, the EUATC
standard provides self-regulatory norms
which include the EUATC Code of Conduct
(annex A), the rules of arbitration (annex
D) and the arbitration procedure (annex
E), that is, invoicing, liabilities, remedial
action in the event of a non-conforming
product, complaints and EUATC arbitration procedures, and sanctions.
Contractual relations are central to
the German standard. The DIN 2345
standard focuses on the contracts for
supplying translation services and the
working procedures to be used. This
standard contains different conditions
for concluding contracts between translators and clients. It offers a detailed
account of the requirements for translation contracts with regard to the source
and target texts, revisions, parties to
the contract and work procedures. It
lies within the client’s responsibility
to ensure that suitable translators are
involved in a translation contract. The
German standard states the possibility of
subcontracting. In that case, the contractor (the contracting party) assumes the
role of the client (ordering party). Translation contracts make provisions for
agreements between the client and the
translator as regards the organizational
aspects of the translation project and on
the target text features. First of all, the
client should address a speciﬁc enquiry
to the translator in order to get a quotation. Then the contract terms should
be agreed upon, or, when applicable, a
standard contract could be drawn up.
The translation contract should specify
form, means and delivery deadlines; use
of appropriate hardware and software;
any additional services requested; price
on the agreed basis; return of documents; conﬁdentiality clauses; and the
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possibility for translators to have copyright and complimentary
copies of published translations.
DIN 2345 clearly aims at standardizing clients — as well as
translators. In the German standard, the client has a good deal
of responsibility. The client should provide the function, purpose and intended audience of the target text, as well as any client speciﬁcations and appropriate reference material regarding
special terminology requirements, such as particular language
policies, use of controlled languages and house style guides,
and so on. In order to avoid the “garbage in, garbage out” risk,
the standard speciﬁes that the client should clarify errors in
the source text. It also indicates that the client should answer
questions posed by translators and provide further competent
contact partners for consultation if necessary. In addition,
clause 4.3. recommends that the client may provide feedback
on the translation and the way the contract was fulﬁlled in
order to promote quality.
In their turn, translators are responsible for drawing the
client’s attention to any necessary cultural adaptations in the
target text so that it ﬁts the intended target audience and
purpose. Translators should also perform source-text analysis
in order to acquire sufﬁcient terminology and domain knowledge necessary for the translation service. Upon completion of
the ﬁnal draft, translators should check for content completeness and language accuracy of the target text. Presentation
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of the target text should conform to the client’s speciﬁcations
as stated in the contract, as well as to the contract provisions
on target text presentation regarding paper size, typography,
text structure and lists, tables and illustrations, symbols and
mathematical units, translator’s notes, translation of proper
names and abbreviations, people’s titles and afﬁliations,
transliteration and transcriptions, dates and times, quotations
and neology. Finally, translators should have a consistent
documentation procedure for all translation orders in place,
in order to ensure traceability and veriﬁcation of compliance
with the standard.
Translation contracts are covered in a complementary
Austrian standard that was also published in 2000: ÖNORM
1201 (Dienstleistungen – Übersetzen und Dolmetschen – Übersetzungsleistungen – Übersetzungsverträge). It should be noted
that the Austrian standard is not as comprehensive as DIN
2345. ÖNORM 1201 places special emphasis on client-service
provider cooperation and translator’s conﬁdentiality. Once
again, clients are standardized — they are bound to provide
translators with all relevant documentation and information
needed to render the service (technical documentation, parallel texts, terminology, previous translations, consultation,
relevant experts and so on). Furthermore, the client is deemed
responsible for any inaccuracies and errors in the source text.
Once a cost estimate (either binding or only for reference)
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has been prepared and agreed upon, the client should place
the order in writing. Speciﬁcations as to the transfer service
should be included in the written order, namely, type of transfer requested; target text purpose and addressees; linguistic
parameters and format speciﬁcations for the target text in
accordance with ÖNORM 1200; delivery date; calculation
basis and fee; and agreed deadlines. By default, fees should
be calculated on the basis of the number of lines of the target
text, and delivery shall be effected by mail unless otherwise
agreed.
Copyright issues are dealt with in detail. The client should
guarantee to hold copyright on the source text. In paying the
translation fee, the client acquires any exploitation rights. In
contrast, the TSP holds the copyright of the translated text and
the right to have it appropriately acknowledged. Finally, other
legal aspects concerning deﬁciency claims, remedy and liabilities, payments, interest on arrears and so on are also covered by
the Austrian standard.
Interpreting contracts are covered separately in another standard
published in 2003, ÖNORM 1203 (Dienstleistungen – Übersetzen
und Dolmetschen – Dolmetschleistungen – Dolmetschverträge).

The European Standard on Translation
Services – Service Requirements (EN 15038)
In 2001 the Comité Européen de Normalisation (CEN)
accepted the EUATC QS as a CEN project to transform it into
a European Standard. Since then, the Technical Committee
CEN/BTTF 138 “Translation Services” — under the secretariat
of the Spanish Standards Association (AENOR) — has worked
towards a European Standard on translation services. In 2004
a draft European Standard (CEN EN 15038 European Standard
on Translation Services — Service Requirements) was submitted
to CEN members for inquiry. CEN’s national members are the
National Standards Organizations of Austria, Belgium, Cyprus,
Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, The Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal,

No Complications.
No Side Effects.

Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and
United Kingdom.
The EN 15038 standard draws from previous translation quality standards developed within Europe. This European Standard
was approved by CEN on April 13, 2006. It is, therefore, a new,
uniﬁed and improved European Standard that replaced all the
others once it went into effect in 2006. The standard applies to
TSPs — individual translators, translation companies, in-house
translators and any subcontractors. Interpreting is deﬁned
within EN 15038, but is not covered.
This CEN standard has entailed a thorough review of the
former initiatives in a conscious attempt to learn from past
experiences, keep any outstanding achievements, and eliminate
any hindrance or restriction from translation quality management. There is an underlying assumption that transparency,
efﬁciency and traceability will promote quality and enhance
TSP-client relationships in terms of mutual trust and respect.
In other words, this European standard intends to cover quality
throughout the whole translation service, not only the management of a translation project, as in the case of ISO 9001.
The CEN standard has already attracted the attention of the
International Organization for Standardization (ISO). As early
as 2005, the ISO showed an interest in this European Standard
as a bridge to a future international standard within the Technical Committee ISO/TC 37 “Terminology and other language
resources.” The ISO/TC 37 also developed the ISO 12616 standard on translation oriented-terminography.
In August 2006 the international experts of ISO/TC 37/SC
2/WG 6 “Translation and Interpretation Services” held their
ﬁrst meeting in Beijing, China. Taking the CEN/EN 15038
standard as a starting point, the ISO Working Group also drew
from the ASTM F15.48 Standard Guide to Quality Assurance
in Translation and the Target Text Quality Requirements
for Translation Services from China’s State Commission for
Administration of Standardization. The main aim was to set
a global, ﬂexible quality standard framework that can be
adopted around the world.
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Contents. The CEN Standard, which focuses on quality of
and choices regarding orthotypography, formatting, locale or
the entire process of the translation service, is composed of six
terminology, to name but a few (Annex D: Style guide); and
chapters: 1. Scope; 2. Terms and deﬁnitions; 3. Basic requireother possible added value services that might be offered by
ments; 4. Client-TSP relationship; 5. Procedures in translation
TSPs (Annex E: Non-exhaustive list of added value services):
services; and 6. Added value services — plus a foreword, an
legalization, globalization, localization, DTP, subtitling, backintroduction, ﬁve informative annexes and the relevant biblitranslation and so forth.
ography of normative works. The CEN standard comprises the
Finally, the European EN 15038 standard is steadily being
whole process of translation from the order quotation to the
implemented as a national standard, translated and edited by
delivery of the ﬁnal product. It includes basic requirements as
the CEN National Members, for example, as BS EN 15038 (Great
to human resources, professional competencies, professional
Britain), DIN EN 15038 (Germany), NF X50-670 (France), NEN
development, technical resources, quality management and
EN 15038 (The Netherlands), ÖNORM EN 15038 (Austria), SN
project management. As far as human resources are conEN 15038 (Switzerland), PN-EN 15038 (Poland) and UNE-EN
cerned, the TSP should have a documented procedure to select
15038 (Spain).
staff and any outsourcers. The European
Certiﬁcation. The CEN standard allows
Standard establishes that translators,
for both conformity assessment and cerrevisers and reviewers should meet the
tiﬁcation, as stated in the Introduction.
requirements of professional compeSo far, certiﬁcation had been possible
tence, as listed in the standard, preferonly by the Austrian and Dutch stanWithin EN 15038,
ably through a degree in translation,
dards. In fact, the ATA Taalmerk was
certiﬁcation is envisaged
a degree in other ﬁelds plus two years
created as a certiﬁcation for translation
at least of documented experience in
quality. According to the Taalmerk Regfor TSPs that satisfy
translating, or through a minimum of
ulations (Reglement op gebruik en toeﬁve years of documented experience.
zicht), the Taalmerk certiﬁcate can only
the requirements of the
The TSP is also responsible for providing
be awarded to translation agencies that
standard. This is perhaps
continuing professional development of
belong to the ATA, comply with their
all persons involved in the translation
Ethical Code and meet strict quality
one
of
the
most
important
service. Technical resources refer to reqrequirements after frequent, thorough
uisite equipment, communications and
evaluations. An ofﬁcial inspection by
practical consequences
appropriate resources. Quality managethe ATA Executive Board is mandatory
of the European Standard.
ment includes quality control and qualat least once every three years, while
ity management review.
the agencies, on their part, have to send
A clear account of relevant aspects of
an annual report to the ATA Taalmerk
the EN 15038 is included in the works by
Commission and to provide any further
J. J. Arevalillo Doval as listed in Referinformation that might be requested.
ences at the end of this article.
Certiﬁed ATA agencies that incur in wrongful use of the
The EN 15038 is intended to meet the market requirements
Taalmerk certiﬁcate are subject to ﬁnes and can even be pubfor both clients and TSPs. Although it does not try to standardlicly denied the use of the certiﬁcate.
ize clients in any way, the standard also deﬁnes the relationship
By contrast, the comprehensive German standard is not certibetween clients and TSPs. In this sense, it explicitly makes referﬁable. It may be used as a conformity assessment by translators.
ence to project feasibility, quotations, contracts, conﬁdentiality,
Translators are allowed to use the DIN symbol as long as they
copyright, handling of information and so forth. Procedures in
specify that the translation has been performed in accordance
translation services deal with project preparation (administrawith DIN 2345 and an appropriate registration number has been
tive, technical and linguistic aspects) and the translation process
obtained from DIN CERTCO (Gesellschaft für Konformitätsbewitself, namely, project management, translation work, checking,
ertung mbH). Certiﬁcation is not required. In fact, the foreword
revision, review, proofreading and ﬁnal veriﬁcation. The thirdspeciﬁes that this declaration of conformity is just intended to
party revision — compulsory for the ﬁrst time — has been a
increase the client’s conﬁdence in the quality of the services
major issue within the standard, as national practices tend to
provided, since compliance with the standard can be veriﬁed
differ greatly in this respect. As a way to reinforce translafor every translation.
tion quality procedures, it is also stated that TSPs should have
Within EN 15038, certiﬁcation is envisaged for TSPs that
a model of quality control in place, but it does not explicitly
satisfy the requirements of the standard. This is perhaps one
recommend any one in particular.
of the most important practical consequences of the European
The standard concludes with a series of informative annexes
Standard. In the February 2007 issue of Communicate, the
that contain information and recommendations on project log
ofﬁcial newsletter of the British Association of Translation
and registration details (Annex A: Project registration details)
Companies (ATC), there is a one-page article featuring the ways
— unique project identiﬁer, client’s data, TSP project team, comin which Europe is embracing the challenge of this new translamercial terms and so on; technical aspects prior to translating,
tion standard. Most national translation company associations
such as segmentation of source text for CAT, format and font
have run informative workshops, seminars, conferences and
conversion or alignment (Annex B: Technical pre-translation
other industry events on EN 15038. These company associations
processing); analysis of extratextual, macrostructural and microacross Europe are currently geared towards promoting adoption
structural aspects (Annex C: Source text analysis); instructions
of the standard and exploring certiﬁcation possibilities.
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Translation
Small wonder, Austria was the ﬁrst European country to
On the other hand, embracing the EN 15038 standard should
have a certiﬁcation scheme ready for EN 15038 as early as June
also have a desirable side effect on training institutions and
2006, and the ﬁrst to have a certiﬁed translation company in
students. Translation project management should be included
September of that same year. The Austrian WKÖ (Fachverband
in university translation and interpreting curricula. Both lecDruck Arbeitskreis Sprachdienstleister) had collected audit
turers and students should have a wide knowledge of quality
reports to learn from the ﬁrst experiences. In Britain, the ATC
standards currently used in the industry. The whole notion of
has been actively involved in promoting the standard and an
translation competence should be revised thoroughly in light of
implementation guide developed by Cox (2006) and published
the professional competencies listed in the CEN standard. Stuby the BSI. As to Spain, the Asociación de Empresas de Tradents should be trained in CAT tools and other commonly used
ducción (ACT) has negotiated a common consulting service for
information and communication technologies (internet searches,
EN 15038 procedures for ACT members. Through a common
corpus work, terminology extraction and databases and so on).
protocol and a software program covering all procedures and
Translation assignments should be performed according to real
chapters in the standard, companies
professional proﬁles; revision and review
will simultaneously certify under EN
should form part of translations assessUniversities and professional
15038 and ISO 9001. In addition, CD
ment; quality metrics should be studied
copies of UNE-EN 15038 have been
applied accordingly; and so on.
translators and organizations andUniversities
distributed among the customers of
and professional translaACT members in attempt to “educate”
should come closer and build tors and organizations should come closer
clients in these new practices and make
and build bridges between the industry and
bridges between the industry academia. A promising venue could be to
them aware of unfair competition.
The British ATA, Greece’s Hellenic
organize apprenticeships or placements of
and academia.
Association of Translation Companies
students in translation companies and, at the
(HATC) and the Polish PSBT (Polsame time, to offer university life-long trainish Association of Translation Companies) have all appointed
ing to professional translators on a regular basis. Last but not least,
Bureau Veritas as their preferred provider for certiﬁcation sertranslation theories and approaches should be checked against the
vices. For Poland, Bureau Veritas developed a localized guideEN 15038 — a standard which is clearly oriented towards funcline and an audit checklist for the certiﬁcation process for use
tional models and translation technologies. M
beginning in January 2007.
This article was partly written in the framework of the project
In Finland, SKTOL (Suomen Käännöstoimistojen Litto) has
HUM-892 (Andalusian Ministry of Education, 2006-2009). The
reached an agreement with the main Finnish certiﬁcation body
author acknowledges J. J. Arevalillo Doval, J. Cañizares and M.
(Inspecta Sertiﬁointi Oy) in order to develop a valid certiﬁcation
Núñez for their insightful comments on an earlier version.
scheme along the lines of the new EN 15038.
Other European countries are still evaluating the impact of
References
the new EN 15038 translation standard or debating national
Arevalillo Doval, J. J. (2004) “La norma europea de calidad para
approaches to future certiﬁcation.

What lies ahead
The EN 15038 standard is bound to have a real impact on
the translation industry and in the training of prospective
translators. On the one hand, TSPs — both companies and
individuals — will have access to a common set of translation
procedures that will facilitate cooperation and mutual trust
across Europe in times of ﬁerce globalization. This common
set of procedures implies a standardized terminology as well,
with English as the lingua franca par excellence. Quality will
be understood as a series of documented procedures that
conform to a common, agreed pattern that is well-known by
customers and TSPs. Education of the translation market and
client satisfaction are, then, of paramount importance. This
open and ﬂexible concept of quality allows the EN 15038
standard to adapt easily to future changes and challenges.
Because the focus is on the process and not on the actual
products, any convenient QA model (LISA QA Model, SAE
J2450 or any ad hoc company metrics) could be used within
the CEN standard. An outstanding feature leading to quality
excellence is the requirement of the third-party translation
revision/review. This will raise the level of achievement and
promote self-consciousness within the translation industry. In
other words, this key issue will help us to shift from worn-out
malpractices to proven and promising best practices.
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Basics

Basic terminology
This section offers terminology, abbreviations, acronyms and other
resources, especially as related to the content of this issue. For more
definitions, see the Glossary section of MultiLingual’s annual Resource
Directory and Index (www.multilingual.com/resourceDirectory).

American Sign Language (ASL). The dominant sign language of the Deaf community in the United States, in the English-speaking parts of Canada and in parts of Mexico. Although
the United Kingdom and the United States share English as a
spoken and written language, British Sign Language (BSL) is
quite different from ASL and not mutually intelligible.
Anglophone. Someone who speaks the English language
natively or by adoption. The term specifically refers to people whose cultural background is primarily associated with
the English language, regardless of ethnic and geographical differences.
ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Exchange). The worldwide standard for the code numbers used
by computers to represent all the uppercase and lowercase
Latin letters, numbers, punctuation and other symbols.
Computer-aided translation (CAT). Computer technology applications that assist in the act of translating text
from one language to another.
Consecutive interpreting. The interpreter begins his or
her interpretation of a complete message after the speaker
has stopped producing the source utterance. At the time
that the interpretation is rendered, the interpreter is the
only person in the communication environment who is producing a message. Normally, in consecutive interpreting,
the interpreter is alongside the speaker, listening and taking notes as the speech progresses. When the speaker has
finished or comes to a pause, the interpreter reproduces
the message in the target language, in its entirety and as
though he or she were making the original speech.
Content management system (CMS). A system used
to store and subsequently find and retrieve large amounts
of data. CMSs were not originally designed to synchronize
translation and localization of content, so most of them
www.multilingual.com
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have been partnered with globalization management systems (GMS).
Controlled languages. Subsets of natural languages
whose grammars and dictionaries have been restricted in
order to reduce or eliminate both ambiguity and complexity.
Also, stylistic rules — such as not using certain verb tenses
or the passive voice — can be created, depending upon the
group or organization and its language usage goals.
Double-byte character set (DBCS). This term has two
basic meanings. In CJK (Chinese-Japanese-Korean) computing, the term traditionally means a character set in which
every graphic character not representable by an accompanying SBCS (single-byte character set) is encoded in two
bytes. Han characters would generally comprise most of
these two-byte characters. The term can also mean a character set in which all characters — including all control
characters — are encoded in two bytes.
Francophone. Used to describe a French-speaking person. Geopolitically, it refers to a person who speaks French
as a first language or who self-identifies with this language
group. As an adjective, it means French-speaking, whether
referring to individuals, groups or places.
Globalization (g11n). In this context, the term refers to
the process that addresses business issues associated with
launching a product globally, such as integrating localization throughout a company after proper internationalization and product design.
Globalization management system (GMS). A system
that focuses on managing the translation and localization
cycles and synchronizing those with source content management. Provides the capability of centralizing linguistic assets in the form of translation databases, leveraging
glossaries and branding standards across global content.
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HTML (HyperText Markup Language). A markup language that uses tags to structure text into headings, paragraphs, lists and links, and tells a web browser how to
display text and images on a web page.
Information retrieval. The science of searching for
information in documents, searching for documents themselves, searching for metadata which describe documents
or searching within databases, whether relational standalone databases or hypertext networked databases such as
the internet or intranets, for text, sound, images or data.
Inuktitut. The name of the varieties of the Inuit language
spoken in Canada, including parts of the provinces of Newfoundland and Labrador, Québec, to some extent in northeastern Manitoba as well as the territories of Nunavut, the
Northwest Territories, and traditionally on the Arctic Ocean
coast of the Yukon Territory. Inuktitut is recognized as an
official language in Nunavut and the Northwest Territories.
Internationalization (i18n). Especially in a computing
context, the process of generalizing a product so that it can
handle multiple languages and cultural conventions (currency,
number separators, dates) without the need for redesign.
Lingua franca. A language that is adopted as a common language between speakers whose native languages are
different.
Localization (l10n). In this context, the process of adapting
a product or software to a specific international language or
culture so that it seems natural to that particular region. True
localization considers language, culture, customs and the characteristics of the target locale. It frequently involves changes
to the software’s writing system and may change keyboard use
and fonts as well as date, time and monetary formats.
Machine translation (MT). A technology that translates text from one human language to another, using
terminology glossaries and advanced grammatical, syntactic and semantic analysis techniques.
.NET. Microsoft platform for applications that work over
the internet.
Open-source software. Any computer software distributed under a license that allows users to change and/or
share the software freely. End users have the right to modify and redistribute the software, as well as the right to
package and sell the software.
Outsource. To hire a third-party provider to perform
tasks or services often performed in-house.
Return on investment (ROI). In finance, return on investment is the ratio of money gained or lost on an investment
relative to the amount of money invested. The amount of
money gained or lost may be referred to as interest, profit/
loss, gain/loss or net income/loss.
Search engine. A program designed to help find information stored on a computer system such as the worldwide
web or a personal computer. A search engine allows a user
74
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to ask for content meeting specific criteria — typically those
containing a given word, phrase or name — and retrieves a
list of references that match those criteria.
SOAP (simple object access protocol). A standard for
exchanging XML-based messages over a computer network,
normally using HTTP.
Source language. A language from which text is to be
translated into another language.
Translation. The process of converting all of the text
or words from a source language to a target language. An
understanding of the context or meaning of the source language must be established in order to convey the same message in the target language.
Translation memory (TM). A special database that stores
previously translated sentences which can then be re-used
on a sentence-by-sentence basis. The database matches
source to target language pairs.
Translation Memory eXchange (TMX). An open standard, based on XML, which has been designed to simplify
and automate the process of converting translation memories (TMs) from one format to another.
Unicode. The Unicode Worldwide Character Standard
(Unicode) is a character-encoding standard used to represent text for computer processing. Originally designed to
support 65,000 characters, it now has encoding forms to
support more than 1,000,000 characters.
XML (eXtensible Markup Language). A programming language/specification. XML is a pared-down version of SGML, an
international standard for the publication and delivery of electronic information, designed especially for web documents.

Resources
ORGANIZATIONS
American Translators Association (ATA), www.atanet.org
Fédération Internationale des Traducteurs / International
Federation of Translators, www.fit-ift.org
Globalization and Localization Association (GALA),
www.gala-global.org
Localization Industry Standards Association (LISA), www.lisa.org
International Network for Terminology (TermNet),
www.termnet.org
The Localization Institute, www.localizationinstitute.com

PUBLICATIONS
MultiLingual (formerly MultiLingual Computing & Technology).
Additional resources available at www.multilingual.com
The Guide to Translation and Localization, published
by Lingo Systems, www.lingosys.com

WEBSITES
The LISA Forums Archive, www.lisa.org/archive/forums/
2001chicago/presentations.html
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ASSOCIATIONS
AILIA Association de l’industrie de la
langue/Language Industry Association
Description AILIA is the voice of the Canadian language
industry, bringing together organizations and professionals
from three sectors: translation, language technologies and
language training. Through a single point of contact, AILIA
members can access key resources to stimulate their growth
around the world.
AILIA 65 Sherbrooke Street East, Suite 110, Montréal, Québec, Canada

be easily integrated into customer support tools, knowledge
bases and translation workflow applications for added efficiency. Find out how Language Weaver can meet your translation needs. Contact us to set up a p lot project!
Language Weaver, Inc. 4640 Admiralty Way, Suite 1210, Marina
del Rey, CA 90292, 310-437-7300, Fax: 310-437-7307, E-mail: info
@languageweaver.com, Web: www.languageweaver.com See ad

have improved quality of information, reduced publishing and localization costs by 40% to 70%, and accelerated
time-to-market to reach simultaneous shipment goals.
JustSystems, Inc. 2 Bentall Center, Suite 1800, 555 Burrard Street,
Vancouver, BC, Canada V7X 1M9, 866-793-1542, 604-602-9928, Fax:
604-602-9938, E-mail: sales@xmetal.com, Web: www.xmetal.com

See ad on page 50

on page 16

ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS

CONFERENCES

Idiom Technologies, Inc.
Localization World

Multiple Platforms

Description Localization World conferences are dedicated
to the language and localization industries. Our constituents
are the people responsible for communicating across the
boundaries of language and culture in the global marketplace.
International product and marketing managers participate in
Localization World from all sectors and all geographies to meet
language service and technology providers and to network
with their peers. Hands-on practitioners come to share their
knowledge and experience and to learn from others. See our
website for details on upcoming and past conferences.
Localization World Ltd. 319 North 1st Avenue, Sandpoint, ID 83864,
208-263-8178, Fax: 208-263-6310, E-mail: info@localizationworld
.com, Web: www.localizationworld.com See ad on page 75

CONTENT MANAGEMENT

Languages More than 120 Description Idiom Technologies
optimizes the globalization supply chain by aligning global
enterprises, language service providers and translators.
Award-winning WorldServer™ software solutions expand
market reach and accelerate multilingual communication
with a proven platform for automating translation and localization processes. Idiom works with global organizations
including Adobe, Autodesk, Continental Airlines, eBay,
Motorola and Travelocity to cost-effectively translate global
websites and applications, streamline software localization
and delivery, and speed time-to-market for international
product documentation. Idiom also partners with consulting firms, systems integrators and technology vendors to
help customers achieve high-quality results and maximize
existing enterprise infrastructure.
Idiom Technologies, Inc. 200 Fifth Avenue, Waltham, MA 02451,
781-464-6000, Fax: 781-464-6100, E-mail: idiom_info@idiominc.com,
Web: www.idiominc.com See ad on page 4

H2X 1C4, 514-285-6596, E-mail: communication@ailia.ca, Web:
www.ailia.ca

XMetaL

Globalization and Localization Association
Description The Globalization and Localization Association
(GALA) is a fully representative, nonprofit, international industry association for the translation, internationalization,
localization and globalization industry. The association
gives members a common forum to discuss issues, create
innovative solutions, promote the industry, and offer clients
unique, collaborative value.
Globalization and Localization Association 23 Main Street,
Andover, MA 01810, 206-329-2596, Fax: 815-346-2361, E-mail:
info@gala-global.org, Web: www.gala-global.org See ad on page 18

AUTOMATIC TRANSLATION

Windows

STAR Group

Languages English Description JustSystems’ XMetaL solutions for structured authoring and content collaboration
help organizations get to market faster with global information products. By bringing automation to managing high
volumes of content, using industry XML standards, and
helping clients effectively manage the whole content life
cycle, XMetaL enables organizations to efficiently create,
re-use and manage information to publish into the languages and formats customers demand. Leading organizations such as Business Objects and Symantec, using XMetaL
integrated with leading globalization management solutions,

Multiple Platforms

LanguagesAll Description STAR is a leader in information management, localization, internationalization and globalization
solutions as well as a premier developer of language technology
tools such as Transit/TermStar, WebTerm and of our information management system, GRIPS. For more than 22 years, STAR
has specialized in information management and publishing,
mult lingual processing including translation services, terminology management, software localization/internationalization,
software development and multimedia systems engineering.
With 38 offices in 28 countries and our global network of

EDUCATION
California State University, Chico Continuing Education and
Research Foundation, The Globalization and Localization
Association (GALA), and The Localization Institute
present:

The Localization Certiﬁcation Program

Language Weaver, Inc.
Languages All Description Language Weaver’s statistical
automated translation software is designed for companies
interested in leveraging existing translation resources to
increase translation efficiency and productivity. Language
Weaver has proven success delivering productiv ty improvements and time savings to large corporations, LSPs
and translation solution providers by quickly creating customized translation systems using each company’s existing
translated data. These systems produce high-quality translations of domain specific data. Language Weaver software can
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Learn cutting edge localization skills
and earn 20 ATA credits!
Self-paced, online learning with an intensive 3-day workshop:
ź April 25-27, 2007
euromed Marseille Ecole de Management, France
ź June 12-14, 2007
California State University, Chico, California
ź Advanced Training Project Management:
June 15-16, 2007, CSU, Chico

Enroll today!
rce.csuchico.edu/localize
or call CSU, Chico
Continuing Education
+530-898-6105
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pre-qualified freelance translators, STAR provides a unique
combination of information management tools and services.
STAR Group America, LLC 5001 Mayﬁeld Road, Suite 220,
Lyndhurst, OH 44124, 216-691-7827, 877-877-0093, Fax: 216-6918910, E-mail: info@us.star-group.net, Web: www.us.star-group.net

See ad on page 20

ADAPT Localization Services

XTRF Management System

Languages More than 50 Description ADAPT Localization
Services (founded in 1999 as transline Localization) offers the
full range of services that enables clients to be successful in
international markets, from documentation design through
translation, linguistic and technical localization services, prepress and publication management. Serving both Fortune
500 and small companies, ADAPT has gained a reputation
for quality, reliabil ty, technological competence and a commitment to customer service. Fields of specialization include
diagnostic and medical devices, IT/telecom and web content.
With offices in Bonn, Germany, and Stockholm, Sweden,
and a number of certified partner companies, ADAPT is well
suited to help clients achieve their goals in any market.
ADAPT Localization Services Clemens-August-Strasse 16-18, 53115

Multiple Platforms

Languages All Description XTRF is a global management system for translation agencies. Built-in cutting-edge Java technology, XTRF is a flexible, customizable and web-based software
enabling web access for a company’s suppliers and customers.
It’s designed to help translation companies to streamline all
their daily activities, and t guarantees smooth management of
the company while reducing administrative costs. Project management, invoicing, quotations, ISO 9001 reports and CRM are
the main fields covered by the system. Designed by translation
and localization professionals and created by the best IT team,
this powerful tool will reduce the time spent on repetitive tasks
and increase the company’s effectiveness.
XTRF ul. Walerego Slawka 3, 30-653 Krakow, Poland, 48-12-2546-

across Systems GmbH
Windows

Languages All Description across Systems GmbH is a spin-off
of Nero AG with ts world’s leading CD/DVD application. across
includes TM and terminology system as well as powerful tools
to support the project and workflow management of translations. Product manager, translator and proofreader all work
together w thin one system, e ther in-house or smoothly integrated with translation service providers. across provides several partner concepts and the Software Development Kit (SDK)
for system integrators and technology partners, to allow the
translation desktop to be integrated directly, in order to include
both preliminary and subsequent process steps. This results in
more flexible and transparent processes that benefit all sides.
across Systems GmbH Im Stoeckmaedle 18, D-76307 Karlsbad,
Germany, 49-7248-925-425, Fax: 49-7248-925-444, E-mail: info@
across.net, Web: www.across.net See ad on page 2

LOCALIZATION SERVICES

Adams Globalization
Languages All major European and Asian languages Description For over 22 years, Adams Globalization has provided comprehensive turnkey solutions for globalization.
We deliver software localization and testing, technical translation, web globalization and desktop publishing with superior quality, and we do it on time. Our team of experienced
and efficient project managers, technically proficient nativespeaking linguists, technical experts and desktop publishers
using the latest software tools and technology will work to
expand your boundaries and offer you a world of possibilities. Please contact us today for a free estimate.
Adams Globalization 10435 Burnet Road, Suite 125, Austin, TX
78758, 800-880-0667, 512-821-1818, Fax: 512-821-1888, E-mail:
sales@adamsglobalization.com, Web: www.adamsglobalization.com

www.multilingual.com
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Milano, Italy, 39-02-61866-310, Fax: 39-02-61866-313, E-mail:
translate@binarisonori.it, Web: www.binarisonori.it See ad on

page 40

Bonn, Ge many, 49-228-98-22-60, Fax: 49-228-98-22-615, E-mail:
adapt@adapt-localization.com, Web: www.adapt-localization.com

See ad on page 54

126, Fax: 48-12-2546-122, E-mail: sales@xtrf.eu, Web: www.xtrf.eu

INTERNATIONALIZATION TOOLS

translation market since 1994. Binari Sonori has been
awarded a number of crucial projects and has become one
of the major players in the Italian localization industry. Our
goal is to guarantee high quality, timeliness and flexibility. We are accustomed to working for clients throughout
the world who need to reach the Italian market with their
products. Our project managers, translators and revisers are trained to solve today’s challenges of translation/
localization projects, regardless of text length or the software
tools to be used. Fields of expertise are software, hardware,
telecommunications, finance, training, web and marketing.
Binari Sonori srl Viale Fulvio Testi, 11, 20092 Cinisello Balsamo,

Alliance Localization China, Inc. (ALC)
Languages Major Asian and European languages Description ALC offers document, website and software translation
and localization, desktop publishing, and interpreter services.
We focus on English, German and other European languages
to and from Chinese, Japanese, Korean and other Asian languages. We use TRADOS, CATALYST, SDLX, Transit and
other CAT tools, as well as DTP tools including CorelDraw,
FrameMaker, FreeHand, Illustrator, InDesign, PageMaker,
Photoshop and QuarkXPress. Our customer-oriented approach is supported by strong project management, a team
of specialists, a large knowledgebase and advanced methodologies. We always provide service beyond our customers’
expectations at a low cost and with high qual ty, speed, dependability and flexibility.
Alliance Localization China, Inc. (ALC) Suite 609, Building B,

Leading Indic Language Service Provider
Languages Assamese, Bangla, Hindi, Gujarati, Kannada,
Malayalam, Marathi, Nepali, Oriya, Pushto, Sinhalese, Tamil,
Telugu and Urdu Description Braahmam is a leading language service provider that specializes in technical and nontechnical translation, localization of websites, multimedia,
software, games, flash and audio engineering, DTP, QA and
testing. Since its inception in 2000, Braahmam has earned
appreciation from clients around the globe for excellent communication, quality of work, project management and quick
turnaround time. The experts at Braahmam have helped clients meet their requirements in various areas of localization,
including IT, telecom/mob le phones, finance, legal, automotive, marketing, education and life sciences.
Braahmam Net Solutions Pvt. Ltd. G-31, Ground Floor, Sector-3,
Noida-201301, India, 91-120-3053174, Fax: 91-120-2542287, E-mail:
info@braahmam.net, Web: www.braahmam.net See ad on page 63

Number 10 Xing Huo Road, Fengtai Science Park, Beijing 100070,
P.R. China, 86-10-8368-2169, Fax: 86-10-8368-2884, E-mail:
customer_care@allocalization.com, Web: www.allocalization.com

Alpha CRC — Translating Excellence
Languages All Description You benefit from 19 years of
experience in software localization when choosing Alpha
CRC. A private company, we pride ourselves on meeting the
individual needs of customers. Our in-house staff includes
translators covering 17 languages plus experts in software engineering, DTP, QA and testing, voice recording and project
management. This means we always have people available to
discuss and deliver your requirements. When selecting Alpha,
you have the added confidence of knowing that top technology companies do the same. Our customers include SAP, Sun
and Symantec. Whether you’re an experienced global player
or starting, Alpha has the solution for you.
Alpha CRC Ltd. St. Andrew’s House, St. Andrew’s Road, Cambridge,
CB4 1DL UK, 44-1223-431011, Fax: 44-1223-461274, E-mail:
cruggiero@alphacrc.com, Web: www.alphacrc.com

Binari Sonori
Languages From all European languages into Italian Description Binari Sonori has served the localization and
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products and solutions

EuroGreek Translations Limited

Janus Worldwide Inc.

Lionbridge Software and Content Localization
Languages All Description Lionbridge provides globalization and offshoring services that enable clients to develop,
localize, test and maintain their enterprise content and technology applications globally. Through its globalization service offerings, Lionbridge adapts client products and content
to meet the linguistic, technical and cultural requirements of
customers, partners and employees worldwide. Lionbridge
offshoring services include the development and maintenance of content and applications as well as testing to ensure
the qual ty, interoperability, usabil ty and performance of
clients’ software, hardware, consumer technology products,
websites and content. Lionbridge offers its testing services
under the VeriTest brand. Lionbridge has more than 4,000
employees based in 25 countries worldwide.
Lionbridge 1050 Winter Street, Waltham, MA 02451, 781-434-

Language Greek Description Established in 1986, EuroGreek
Translations Lim ted is Europe’s number one Greek localizer, specializing in technical and medical translations from
English into Greek and Greek into English. EuroGreek’s aim
is to provide high-quality, turnkey solutions, encompassing a
whole range of client needs, from plain translation to desktop/web publishing to localization development and testing.
Over the years, EuroGreek’s services have been extended to
cover most subject areas, including German and French into
Greek localization services. All of EuroGreek’s work is produced in-house by a team of 25 highly qualified specialists
and is fully guaranteed for quality and on-time delivery.
EuroGreek Translations Limited
London 27 Lascotts Road, London, N22 8JG UK
Athens EuroGreek House, 93 Karagiorga Street, Athens 16675,

Languages Russian, ex-USSR and Eastern European languages Description Janus provides translation, localization,
DTP and linguistic consulting for Russian, Ukrainian and
other European languages. Our deep expertise, flexibility,
diversity and exceptional value of services are recognized by
many industry-leading customers and partners worldwide.
Our uniqueness is a solid team of the best professionals in
all relevant areas — localization engineers, language specialists, QA officers, DTP and software engineers, and more. We
do it end-to-end — from servers to handhelds, from ERP to
automotive solutions and from interface specifications to
legal notices. Janus is ISO 9001:2000 certified. Company activities including translating, localizing, DTP and linguistic
consulting were subjected to audit.
Janus Worldwide Inc. Derbenevskaya nab., 11B, Ofﬁce 113, Moscow

Greece, 30-210-9605-244, Fax: 30-210-9647-077, E-mail: production@
eurogreek.gr, Web: www.eurogreek.com See ad on page 63

115114, Russia, 7-495-913-66-53, Fax: 7-495-913-66-53, E-mail:
management@janus.ru, Web: www.janus.ru See ad on page 62

iDISC Information Technologies

Jonckers Translation & Engineering s.a.

LocHouse Translation & DTP

Language Spanish Description iDISC, established in 1987,
is a leading independent localization company based in
Barcelona, Spain. Services range from localization to DTP,
from compiling to product testing. We are backed by a team
of in-house, full-time professionals and a carefully selected
and assessed freelance database which allows us to tackle any
size of project in our areas of expertise, mainly software localization, technical and telecom documentation, ERP and
marketing. As a single-language localization company, we
leverage from long-time experience using TRADOS, IBM
Translation Manager and other translation tools. Highly
technical capabilities, in-house know-how and professional
support are guaranteed by iDISC’s Support and Development Department. Contact us for a quote or other details.
iDISC Information Technologies Passeig del progrés 96, 08640

Languages All Description Jonckers is focused on delivering
software, e-learning and multimedia localization services.
We support the globalization strategies of industry leaders
such as Adobe, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Microsoft and SAP.
Our service range covers the complete localization value
chain, including linguistic, publishing, engineering and
testing services. With headquarters in Brussels, Jonckers
has local offices in the United Kingdom, the Czech Republic, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and the People’s Republic
of China. Jonckers is a founding member of LCJ EEIG and
a Microsoft Premier Vendor. To learn more, please visit
www.jonckers.com
Jonckers Translation & Engineering s.a. Avenue Herrmann-

Languages Translation: Brazilian Portuguese; DTP: All European Description Translation, DTP and project management
— this is what we do well and what we focus on doing. We
work w th experts, under strict quality control, respecting
deadlines and offering customized services. Our translation
team specializes in software, online applications, technical
documentation and e-learning. Our DTP team has proven
expertise in working as a low cost center, dealing with multilanguage DTP projects under strict deadlines and w th superior qual ty results. For more information, visit us at www
.loc-house.com or call or e-mail us, and you have our word
that we will do the utmost for you to achieve success.
LocHouse Translation & DTP Av. Rio Branco, 277/301, Rio de

See ad on page 58

Debroux 15a, B-1160 Brussels, Belgium, 32-2-672-80-30, Fax: 322-672-80-19, E-mail: info@jonckers.com, Web: www.jonckers.com

6111, Fax: 781-434-6034, E-mail: info@lionbridge.com, Web:
www.lionbridge.com See ad on page 3

Janeiro - RJ, Brazil 20040-009, 55-21-2533-6051, E-mail: info@
loc-house.com, Web: www.loc-house.com

Olesa de Montserrat, Barcelona, Spain, 34-93-778-73-00, Fax: 3493-778-35-80, E-mail: info@idisc.es, Web: www.idisc.es

Lingo Systems, Translation & Localization
iSP — The Localization Experts
Languages From English into all major languages Description
iSP (international Software Products) is a distinct provider of
localization services. For 20 years iSP has served ts clients w th
the principles of honesty and customer-centric services. Not
surprisingly, first-time customers and new customers have
always stayed with iSP. We are dedicated to delivering the
highest quality localized products. Our flat, in-house organizational structure means decision-making and action-taking
are quick and simple. We are located near Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, where we surround ourselves w th languages.
Our services cover all aspects of localization. We are in the
heart of Europe. We are iSP. We are the localization experts.
iSP — international Software Products B.V. Dorpsstraat 35-37,
1191 BH Ouderkerk aan de Amstel, The Netherlands, 31-20-4965271, Fax: 31-20-496-4553, E-mail: localization@isp.nl, Web:
www.isp.nl

Logrus International Corporation

Languages 100+ Description Lingo Systems, a division
of Coto Global Solutions, provides customer-focused
solutions for global companies in 100+ languages. We
specialize in the translation and localization of technical
documentation, software, multimedia applications, training materials, e-learning solutions and online applications.
Other globalization services include quality assurance
testing (hardware and software), integration of content
management solutions, interpretation (170+ languages),
cultural training and assessment and internationalization consulting. Lingo Systems has never caused a late release. No other firm makes this claim. For a free copy of
our award-winning book, The Guide to Translation and
Localization — Communicating with the Global Marketplace, visit www.lingosys.com or call 800-878-8523.
Lingo Systems 15115 SW Sequoia Parkway, Suite 200, Portland, OR

Languages EE, EA, ME, WE, rare languages Description
Logrus offers a full set of localization and translation services for various industries, including top-notch software
engineering and testing and DTP for all languages, including
bidirectional and double-byte ones. The company is proud
of its unique problem-solving skills and minimal support
requirements. The company offers all European and Asian
languages as well as many rare languages through its offices
and established long-term partners. With ts production s te
in Moscow, Russia, Logrus provides a winning combination
of quality, experience and affordability. With over 14 years
in business, the company has received multiple awards for
excellence from its long-time customers, including IBM,
Microsoft, Novell, Oracle and others.
Logrus International Corporation Suite 305, 2600 Philmont Ave-

97224, 503-419-4856, 800-878-8523, Fax: 503-419-4873, E-mail:
info@lingosys.com, Web: www.lingosys.com See ad on page 66

nue, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006, 215-947-4773, Fax: 215-947-4773,
E-mail: ceo@logrus.ru, Web: www.logrus.ru See ad on page 52
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Loquant Localization Services
Languages English, Brazilian Portuguese Description Loquant bases its operations on the experience of its founders
and collaborators, professionals who closely follow the ongoing evolution of technology and the latest processes in internationalization and localization of information. Adhering to
rigorous processes that were developed by the software localization industry during the last few decades, Loquant is able
to prepare the most diverse products for the primary world
markets. To do this, Loquant counts on the best project managers, native translators, engineers and desktop publishers to
guarantee a quality control recognized internationally by the
main international standards organizations.
Loquant Localization Services Rua Luís Carlos Prestes, 410/114,
22775-055, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 55-21-2104-9597, Fax: 55-212104-9597, E-mail: contact@loquant.com, Web: www.loquant.com

2G Localization Alliance
Languages All Description milengo Inc. is a global provider
for localization, engineering and testing services for the hightech industries. It is the largest 2nd Generation (2G) Localization Alliance in the market, formed by 16 leading localization
companies located in the most important global ITC markets
spanning Europe, the Americas and Asia.
milengo Inc. 1001 Fourth Avenue, #3200, Seattle, WA 98154,
877-224-8740, 49-30-2248-7681, Fax: 866-203-1685, E-mail:
contact@milengo.com, Web: www.milengo.com

embedded devices, wireless applications and gaming technology. Projects are customized to fit client needs and feature
our expertise in end-to-end project management; internationalization consultation; glossary development; nativelanguage translation; mult lingual web content management;
translation memory maintenance; localization engineering;
linguistic and functional ty QA; desktop publishing, graphics
localization, complete multilingual video and audio services,
as well as on-site managed services.
PTIGlobal 9900 SW Wilshire, Suite 280, Portland, OR 97225, 888357-3125, Fax: 503-297-0655, E-mail: sales@ptiglobal.com, Web:
www.ptiglobal.com

RusLoc Ltd.
Languages Russian, Ukrainian, other ex-USSR, major European languages, traditional and simplified Chinese Description RusLoc Ltd. is a Seattle-based corporation specializing
in the translation and localization of software and other
IT materials, scientific and technical publications, medical
instrument manuals, web content, tests and tutorials. We
provide in-country qual ty assurance and testing; quality
graphic design and multilingual DTP (PC and Mac). We
have a proven ability to meet tight deadlines at competitive
rates maintaining the highest possible quality with virtually
unlimited capac ty due to the online nature of the enterprise.
RusLoc is reliable, financially secure, NATO Commercial and
Government Entity (NCAGE), CCR and D&B registered.
RusLoc Ltd. 20310 53rd Avenue West, Suite A, Lynnwood, WA 98036,
888-578-7562, Fax: 425-673-1322, E-mail: info@rusloc.com, Web:
www.rusloc.com See ad on page 60

Moravia Worldwide
Languages All Description Moravia Worldwide is a leading globalization solution provider, enabling companies in
the information technology, e-learning, life sciences and financial industries to enter global markets with high-quality
multilingual products. Moravia’s solutions include localization and product testing services, internationalization,
multilingual publishing and technical translation. HewlettPackard, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, Sun Microsystems and
Symantec are among some of the companies that depend
on Moravia Worldwide for accurate, on-time localization.
Moravia Worldwide maintains global headquarters in the
Czech Republic and North American headquarters in California, with local offices and production centers in Ireland,
China, Japan and throughout Europe. To learn more, please
visit www.moraviaworldwide.com
Moravia Worldwide
USA 199 East Thousand Oaks Boulevard, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360,
805-557-1700, 800-276-1664, Fax: 805-557-1702, E-mail: info@
moraviaworldwide.com, Web: www.moraviaworldwide.com
Asia 86-25-8473-2772, E-mail: asia@moraviaworldwide.com
Europe 420-545-552-222, E-mail: europe@moraviaworldwide.com
Ireland 353-1-216-4102, E-mail: ireland@moraviaworldwide.com
Japan 81-3-3354-3320, E-mail: japan@moraviaworldwide.com

See ad on page 38

PTIGlobal
Languages All commercial languages for Europe, Asia and the
Americas Description PTIGlobal is committed to developing
ongoing, long-term partnerships with its clients. This means
a dedication to personal service, responsiveness, high-quality output, and sensitivity to clients’ cost goals and timelines.
Backed by over 30 years of experience in technical translation, PTIGlobal provides turnkey localization services in
27 languages simultaneously for software, web applications,

www.multilingual.com
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SDL International — E-nabling Global Business
Languages All Description SDL International is the leader in
global information management (GIM) solutions that empower organizations to accelerate delivery of high-quality multilingual content to global markets. Our enterprise software
and services integrate w th existing systems to manage global
information from authoring to publication and throughout
the distributed localization supply chain. Global industry leaders rely on SDL to provide enterprise software or full outsourcing for their GIM processes. SDL has implemented more than
150 enterprise solutions and has over 130,000 software licenses
deployed across the GIM ecosystem. Our global services infrastructure spans over 50 offices in 30 countries.
SDL International 5700 Granite Parkway, Suite 410, Plano, TX

Tek Translation International
Languages European, Scandinavian, Latin American, Middle Eastern, Asian Description Tek Translation has over 40
years of experience in working worldwide for the leading
technology companies. Now, thanks to the web, we operate
globally from one production center offering a complete
translation, web and software localization service into more
than 50 languages at lower prices than our major competitors. Our English-speaking project managers, specialist
translators, linguistic controllers and engineers are all connected via Tek’s exclusive Project Web, which provides clients
with their latest information online, schedules and query logs
and allows them to keep track of their projects at all times. To
learn more about Tek, contact:
Tek Translation International C/ Ochandiano 18, 28023 Madrid,
Spain, 34-91-414-1111, Fax: 34-91-414-4444, E-mail: sales@
tektrans.com, Web: www.tektrans.com See ad on page 45

TOIN Corporation
Multiple Platforms

Languages Traditional and Simplified Chinese, Japanese,
Korean, Malay, Thai, Vietnamese and European languages
Description TOIN Corporation is a full-service localization
provider with services encompassing authoring, localization, content management and workflow/process consulting.
TOIN offers global reach and exceptional strength in Asia,
with headquarters in Tokyo and add tional operations in the
United States, Europe and China. The company has more than
40 years’ experience helping Global 1000 companies in industries such as automotive, information technology, life sciences,
engineering, electronics, training, publishing, software development, manufacturing, semiconductors and consumer products. TOIN has worked w th clients such as IBM, Microsoft,
NEC, Panasonic, SAP, Sun, Sybase, Toshiba and others.
TOIN Corporation
Japan Shiba 1-chome Building, 1-12-7 Shiba, Minato-ku, Tokyo
105-0014 Japan, 81-3-3455-8764, Fax: 81-3-3455-6514, E-mail:
sunil-sadhwani@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com
Europe Dodaarslaan 55, 3645 JB Vinkeveen, The Netherlands,
31-297-212-091, Fax: 31-297-212-086, E-mail: rene-savelsbergh@
to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com
USA P.O. Box 19407, Minneapolis, MN 55419-0407, 612-926-0201,
E-mail: aki-ito@to-in.co.jp, Web: www.to-in.com

75024, 214-387-8500, Fax: 214-387-9120, Web: www.sdl.com

See ad on page 88

Studio Gambit Sp. z o.o.

Ushuaia Solutions

Languages Central and Eastern European Description
Studio Gamb t, a regional vendor of choice for many renowned global companies, has helped clients to get their
message across to Central and Eastern Europe for the past
14 years — always on time, on target and within budget. The
fields of our subject matter expertise include IT, life sciences,
consumer electronics, financial services, automotive and engineering industries. Streamlined ISO 9001:2000-certified
processes, advanced engineering capabil ties and value-added
project management create a solid foundation of our services
which go far beyond translation. We provide a full range of
quality localization engineering and DTP services that every
day yield tangible benefits to our customers’ bottom line.
Studio Gambit Sp. z o.o. ul. Matejki 6, 80-952 Gdańsk, Poland, 48-

Languages Spanish (all varieties), Portuguese (Brazil) Description Ushuaia Solutions is a fast-growing Latin American
company providing solutions for translation, localization and
globalization needs. Ushuaia Solutions is focused on being creative and proactive to meet tight time frames with a high-qualty level and a cost-effective budget. Customizing its processes,
Ushuaia assures project consistency and technical and linguistic accuracy, thus reducing clients’ time-to-market. Ushuaia
combines state-of-the-art technology with top-notch experienced native translators, editors and software engineers. Our
mission is to work together with our clients, thereby creating a
flexible, reliable and open relationship for success.
Ushuaia Solutions Rioja 919, S2000AYK Rosario, Argentina, 54-341-

58-345-3800, Fax: 48-58-345-1909, E-mail: gambit@stgambit
.com, Web: www.stgambit.com

4493064, Fax: 54-341-4492542, E-mail: info@ushuaiasolutions.com,
Web: www.ushuaiasolutions.com See ad on page 36
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VistaTEC
Languages All Description VistaTEC is a leading provider
of globalization services and specializes in the localization
and testing of enterprise, mobile and desktop applications. VistaTEC provides translation, technical consulting,
engineering and testing during the design, development
and marketing cycles of software products. VistaTEC has
headquarters in Dublin, Ireland, and satellite offices in the
United States. Additional information on VistaTEC is available at www.vistatec.ie
VistaTEC
Europe VistaTEC House, 700 South Circular Road, Kilmainham,
Dublin 8, Ireland, 353-1-416-8000, Fax: 353-1-416-8099, E-mail:
info@vistatec.ie, Web: www.vistatec.ie
USA East 2706 Loma Street, Silver Spring, MD 20902, 301-6493012, Fax: 301-649-3032, E-mail: info@vistatec-us.com
USA West 131 Shady Lane, Monterey, CA 93940, 831-655-1717, Fax:
831-372-5838, E-mail: info@vistatec-us.com

Welocalize

including AOL, Apple, Cisco Systems, Computer Associates,
IBM, Sun, Symantec and Xerox. The company maintains offices in Frederick, Maryland; Portland, Oregon; Dublin, Ireland; Wakayama, Japan; and Saarbrücken, Germany.
Welocalize 241 East 4th Street, Suite 207, Frederick, MD 21701,
301-668-0330, Fax: 301-668-0335, E-mail: info@welocalize.com,
Web: www.welocalize.com See ad on page 42

continuity, yet small enough to provide numerous advantages: no administrative overhead, short communication
channels, fast and efficient feedback, short production cycles,
high motivation and excellent team spir t. Updates and follow-up versions are done by the same specialists.
WORDSTATION GmbH Max-Planck-Strasse 6, D-63128 Dietzenbach, Germany, 49-6074-91442-0, Fax: 49-6074-91442-29, E-mail:
info@wordstation.com, Web: www.wordstation.com

LOCALIZATION TOOLS
WhP
Languages All European and major Middle Eastern and Asian
languages, including local variants Description WhP, a major supplier for the industry-leading corporations, localizes
software, documentation and web content. WhP has been
benchmarked “Best Localization Vendor” by Compaq. Clients
specifically appreciate WhP’s dedication to high quality and
strict respect of deadlines and, consequently, entrust WhP with
their most sensitive projects. WhP also helps many fast-growing
companies to get their first localization projects smoothly off
the ground. WhP’s flexible and open workflow technology
adapts to any production process. WhP’s high standards satisfy the most demanding globalization requirements.
WhP Espace Beethoven BP102, F06902 Sophia Antipolis Cedex,
France, 33-493-00-40-30, Fax: 33-493-00-40-34, E-mail: info@
whp.fr, Web: www.whp.net, www.whp.fr See ads on pages 67, 69

Languages More than 40 European, Middle Eastern and
Asian languages Description Our services fulfill the translation, engineering, testing and cultural needs inherent in
releasing products globally. We enable our clients to meet
these challenges and achieve fluid international product development and faster global release cycles without increasing
international development costs. Welocalize provides localization, testing and translation services to leading companies,

Alchemy Software Development Ltd.
Multiple Platforms

Languages All Description Alchemy Software Development
is the market leader in localization technology. With over
8,000 licenses worldwide, Alchemy CATALYST is the dominant choice among professional development companies,
localization service providers and global technology leaders
that need to accelerate entry into international markets. Alchemy CATALYST 5.0 boosts localization veloc ty, improves
quality and reduces localization cost. Supporting all Microsoft
platforms and development languages (VB, .NET, C++, C#),
Borland C++Builder and Delphi, XML/XLIFF and databases
(Oracle, MS-SQL), it is an indispensable solution for software localization, helping clients achieve near-simultaneous
release of their translated applications. Corel Corporation
holds a 20% equity stake in Alchemy Software Development.
Alchemy Software Development Ltd. Block 2, Harcourt Business
Centre, Harcourt Street, Dublin 2, Ireland, 353-1-708-2800, Fax:
353-1-708-2801, E-mail: info@alchemysoftware.ie, Web: www
.alchemysoftware.ie See ad on page 87

WORDSTATION GmbH

Index of Chinese Characters
With Attributes
available at
www.multilingual.com/ebooks
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Languages British and US English, German, French (other
European languages are available upon request) Description
Since its founding in 1991, WORDSTATION has become a
superior quality provider of localization services, including
terminology work, software and documentation translation, electronic publishing and f lm production — starting
from the bytes of the software down to the final deta ls of
the documentation. We also conduct prototype translations
to ensure translatability of software and documentation.
WORDSTATION is large enough to ensure security and

Visual Localize
Windows 98, NT, 2000, XP

Languages All, including Eastern European, Asian and bidirectional languages using Unicode support Description
Visual Localize is a leading application that fully supports
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the software localization process of Microsoft Windows
applications (including .NET applications), databases and
XML files. It dramatically reduces cost, effort and complexity of software localization. With its MS Explorer “look and
feel,” it is user friendly and intuitive to use. After a very short
introduction time, you will be able to handle all kinds of localization projects. Visual Localize remembers all previous
translations and thus maximizes re-use. With Visual Localize, no programming skills are required for localization. This
makes it applicable for everyone. A free evaluation copy is
available at www.visloc.com
AIT — Applied Information Technologies AG Leitzstrasse 45,

in productiv ty. Does not require additional components.
Includes built-in AnyCount (word and character count software) and CATCount (computer-assisted translation tool for
easy word count). Reasonable pricing, fast implementation
time and free technical support.
Advanced International Translations, Ltd. Suite 1, Tolstogo 15
Street, Kyiv 01033, Ukraine, 380-44-244-41-45, Fax: 380-44-24441-52, E-mail: info@translation3000.com, Web: www.projetex.com

RESEARCH

of Global Products,” “Implementing a Translation Memory
Process” and “Introduction to Unicode.” See our website for
details. Most seminars are available in-house.
The Localization Institute 4513 Vernon Boulevard, Suite 11,
Madison, WI 53705, 608-233-1790, Fax: 608-441-6124, E-mail:
info@localizationinstitute.com, Web: www.localizationinstitute.com

See ad on page 11

TRANSLATION SERVICES

D-70469 Stuttgart, Germany, 49-711-49066-431, Fax: 49-71149066-440, E-mail: info@visloc.com, Web: www.visloc.com

Idiom Technologies
Multiple Platforms

Languages More than 120 Description Idiom Technologies
optimizes the globalization supply chain by aligning global
enterprises, language service providers and translators.
Award-winning WorldServer™ software solutions expand
market reach and accelerate multilingual communication
with a proven platform for automating translation and localization processes. Idiom works with global organizations
including Adobe, Autodesk, Continental Airlines, eBay,
Motorola and Travelocity to cost-effectively translate global
websites and applications, streamline software localization
and delivery, and speed time-to-market for international
product documentation. Idiom also partners with consulting firms, systems integrators and technology vendors to help
customers achieve high-quality results and maximize existing enterprise infrastructure.
Idiom Technologies, Inc. 200 Fifth Avenue, Waltham, MA 02451,
781-464-6000, Fax: 781-464-6100, E-mail: idiom_info@idiominc.com,
Web: www.idiominc.com See ad on page 4

2tr Soluções Globais
Make Our Knowledge Your Power
Description Common Sense Advisory is a research and consulting firm committed to improving the quality of international business and the efficiency of the online and offline
operations that support t. We provide independent research,
executive sales and management workshops, and business
consulting to help companies make informed decisions
about the technology, business services and organizational
structures on which a global enterprise depends. Of course,
keeping abreast of the fast pace of a global economy, whether
you are a vendor or a buyer, is difficult, at best. Get accurate
information. Profit in a global market. Contact Common
Sense Advisory today.
Common Sense Advisory, Inc. 100 Merrimack Street, Suite 301,
Lowell, MA 01852, 866-510-6101, E-mail: info@commonsenseadvisory
.com, Web: www.commonsenseadvisory.com See ad on page 26

Language Braz lian Portuguese Description Firmly committed to providing top-quality services, 2tr is backed by
the proven track record of ts founders, Adriana Ferreira
and Jorge Marinho, with over ten years’ experience in the
localization industry. We specialize in technical translations,
from a few words on a label to complex million-word projects involving TEP, DTP, QA and testing of web, mobile and
desktop applications and documentation in fields ranging
from IT, telecom, energy and pharmaceuticals to business,
finance and legal affairs. We are fully qualified in related localization services, such as DTP, engineering and testing in
Western European languages. For additional information,
please contact us.
2tr Soluções Globais Ltda. Rua Voluntários da Pátria, 45 Sala 401,
Rio de Janeiro, RJ, 22270-000, Brazil, 55-21-2266-6449, Fax: 55-212286-1694, E-mail: info@2tr.com.br, Web: www.2tr.com.br

TM BROKERS
ACP Traductera
PASSOLO
Version 6.0 for Windows NT, Windows 2000 and Windows XP

Languages All, including Eastern European, Asian and bidirectional languages using Unicode support Description
PASSOLO offers cutting-edge localization technology for all
major Windows development platforms to process Windows
software, Microsoft .NET, Borland Delphi/C++ Builder, Java,
XML, XLIFF, HTML, text files and databases. The integration
of translation memory systems (for example, SDL Trados),
terminology databases, spell checkers and WYSIWYG editors
guarantees high-quality and short turn-around cycles. PASSOLO offers fuzzy-matching, pseudo-translation, numerous
check functions, statistical reports, and experts for project
setup, alignment and update processes. The optional Layout
Engine can automatically re-size Windows dialogs and so
reduces engineering costs. Automation and integration technologies provide users the means to adapt quickly to special
requirements and non-standard f le formats.
PASS Engineering GmbH Remigiusstrasse 1, D-53111 Bonn,

Languages All Description Central to most translation
processes today is the database that contains previously
translated data: the translation memory (TM). The consistently growing size of the TM represents an ever-increasing
value to you as its owner. By the same token, it becomes increasingly attractive to TM buyers from the same industry
to either jump-start a TM or complement it with proven,
industry-specific translations. Through TM Marketplace,
this asset can now provide an immediate return on investment through licensing to other parties. As TM brokers,
TM Marketplace connects corporate owners of translation
assets with parties who want to license and benefit from
those linguistic resources.
TM Marketplace LLC 319 North 1st Avenue, Sandpoint, ID

Germany, 49-228-697242, Fax: 49-228-697104, E-mail: info@
passolo.com, Web: www.passolo.com See ad on page 7

on page 49

The Translation Memory Brokers

83864, 208-265-9465, 888-533-7886, Fax: 208-263-6310, E-mail:
info@tmmarketplace.com, Web: www.tmmarketplace.com See ad

RAINING & SEMINARS
PROJECT MANAGEMENT TOOLS T
The Localization Institute
Projetex: Project Management Software
for Translation Agencies
Windows

Language English Description Projetex 2006 is time-tested,
multiuser project management software for translation agencies. It is effectively used by managing directors, project managers, accountants, in-house translators, human resources
managers and sales managers in 100+ small and mediumsized translation agencies around the world. Current deployments range from 2 to 30 workstations, while Projetex Server
based on Firebird SQL platform can support up to 3,000
simultaneous connections to the database without a loss
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Languages All Description The Localization Inst tute provides training, seminars and conferences for the global
localization community. Best known for its four annual
localization roundtables, the Institute’s events train localization professionals and promote the sharing of experience and information. Seminars include “Multilingual
Websites,” “Writing and Designing for an International
Audience,” “Localization Project Management,” “Advanced
Localization Project Management,” “Designing International Web and User Interfaces,” “Wr ting Software for
Win32API,” “Introduction to Localization,” “Tools and
Technologies for Localization/Internationalization,” “QA

Languages From all the world languages to languages of
Central and Eastern Europe Description ACP Traductera
is a translation agency based in the Czech Republic. Our
local experience in Central Europe and our strong focus on
appropriate language use make us the reliable partner for
providing high-quality translations into Bulgarian, Czech,
Estonian, Hungarian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Polish, Romanian, Russian, Slovak, Slovenian and Ukrainian. Document
translation service, translation, proofreading, review, independent specialist review, legal certification of translated
documents, website and software localization, localization
engineering, testing, documentation localization, graphic
design, DTP operations and pre-press review and printing. Our team of more than 1,000 professional translators,
proofreaders, terminology specialists, graphic designers, IT
engineers and, last but not least, experienced project managers is our most significant asset.
ACP Traductera Na Vysluni 201/13, Prague 10, Czech Republic, 420384-361-300, Fax: 420-384-361-303, E-mail: info@traductera
.com, Web: www.traductera.com See ad on page 37

Technology Translations and Software Localization
Languages Chinese, Japanese, Korean and major European
languages Description Arial Global is a US-based localization company. Since 1993, we have translated and localized
technical manuals and software for some of the best-known
US and European technology firms in the world, all with the
greatest precision, on time and on budget. We are known for
our meticulous quality and uncompromising standards, and
that’s why companies such as Intel have chosen to partner
with Arial Global for more than a decade.
Arial Global, LLC 1820 East River Road, Suite 106, Tucson, AZ
85718, 307-587-2557, Fax: 307-587-7448, E-mail: globalsales@
arialglobalreach.com, Web: www.arialglobalreach.com
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Beijing E-C Translation Ltd.
Languages Asian Description Beijing E-C Translation Ltd.,
one of the largest localization and translation companies in
China, focuses mainly on software and website localization;
technical, financial, medical, patent and marketing translations; and desktop publishing services. We use TRADOS,
SDLX, CATALYST, TTT/PC, STAR Transit, Robohelp, FrameMaker, PageMaker, InDesign, QuarkXPress, MS Office and
other graphic and DTP tools. Having more than 150 fulltime employees located in Beijing, Taipei, Singapore, Seoul,
Shanghai, Hong Kong, Shenyang and Chengdu, we can handle English/German into and from Simplified Chinese/Traditional Chinese/Japanese/Korean/Thai. We guarantee that
clients’ projects will be handled not only by native speakers,
but also by topic specialists. Clients can expect and will receive
high-qual ty services, on-time delivery and low cost.
Beijing E-C Translation Ltd. 2nd Floor, Hua Teng Development
Building, No. 23, Xi Huan Bei Road, BDA, Beijing EconomicTechnological Development Zone, Beijing 100176, P.R. China, 8610-67868761, Fax: 86-10-67868765, E-mail: service@e-cchina
.com, Web: www.e-cchina.com

Celer Soluciones, S.L.
Translation — Technology — Quality
Languages All major European languages Description Celer
Soluciones provides suitable solutions to ensure we meet
our clients’ objectives. We study their documentation requirements; produce translations that are adapted to specific markets and cultures; and prepare an end product in
DTP or printed format in accordance with the demands of
each project. Specialized fields include software localization; engineering and technology; life sciences; and institutional-corporate sector. Three elements of fundamental
importance are developed and combined at Celer Soluciones: translation — good translation practice; technology
— use of su table computer-assisted translation, file-handling and management tools; quality — quality in our client relations, quality of project management and quality of
the documentation produced.
Celer Soluciones, S.L. Plaza de España, 12, 28008 Madrid, Spain, 3491-540-0540, Fax: 34-91-541-9259, E-mail: info@celersol.com, Web:
www.celersol.com See ad on page 19

Conversis
Languages All Description Founded in 2003, Conversis is a
UK-based leading provider of globalization, internationalization, localization and translation (GILT) services, tailoring
business needs to each company’s relevant markets worldwide. Conversis offers a full range of global linguistic services, from high-quality translation of marketing collateral
and technical documentation to localization of software and
websites. Serving clients in more than 30 markets worldwide,
Conversis partners with industry and linguistic experts to deliver return on investment for clients’ global business needs.
Conversis Bignell Park Barns, Chesterton, Bicester, Oxfordshire,
OX26 1TD UK, 44-845-450-0805, Fax: 44-845-450-0806, E-mail:
info@conversisglobal.com, Web: www.conversisglobal.com See ad

on page 14

Eriksen Translations Inc.
Languages All Description Eriksen Translations Inc. is a leading provider of multilingual services, including translation, interpreting, typesetting, project management, web localization
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and cultural consulting. For 20 years, Eriksen has helped a
broad range of organizations in both the public and private
sectors excel across print, desktop and web environments
in the domestic and global marketplace. With a worldwide
network of over 5,000 linguists, a commitment to leading
technologies, and an in-house staff dedicated to tailoring our
proven project management process to the individual needs
of each client, Eriksen is your globalization partner.
Eriksen Translations Inc. 32 Court Street, 20th Floor, Brooklyn,
NY 11201, 718-802-9010, Fax: 718-802-0041, E-mail: info@eriksen
inc.com, Web: www.er kseninc.com

EuroGreek Translations Limited
Language Greek Description EuroGreek Translations Limited is Europe’s number one Greek production house, specializing in technical and medical translations from English
into Greek and from Greek into English. EuroGreek’s aim is
to provide high-quality, turnkey solutions, encompassing a
whole range of client needs, from plain translation to desktop/web publishing to localization development and testing.
Over the years, EuroGreek’s services have been extended to
cover most subject areas, including German and French into
Greek translation services. All of EuroGreek’s work is proofread by a second in-house specialist and is fully guaranteed
for quality and on-time delivery.
EuroGreek Translations Limited
London 27 Lascotts Road, London, N22 8JG UK
Athens EuroGreek House, 93 Karagiorga Street, Athens 16675,
Greece, 30-210-9605-244, Fax: 30-210-9647-077, E-mail: production@
eurogreek.gr, Web: www.eurogreek.com See ad on page 63

Hermes Traducciones y
Servicios Lingüísticos, S.L.
Languages Spanish, Portuguese (Continental and Brazilian),
English, French, Italian, German and other languages on
demand Description Established in 1991, Hermes Traducciones is a leading Spanish translation company, specializing
in software and hardware localization and also undertaking
a broad range of other translation projects. Comprehensive
in-house translation teams include translators, reviewers
and linguists with an expertise in Spanish and Portuguese,
a knowledge of CAT tools, and a comm tment to deliver
cost-efficient, reliable and high-quality services to customers.
Hermes Traducciones is a member of the International Committee for the creation of the European Qual ty Standard for
Translation Services. Hermes Traducciones also organizes
university courses on localization and translation.
Hermes Traducciones y Servicios Lingüísticos, S.L. C/ Cólquide, 6
- planta 2 - 3.oI, Ediﬁcio “Prisma”, 28230 Las Rozas, Madrid, Spain, 34916-407640, Fax: 34-916-378023, E-mail: hermestr@hermestrans
.com, Web: www.hermestrans.com See ad on page 48

ISO 9001:2000 Certified Translation Services
Languages All major languages Description Idem Translations, Inc., is a full-service translation/localization company,
specializing in the life sciences, legal and IT industries since
1983. Our expert translation teams combine linguistic excellence with strong backgrounds in a variety of fields. We maintain specialized client glossaries and memory databases to
ensure consistent terminology. Our ISO 9001:2000-certified
translation and quality processes guarantee a service that
meets the highest industry standards. We offer a unique
combination of industry-specific experience, knowledgeable
translation teams and friendly, client-oriented service.
Idem Translations, Inc. 550 California Avenue, Suite 310, Palo Alto,
CA 94306, 650-858-4336, Fax: 650-858-4339, E-mail: info@idem
translations.com, Web: www.idemtranslations.com See ad on page 63

Follow-Up Translation Services
Languages English, Brazilian Portuguese, Latin American
Spanish Description With more than 17 years of experience,
we know exactly how to help your products and documents penetrate South American markets faster and more
efficiently. Trust our expertise and leave your software/webs te localization w th us. Follow-Up gathers a select group
of translation, localization, DTP, engineering and project
management specialists to always exceed your company’s
requirements of high quality and time-to-market. Our areas
of expertise include IT, telecom, finance, ERP, marketing,
medicine and pharmaceuticals.
Follow-Up Av. Presidente Wilson 165, Sala 1308, Rio de Janeiro,
RJ 20030-020 Brazil, 55-21-2524-2994, Fax: 55-21-2210-5472,
E-mail: info@follow-up.com.br, Web: www.follow-up.com.br See

ad on page 46

International Communication by Design, Inc.
Languages All major languages, including double-byte
Description An ATA member, ICD delivers accurate
translation and localization of manuals, websites and brochures. With over 15 years’ experience, ICD provides 100%
reliability, quality and on-time delivery. Our team includes
ATA-accred ted translators who are native speakers, subject
matter experts and project managers. Using the latest tools,
ICD maintains translation memories that shorten project
cycles and improve product consistency. ICD — translating
your company into a global success.
International Communication by Design, Inc. 1726 North 1st
Street, Milwaukee, WI 53212, 414-265-2171, Fax: 414-265-2101,
E-mail: info@icdtranslation.com, Web: www.icdtranslation.com

ForeignExchange Translations
Languages 42 languages and growing Description ForeignExchange is the global leader in providing translation services
to life sciences companies. We work w th many of the biggest
pharmaceutical companies, medical-device manufacturers,
biotech companies and CROs. Our proprietary Multilingual
Compliance Process combines expert linguists, best-of-breed
technology and measurable translation quality in a process
that is both robust and completely scalable, ensuring your
projects are finished on time and within budget. For more information on how we can help meet your translation requirements or for a quote on your next translation project, please
contact us directly or vis t our website at www.fxtrans.com
ForeignExchange Translations 411 Waverley Oaks Road, Suite 315,
Waltham, MA 02452, 866-398-7267, 781-893-0013, Fax: 781893-0012, E-mail: getinfo@fxtrans.com, Web: www.fxtrans.com

See ad on page 70

KERN Global Language Services
Your language partner
LanguagesAll Description KERN Global Language Services
is a leading provider in the area of global communication with over 35 offices worldwide. With more than 30
years of experience, our services include translation and
interpreting in all languages; software, multimedia and
website localization; terminology management; multilingual desktop publishing; and individual and corporate
language training in all major languages. KERN has established itself as a preferred insourcing and outsourcing
solution provider for language services. We serve clients
in all industry sectors, including the automotive, medical,
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pharmaceutical, chemical, IT and financial services industries. To learn more about us, please visit www.e-kern.com
KERN Global Language Services
USA 230 Park Avenue, Suite 1517, New York, NY 10169, 212-9532070, Fax: 212-953-2073, E-mail: info@e-kern.com

Europe Kurfuerstenstrasse 1, 60486 Frankfurt/Main, Germany, 4969-7560730, Fax: 49-69-751353, E-mail: info@e-kern.com

Medical Translations Only

China Right Emperor Commercial Building, Unit B, 11/F, 122-126

Languages All European languages and Japanese Description
MediLingua is one of the few medical translation specialists in Europe. We only do medical. We provide all European
languages (31 today and counting) and Japanese as well as
translation-related services to manufacturers of medical devices, instruments, in vitro diagnostics and software; pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies; medical publishers;
national and international medical organizations; and other
customers in the medical sector. Projects include the translation
of documentation for medical devices, surgical instruments,
hospital equipment and medical software; medical information
for patients, medical students and physicians; scientific articles;
press releases; product launches; clinical trial documentation;
medical news; and articles from medical journals.
MediLingua Medical Translations BV Poortgebouw, Rijnsbur-

Wellington Street, Central, Hong Kong, SAR China, 852-2850-4455,
Fax: 852-2850-4466, E-mail: info@e-kern.com, Web: www.e-kern.com

Lido-Lang Technical Translations
Languages All Description Established in Poland in 1991,
Lido-Lang has expertise in technical translations into Central
and Eastern European languages. We also possess in-depth experience in the following fields: economics, law, medicine and
IT, providing translations in nearly all European and Asian language combinations. Our global network of more than 1,000
approved and highly qualified translators, our comprehensive project management processes which cover translations,
proofreading, editing and desktop publishing (QuarkXPress,
InDesign, PageMaker, FrameMaker), and our experience w th
CAT Tools (TRADOS, SDLX) allow us to provide a premium
quality service in accordance with the provisions of ISO
9001:2000 standard to which we were certified in May 2005.
Lido-Lang Technical Translations ul. Walerego Slawka 3, 30-653
Krakow, Poland, 48-12-2546-123, Fax: 48-12-2546-122, E-mail:
ofﬁce@lidolang.com, Web: www.lidolang.com

LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc.
Languages All Description LinguaLinx is a full-service translation and localization agency specializing in the adaptation
of marketing and communications material into most of the
world’s languages. Our enterprise language solutions range
from glossary development and maintenance to translation
memory deployment and global content management. In
today’s highly competitive, global environment, it is becoming
increasingly difficult to differentiate one translation agency
from another. We stand apart by taking the most proactive
approach to quality in the industry, ut lizing stringent project
management procedures, offering one of the most aggressive
rate structures available and applying a sincere dedication to
providing the best possible service.
LinguaLinx Language Solutions, Inc. 650 Franklin Street, Suite 502,
Schenectady, NY 12305, 518-388-9000, Fax: 518-388-0066, E-mail:
info@lingualinx.com, Web: www.lingualinx.com

McElroy Translation
Languages All Description If you could design one, what
would your ideal translation vendor be like? Your ideal translation vendor would, above all, give you more peace of mind
at the end of the day. Maybe your ideal translation vendor
focuses on helping you use translation to achieve a competitive advantage in the global marketplace by improving turnaround times, cost savings, communication, product quality
and workflow processes? McElroy empowers you to design
communication and processes around schedules and project benchmarks that optimally meet your needs. McElroy’s
clients have found their expectations met and exceeded for
almost 40 years. Now, that’s peace of mind.
McElroy Translation 910 West Avenue, Austin, TX 78701, 800531-9977, 512-472-6753, Fax: 512-472-4591, E-mail: quotes@
mcelroytranslation.com, Web: www.mcelroytranslation.com See ad

on page 19
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gerweg 10, 2333 AA Leiden, The Netherlands, 31-71-5680862, Fax:
31-71-5234660, E-mail: simon.andriesen@medilingua.com, Web:
www.medilingua.com See ad on page 63

the medical information company

mt-g — the medical information company
Languages All Description mt-g is the leading provider of
translations and global information services dedicated to the
medical science. We specialize primarily in medical technology and diagnostics, regulatory affairs, dental medicine and
other specialist medical fields. We offer a range of professional
services covering translation, information production, global
information management and XML documentation applications. At its head office in Ulm and its branch in Munich, 31
salaried staff deliver solutions for information processes in
medical science. More than 450 medical and pharmaceutical
experts in over 100 countries are engaged in translating, producing, managing and documenting medical information.
mt-g medical translation GmbH & Co. KG Eberhard-FinckhStrasse 55, 89075 Ulm, Germany, 49-731-17-63-97-0, Fax: 49-73117-63-97-50, E-mail: info@mt-g.com, Web: www.mt-g.com

NCS Enterprises, L.L.C.
Languages All Description With NCS you’ll find that the focus
is on our clients and their translation projects. From the smallest product label requiring desktop publishing to the largest,
multilingual, online help text, our project managers will make
the process smooth and painless. We find the right team of
native-speaker professional translators and editors with industry-specific knowledge for each project. Our working knowledge of all types of software makes sure the translations are
delivered as required. Even with being ISO 9001:2000-compliant and using the latest technology, it’s about the people,
communication and commitment to service. Call us at 412278-4590 to see how this translates into qual ty.
NCS Enterprises, L.L.C. 1222 Hope Hollow Road, 2nd Floor,
Carnegie, PA 15106, 412-278-4590, Fax: 412-278-4595, E-mail:
sales@ncs-pubs.com, Web: www.ncs-pubs.com See ad on page 48

Nova Language Services
Languages All Description Located in Spain, Nova Language
Services provides translation and interpreting services focusing on health sciences, especially for medical, technical,

regulatory affairs and communication departments of health
care companies. The documents that we regularly deal with
include marketing authorization applications, SPCs, product
monographs, clinical trial protocols, SOPs, technical reports,
manufacturing guides, scientific publications and medical devices, among others. Major European pharmaceutical
companies have come to depend on the qual ty of our services when looking for language solutions, from translating
documents to creating audiovisual products, and for technical management of conferences. The quality of our services
has been certified under ISO 9001:2000.
Nova Language Services c/ Còrsega, 371, planta 5ª, 08037
Barcelona, Spain, 34-93-4126500, Fax: 34-93-3175625, E-mail:
nova@nova-transnet.com, Web: www.nova-transnet.com See ad

on page 13

One Planet
Languages All Description What makes One Planet different? A deep understanding of corporate culture. Our clients
require accuracy, measurable productivity and excellence in
communication. How can one firm specialize in areas such
as high technology, medical products and technical manufacturing? By blazing the path in translation since 1979, we
ut lize knowledgeable translators in the United States, Europe
and Asia in every field and every specialty. Services include
technical translation, software localization and mult lingual
website development. Our customers from Ametek to Unisys
like the fact that we function as an extension of their teams.
One Planet 820 Evergreen Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15209, 888677-1010, Fax: 412-632-1071, E-mail: info@one-planet.net, Web:
www.one-planet.net

Translation and localization into Polish
Language Polish Description Ryszard Jarza Translations is an
established provider of specialized Polish translation, localization and DTP services, primarily for life sciences, IT, automotive, refrigeration and other technology sectors. We work
with mult language vendors and directly w th documentation
departments of large multinational customers. Our in-house
team (12 full-time specialists) is comprised of experienced
linguists with medical, engineering and IT backgrounds. We
guarantee a high standard of qual ty while maintaining flexibil ty, unparalleled responsiveness and reliab lity.
Ryszard Jarza Translations ul. Barlickiego 23/22, 50-324 Wroclaw,
Poland, 48-601-728018, Fax: 48-71-3414441, E-mail: info@jarza
.com.pl, Web: www.jarza.com.pl See ad on page 63

Skrivanek Translation Services
Languages All, with a focus on Central and Eastern Europe
Description Skrivanek is a world leader in the provision of
language services, specifically translations spanning a multitude of languages and the localization of products for
maximum effect and achievement on international markets. Established in the Czech Republic in 1994, t quickly
dominated the Central European translation market, creating a network of outlets stretching across 51 cities around
the world. Its staff of professional translators, experienced
project managers and dedicated software engineers and programmers have enabled Skrivanek to provide translation and
localization services in any conceivable language, building
up, in the process, an enviable clientele. Skrivanek’s quality of
service is backed by EN ISO 9001:2001 certification.
Skrivanek Translation Services, Ltd. Nad Zaloznou 499/6, 180 00
Prague 8, Czech Republic, 420-233-320-560, Fax: 420-224-321556, E-mail: sales@skrivanek.com, Web: www.skrivanek.com
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Quality Assurance Software for Translations
Windows

Syntes Language Group, Inc.
Languages All Description Syntes Language Group is a
leading qual ty provider of customized language solutions
to business, government and professional clients. We deliver a full line of services in translation, interpreting and
conference coordination; product, software and website
localization; desktop publishing; multimedia production
and voiceovers; and consultation in both project-specific
and long-term planning for the incorporation of foreign
language elements into your business. For 19 years, we’ve
offered proven expertise in all major fields of industry,
delivered by accomplished, experienced professionals. All of
this means that you get the ultimate in customer care and the
best value for your project dollars.
Syntes Language Group, Inc. 7465 East Peakview Avenue, Centennial, CO 80111, 888-779-1288, 303-779-1288, Fax: 303-779-1232,
E-mail: inquiry@syntes.com, Web: www.syntes.com

TripleInk Multilingual Communications
Languages All major commercial languages Description As a
mult lingual communications agency, TripleInk has provided
industrial and consumer products companies with precise
translation and multilingual production services for audiovisual, online and print media since 1991. Our experience in
adapting technical documentation and marketing communication materials covers a wide range of industries, including
biomedical and health care; building and construction; financial services; food and agriculture; high-tech and manufacturing; and hosp tality and leisure, as well as government and
nonprofit organizations. Using a total qual ty management
process and state-of-the-art software and equipment, our team
of foreign language professionals delivers the highest quality
translations in a cost-effective and time-efficient manner.
TripleInk 60 South 6th Street, Suite 2600, Minneapolis, MN 55402,
612-342-9800, 800-632-1388, Fax: 612-342-9745, E-mail: info@
tripleink.com, Web: www.tripleink.com

TRANSLATION TOOLS

Applications Technology, Inc.
Multiple Platforms

Languages All Description Machine Translation (MT) systems (TranSphere): Fully automated (parsing + statistics),
special-domain dictionary stacking/update. Language pairs:
English, Arabic, Turkish, Persian, Dari, Pashto, Korean, Chinese, Japanese, Hebrew, German, French, Italian, Spanish,
Portuguese, Russian, Polish, Ukrainian and Dutch. Cross
language pairs new releases: Arabic-French/Arabic-German/
Turkish-German. Translation Memory: Statistical parallel corpora-based system decoupled/integrated with MT.
Webtrans: Web page translation — target language page
reconstructed with hyperlinks, images, applets, objects and
embedded scripts. MT API: For MT system integration (all
languages with various solutions). NameFinder: Proper
noun detection (languages w th no cap talization). MLIR
(Multilingual Information Retrieval): retrieval of mult lingual content, including query translation, morphological
and thematic searches (geographic, personal, corporate)
name/event combinations.
Applications Technology, Inc. 6867 Elm Street, Suite 300,
McLean, VA 22101, 703-821-5000, Fax: 703-821-5001, E-mail:
info@apptek.com, Web: www.apptek.com
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Languages All/Unicode Description ErrorSpy, a quality assurance software for translations, generates automatically a
list of potential errors (terminology, numbers, completeness,
tags, consistency and so on). The formats supported are bilingual f les, all Trados formats, TMX (translation memories)
and Transit. An evaluation report of the translation quality
can be customized. ErrorSpy is also available as a server-based
version and can be integrated into individual workflows.
D.O.G. Dokumentation ohne Grenzen GmbH Neue Ramtelstrasse
12, D-71299 Leonberg, Germany, 49-7152-354-11, Fax: 497152-354-11, E-mail: francois.massion@dog-gmbh.de, Web:
www.multilingual-products.com See ad on page 12

Idiom Technologies, Inc.
Multiple Platforms

Languages More than 120 Description Idiom Technologies
optimizes the globalization supply chain by aligning global
enterprises, language service providers and translators. Awardwinning WorldServer™ software solutions expand market
reach and accelerate mult lingual communication with a proven
platform for automating translation and localization processes.
Idiom works with global organizations including Adobe, Autodesk, Continental Airlines, eBay, Motorola and Travelocity
to cost-effectively translate global websites and applications,
streamline software localization and delivery, and speed timeto-market for international product documentation. Idiom
also partners with consulting firms, systems integrators and
technology vendors to help customers achieve high-quality
results and maximize existing enterprise infrastructure.
Idiom Technologies, Inc. 200 Fifth Avenue, Waltham, MA 02451,

across multiple suppliers and ensures total visibility of all
project elements across the entire translation supply chain.
SDL International 5700 Granite Parkway, Suite 410, Plano, TX
75024, 904-683-9259, Fax: 904-683-9259, E-mail: productsales@
sdl.com, Web: www.sdl.com See ad on page 88

SYSTRAN
Multiple Platforms

Languages 52 language combinations Description SYSTRAN
is the market leading provider of language translation software
products and for the desktop, enterprise and internet that facilitate communication in 52 language combinations and in
20 domains. With over three decades of expertise, research and
development, SYSTRAN’s software is the choice of leading
global corporations, portals and public agencies. Use of SYSTRAN products and solutions enhances multilingual communication and increases user productivity and time-savings for
B2E, B2B and B2C markets as they deliver real-time language
solutions for search, content management, online customer
support, intra-company communications, and e-commerce.
SYSTRAN
North America 9333 Genesee Avenue, Plaza Level, Suite PL1, San
Diego, CA 92121, 858-457-1900, Fax: 858-457-0648
Europe Paroi Nord - La Grande Arche, 1, Parvis de la Défense, 92044
Paris La Défense Cedex, France, 33-825-80-10-80, Fax: 33-1-46-9800-59, E-mail: info@systransoft.com, Web: www.systransoft.com

See ad on page 10

781-464-6000, Fax: 781-464-6100, E-mail: idiom_info@idiominc.com,
Web: www.idiominc.com See ad on page 4

The best of both worlds…
TextBase meets Translation Memory
Multiple Platforms

Languages All Unicode languages Description MultiTrans 4
is an innovative software solution integrating TextBase Translation Memory (TM) with best-in-class terminology management. The unique and revolutionary text alignment capabilities
of the TextBase TM allow unlocking linguistic assets by rapidly
creating very large TextBase TMs and extracting relevant terminology. MultiTrans 4 deploys linguistic assets through desktop
and centralized enterprise applications for authors, project
managers, in-house translators and revisors, LSPs and freelancers. MultiTrans 4 is a value-added alternative to conventional
TM and is widely adopted by corporations, inst tutions, governments, LSPs and freelancers in over 30 countries, including
the Translation Bureau of the Government of Canada, several
United Nations’ organizations, Ford, Pfizer and Kraft.
MultiCorpora 102-490 St. Joseph Boulevard, Gatineau, QC, J8Y 3Y7

Solutions for Terminology,
Full-text and Bitext Management
Windows and Web

Languages Windows: All Roman alphabet; LogiTermWebPlus: Unicode Description A single software package to
manage your terminology and databanks. Efficient and
effective consultation of terms and texts. The most robust
alignment tool on the market. More consistent use of terminology and phraseology in-house and by freelancers. Internal and external repet tion detection and pretranslation.
The web version allows access to your terminology, bitexts
and documents by translators, wr ters and subcontractors
from anywhere in the world.
Terminotix Inc. 240 Bank Street, Suite 600, Ottawa, ON, K2P 1X4
Canada, 613-233-8465, Fax: 613-233-3995, E-mail: termino@
terminotix.com, Web: www.terminotix.com See ad on page 63

WORKFLOW SOLUTIONS

Canada, 819-778-7070, 877-725-7070, Fax: 819-778-0801, E-mail:
info@multicorpora.com, Web: www.multicorpora.com See ad on

page 55

LTC Worx
Multiple Platforms

SDL TRADOS Technologies
Languages All Description SDL TRADOS Technologies,
a division of SDL International, is the world’s largest provider of trusted technology solutions for global information
management (GIM), which benefit corporations and institutions, language service providers and freelance translators
worldwide. SDL has over 130,000 software licenses deployed
across the translation supply chain and has demonstrated
proven ROI in over 150 enterprise solution installations. SDL
delivers innovative software products that accelerate global
content delivery and maximize language translation productiv ty. The new launch of SDL Trados Synergy 2006 empowers enterprises to efficiently manage translation projects

Languages All Description LTC Worx and its time-saving
philosophy of “automate what you can, control what you
need” mean that the software adapts to the user’s needs, not
the other way around. Users themselves define companywide and project-specific workflows to save significant time
and money on every step of every project from the quotation right through to the invoice. LTC Worx is su table for
any size LSP or language department, and its powerful multisite, multicurrency and time zone management means it
w ll also satisfy the largest players.
The Language Technology Centre Ltd. 5-7 Kingston Hill, Kingston
upon Thames, Surrey, KT2 7PW UK, 44-20-8549-2359, Fax: 44-208974-6994, E-mail: info@langtech.co.uk, Web: www.langtech.co.uk

See ad on page 15
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Takeaway

The Editors

The new MultiLingual editorial board

One of the vital behind-the-scenes parts of
MultiLingual is its editorial advisory board.
For the past ten years, people who develop
and use language technology have provided
articles, comments and reviews of material for
the magazine. Recent board members have
included Henri Broekmate (Lionbridge), AnJeff Allen
Julieta Coirini
Bill Hall
Aki Ito
dres Heuberger (ForeignExchange Translations),
Ken Lunde (Adobe), John O’Conner (Sun), Mandy Pet
(Oracle), Chris Pratley (Microsoft), Reinhard Schäler
(University of Limerick) and the late Chris Langewis
(Monterey Institute of International Studies). We are
grateful to all these ﬁne people for their contributions over the years, which have helped to make the
industry and this magazine what they are today.
Nancy A. Locke
Ultan Ó Broin
Angelika Zerfaß

O

With this issue, ﬁve new and two continuing members begin
their terms. Many readers will recognize their names as longtime
contributors to MultiLingual as well as to Localization World
and other language industry events.
Jeff Allen, business development director at Translations.com,
is based in France. He has experience in translation, technical
writing, many aspects of language technology, post editing of
machine translation, training and project management.
Julieta Coirini, a former translator and project manager,
is owner of Ushuaia Solutions, a translation and localization
company in Argentina that specializes in English, Spanish and
Brazilian Portuguese.
Bill Hall, a mathematician, writer and teacher on internationalization issues, lives in California. He is also author of Globalization Handbook for the Microsoft .NET Platform.
Aki Ito is vice president of TOIN USA, a subsidiary of the localization provider TOIN Corporation, and has experience in several
aspects of management as well as consulting for Japanese and
English-to-Japanese translation.
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Nancy A. Locke, a freelance writer and speaker with translation, editing and desktop publishing experience, teaches
“Langues et mondialisation/Language and globalization” in the
localization and translation certiﬁcate program at the Université
de Montréal.
Ultan Ó Broin, e-business applications developer with Oracle,
works on global content standards for SML message, user interface and online user assistance content from Ireland, where he
is writing a dissertation on social and organizational impacts of
information technology.
Angelika Zerfaß, in Germany, is a freelance consultant and
trainer for translation tools and localization-related processes,
with a translation degree in Chinese and Japanese language and
computational linguistics.
We’re delighted to welcome them to the editorial board! M
Takeaway is an opportunity to comment on language-industry issues.
Contributions are welcome. Send them to editor@multilingual.com

editor@multilingual.com
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Announcing
Alchemy CATALYST 6.0
Total Visual Localization
Visual HTML
Localize almost any HTML document
using a visual translation, testing and
engineering environment.

Total TRADOS Integration
Work seamlessly with TRADOS Desktop
and Enterprise technologies and share
your translations effortlessly.

Total Microsoft .NET Solution
Localize, engineer and test all your Microsoft .NET
(1.x/2.0) applications, including ASP pages in a true
WYSIWYG environment.

With over 120 new features inside Alchemy CATALYST 6.0, it’s

With over 12,000 licenses shipped and chosen by industry leading

impossible to list all the finer points of our total visual localization

technology partners such as Siemens and Business Objects for its

solution.

high productivity and visual localization solutions, Alchemy Software
Development is a trusted software vendor.

More Features. More Productivity. More Flexibility.
Find out more. Visit our web site for free online demonstrations,
Providing complete control of your localization process, Alchemy

tutorials and evaluation software at www.AlchemySoftware.ie.

CATALYST 6.0 is an ideal solution for developers seeking efficient
integration of their localization process with their product development

To buy now, call +1 503 362 9372 (Europe:+353 1 708 2808), visit our

life cycle.

online store at http://www.alchemysoftware.ie/products, or contact
your local reseller.

Alchemy CATALYST 6.0 is a reliable, scalable and secure technology
that is an excellent starting point for developers who need a total visual
localization platform that can grow with the demands of their business.

(C) 2005 Alchemy Software Development Ltd. All rights reserved. Alchemy Software Development
and Alchemy CATALYST are trademarks or registered trademarks of Alchemy Software
Development Ltd. All other trademarks or registered trademarks referenced are the property of
their respective owners.

ALCHEMY
Visit us at www.alchemysoftware.ie
Alchemy Software Development has its headquarters at Block 2, Ha

87 Alchemy #87.indd 87

CATALYST 6.0
Total Visual Localization

TM
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Tracey Byrne

Ask me any
question…

Training Manager,
SDL TRADOS
Technologies
Email: traceybyrne@sdl.com

have been asking for direct access to help when you
“ You
have questions about using your SDL TRADOS software.
To help answer your questions, we are now launching
Live User Forums for SDL TRADOS users. During these
live webinars a panel of experts, including a mixture
of support engineers, developers, training and product
managers, will answer your questions and demonstrate
the solutions to you. These Forums will also give you
the opportunity to learn new tips, tricks and additional
information on the software.

”

To find out more and attend one of our
Live User Forums please visit:

www.sdl.com/liveforum
If you have any comments on our level
of customer service, please email me at

traceybyrne@sdl.com

To improve is to change. To be perfect is to change many times.
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INTERNATIONALIZATION

CONTENTS

Guide: G E T T I N G S T A R T E D
Getting Started:
Internationalization

In ﬁve years, how much has your life changed? Since
we published our ﬁrst Getting Started Guide for internationalization in 2002, changes in internationalization
have been coming at the speed of the internet. Unicode has proceeded from version 3.0 to
5.o. The .NET platform has grown exponentially and moved into version 2.0. Perhaps half a
billion more people have internet access as China and other countries get online.
But some things haven’t changed. If you want to sell products and services in other cultures,
these questions still apply. Is it a good product? How adaptable is it for other languages and
cultures? Can you easily change the language and script of the display or written text? Can you
change culture-speciﬁc graphics to adapt to meaningful images for other cultures? Can your
product handle other number, currency, date, time, address and telephone number formats?
In this Guide, we update your knowledge of internationalization — questions to ask, points
to keep in mind, pitfalls to watch for, checklists for action and what resources are available.
And brace yourself for the changes coming!
The Editors

Think Internationalization in Everyday Design
page 3

Alan Horvath
Alan Horvath, managing director of STAR Group America, LLC, has a B.S.
in business administration with a major in computer and information science.
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INTERNATIONALIZATION

G E T T I N G S T A R T E D : Guide

Think Internationalization
in Everyday Design
ALAN HORVATH

E

ntering the global marketplace can
be a daunting task for any company.
It can be expensive and time consuming, so proper planning and execution are
critically important. It is essential to understand the complete globalization process
and this important fact — internationalize
first, then localize!
This article describes some of the most
common challenges within the internationalization process and how you can avoid
time-consuming errors.

A matter of words
So many words are used to describe the
actual process of preparing products for
foreign markets that it is easy to become
confused. Here are a few definitions to
help clarify the process.
Globalization (g11n) includes a company’s decision to enter foreign markets, internationalize its products and localize its
products.
Internationalization (i18n) is the process
of designing a product such that it can handle multiple languages, cultural conventions and local infrastructures without the
need for re-design.
Localization (l10n) is the process of
physically, culturally and/or linguistically
adapting a product for a target locale.
Translation is the process of converting
words from one language to the other. An
experienced translator will be able to convey the technical details accurately while
instilling native nuance and style in the
translated text.
Software internationalization
Let’s say you’ve written a software application for sale in the United States. Throughout your code, you’ve hard-coded terms
such as dollars and cents. You’ve also hardcoded symbols such as $ and used a period
(.) for the decimal point and a comma (,) to
separate numbers into groups of three. Now
your company wants to market your software abroad, but the terms and symbols you
used are inappropriate for other currencies.
There are two ways to prepare to enter
foreign markets with your software product.
April/May 2007 • www.multilingual.com/gsg
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The first approach involves making separate copies of the software and replacing
the terms and symbols with ones appropriate for each country.
But what happens if a bug is reported?
Now you have multiple versions of code to
correct! And if you decide to add a new feature to your product, you’ll have to make
changes to all versions.
For companies that intend to enter multiple markets, this method is out of the
question. It underestimates the time needed to modify files that were never meant to
be localized.
And there are other issues to consider.
Does your code support Unicode so that
you can handle a variety of scripts as easily as your native language? Does your
code correctly search and sort characters
in all of the languages you expect to use?
These issues and many others must be
addressed before entering international
markets.
The second and preferred approach
consists of internationalizing your software for the global market first and then
proceeding with a more streamlined localization process.
Therefore, before you begin translation
of your product’s interface, text and files,
you need to ensure that the product is internationally ready.

Ten tips for software internationalization
Software is a component that requires
a great deal of attention. Once you have
made the decision to go global, every design decision — either with the code or the
user interface — will be affected.
1) Use Unicode functions and methods.
2) Third-party tools. Choose your tools
carefully. Some tools, APIs and add-ins
might not support Unicode. If you must use
them, use the right character conversions.
3) User interface separation. Isolate
your translatable resources. Hard-coded
strings are very tricky to translate, and,
since the code is constantly changing, they
cannot be translated in parallel with the
software code development. Maintain one
core code base for all of the languages.

4) Concatenation. String concatenation
is another source of problems for localization. Word orders and plural forms might
be different in other languages. Adjectives
might not agree in gender, number and
case, thus creating catastrophic results.
5) Ambiguity. Keep translators in mind
when writing the resource files. Add comments when a sentence could be ambiguous. It will improve the quality as well as
reduce the amount of time needed for
translation.
6) Expansion. Keep in mind that translated strings may expand compared to the
source-language string. This will be particularly important with dialog boxes and
menus. Leave at least 20% to 30% expansion room.
7) Design. Be careful when you create
icons and bitmaps. You should avoid text
in either because the translated words
might not fit, and the cost of conversion
can be expensive. Avoid any symbols with
cultural connotations. They might be indecipherable or offensive in other countries.
If required, make sure your product runs
on different platforms — PC, Mac, Linux
and so on.
8) Terminology. Check for terminology
consistency. If you are not consistent in
your software, the rest of the package will
be even more inconsistent. Terminology
management tools will help keep terminology consistent.
9) Locale testing. Check your code in the
destination market to ensure that all locale
issues are handled correctly.
10) Translation kit. Once your product is
ready for translation, you should create a
translation kit. This set of files should contain everything needed to translate and
recompile the language resources as well
as test the application.
You should also consider legal issues
that may arise as you enter different markets. For example, there have been instances where software companies had
their terms and agreements embedded in
the product, but some of the terms were
determined to be illegal in different jurisdictions. In many cases, the company’s
page 3
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attorneys were required to define new
clauses for certain parts of their contracts.
Therefore, you should consider the legal
circumstances in all target markets before
beginning the translation process.
Also note, software containing encryption technology can be subject to export
restriction, while communication software
may be subject to telecommunication regulation in the target country.

Multibyte character support
Delivering translated products to Asian
countries for the first time can be an exciting and challenging time for organizations,
but getting it wrong can be very costly.
English software typically uses about
100 different characters to represent words
and numbers. Asian languages, on the other hand, can use more than 10,000 symbols
to display messages.
To facilitate this, software systems used
to use what is termed multibyte or doublebyte character systems (DBCS) to store text/
characters. Today, Unicode has replaced
these systems, but be aware that occasionally you may need to provide multibyte character support.
A common error in software development
is to use third-party software — software
libraries, DLL, OCX and so on — that are not
Unicode enabled. Sometimes the development teams do not realize this until they begin the translation process. As a result, the
product then has to be re-engineered to fix
the issues at additional expense.
Documentation internationalization
Documentation internationalization does
not require as much planning as does software internationalization. Some simple
guidelines can help you prepare documents that can be easily localized.
Desktop publishing software. With so
many choices available, it can be difficult
to choose the appropriate desktop publishing application. Your choice will be affected by the type of documents you are
creating, the languages that you are targeting and whether or not translation tools
will be used. You will also have to decide
if the documents will be printed, electronically published or both.
If you are designing marketing documents, applications such as FrameMaker,
InDesign and QuarkXPress produce good
results. The major drawback is that the process needed to translate these documents
is more complex. Leading TM tools do an
excellent job of handling these file types.
page 4
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In addition, if you plan on targeting Asian
countries, you might have trouble finding
a vendor with in-house expertise using the
desktop publishing tools you selected due
to the high price of the Asian software versions and the software’s complexity.
Nevertheless, if you decide to use these
applications, you should keep the following guidelines in mind:
• Avoid creating unlinked text boxes
throughout the document. Some files that
we have processed in the past contained
hundreds of unconnected stories, and processing the files with some translation tools
becomes very cumbersome. Instead, flow
your text from one box to the other. When
the file is translated, the expanded text will
move from one box to the other automatically, even from one page to the other.
• Leave plenty of white space (20% to
30%) in the pages to allow for expansion.
It is a good rule for all types of documentation, but particularly important with
marketing material because the number of
pages for such documents is usually fixed.
• Be careful when selecting screenshots for your marketing material. The
component that you choose might be the
last piece translated, and the localized
screenshot might not be available at the
time you go to print.
• Make sure that any in-line graphics are anchored to the surrounding text
so that they can move when a paragraph
goes, for example, from one page to another. If you are designing long technical
documents, you have more choices. You
can still use applications such as InDesign
or QuarkXPress, but it is not recommended because they lack the large-document
handling features of applications such as
FrameMaker or Word for Windows.
Graphics. Remember that the outsourcing of graphics creation and translation is
expensive, particularly in Asian languages. However, careful planning and clever
design of your graphics can eliminate a big
part of your graphic localization costs. Removing the text from the actual graphics
can reduce your costs by more than 95%.
Remove all localizable callout text from
graphics and include it in the documentation’s text so that it can be added to a
translation memory for re-use. Replace the
callout text with numbered (not lettered)
callouts, arranged clockwise on graphics,
and cross-reference the numbers to the
text into the main document. This allows
automatic re-use of the same graphics in
all localized versions.

Electronic vs. printed publishing. The
obvious reason for electronic publishing
is cost. It is much cheaper to create, package and ship a CD/DVD than a box of 15
manuals. The electronic book can always
be printed if needed. Nevertheless, parts of
your document set, such as a “Setup Guide”
or an “Administrator’s Guide,” should still
be provided in print format.
One-to-one page correspondence. This
is an option that is rarely used but might
make sense for your organization. Its main
objective is to streamline the support operation. The example used is that someone in a foreign country has a problem
with your application. First-tier support
in that country cannot solve the problem
and needs assistance from the next level.
If you maintain a one-to-one page correspondence, everyone can be looking
at the solution on the same page of your
document. This approach also allows you
to create standardized packaging materials since all your manuals will have the
same dimensions. This option, however,
requires more planning and may require
you to sacrifice aesthetics.
An alternate approach to document
internationalization. Consider using an
information management system as an
alternative to the traditional approach
to document creation and management.
In these systems, information can be entered simultaneously from any number of
locations in any number of languages. Information is entered and stored in a pure
and intelligent way, with no regard for
final layout. The information exists only
once and can be used to produce any number of publications in virtually any form
— such as Help, HTML, DOC, XML — and
in any language. By the very nature of this
approach, information that is created and
managed in this way is already “internationalized.” The result is an overall reduction in translation/localization costs with
a simultaneous increase in quality and
consistency.

Summary
Product internationalization is the most
important step in the globalization process. Products must be designed to handle
multiple languages, cultural conventions
and local infrastructures without the need
for re-design. Incorporating these guidelines into your internationalization strategy will save you time and money and go
a long way in streamlining an otherwise
complex process. G
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t’s a mark of greatness when a company
can effectively develop products and
compete worldwide. Yet software internationalization is often one of life’s painful forgotten labors that suddenly grabs
intense and panicked attention as it leaps
out and grinds globalization plans to a halt.
You’d think that enabling technology so that
it’s easily leveraged for any market opportunity would be a pretty glamorous and exciting pursuit. With rare exception, the first,
second or twentieth-plus time a company
does this is still a painful effort that holds
back global top-line revenue opportunities.
Of course, it doesn’t have to be this way
— but when you look at the nature of how
software is actually developed and comes
to market, unless internationalization is a
very firm requirement at the project’s outset, it shouldn’t be a surprise that it gets
overlooked until it’s an ugly problem. This
is not one of those “if only everyone always
internationalized” diatribes. I hope to describe the business issues around internationalization, including the fundamentals
of what it does for a company, the competitive implications, funding the effort, and
managing and maintaining global market
requirements.
One point I want to get beyond quickly is
the belief that you can just force your translations without internationalizing software
first. I get asked about this a few times per
month, often by managers who are even in
the localization business. Incidentally, developers never ask this.
In the case of some limited products, it
may be possible not to internationalize, but
it’s a bad idea anyway. You risk having a
product that doesn’t work or works poorly.
In the best scenario, your software can’t
be leveraged across markets or even maintained from release to release. Not internationalizing is like throwing lots of money and
resources away for an inferior result which
has no future. For complex applications, it’s
simply not going to work. Developers nearly
always accept this, but it’s an abstract concept which management can have trouble
understanding. Internationalization, when
done well, allows you to support any locale
requirement quickly. You have one product
to support over time that’s good for the
whole world. Your translations are easily
updated from release to release.

Business issues
Several common events push a company
to expand its product development to include locale supporting requirements.
April/May 2007 • www.multilingual.com/gsg
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Change Your Company
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1. Somebody sold something — there
has been some new marketing partnership or a new powerful customer opportunity that requires multi-locale support.
A classic example is that the company
gains a business contract that will necessitate supporting Japanese or another
language. In some cases we’ve seen new
license deals for entire countries, such as
in health care or education. It’s a big hurry
up to meet the customer demands.
2. Localization is realized as a competitive necessity. Perhaps the company has
already invested in global sales efforts and
finds growth is limited given a poor competitive position without internationalization.
3. A global company has just purchased
another company or intellectual property
and wants to make the new product useful for its worldwide sales efforts and
product line.
4. The CEO is mandating a new global
initiative. This is an important new step for
the company’s evolution. You can’t go to a
management conference these days without hearing about globalizing revenue opportunities and for good reason.

Top-line and bottom-line considerations
Software internationalization can have
dramatic effects on top-line revenues
and revenue plans as well as on bottomline costs and profitability. It’s never just
about minimizing a cost. You have to look
at the whole picture to calculate return
on investment and in terms of long-term
changes in process.
When valuing any internationalization
effort, give attention to top-line business
questions such as these:
• How much does your company have
riding on success in its target markets?
• What are the revenue projections over
one, two and more years?
• What is the top-line cost of not having a product ready for a specific market
opportunity?
• What is the impact to your company’s
strategic partners or sales force if a product doesn’t work well or isn’t ready for a
particular market?

• What is the result for your company’s
equity value by stretching into new markets effectively?
And, of course, to get an effort funded,
these bottom-line business issues need to
be answered:
• What will it cost?
• How long will it take?
• Who is going to do the work?
• Do we have to give up other feature
requests to prioritize internationalization?
• How can we improve the process?
• What expensive surprises do we need
to watch for?
• How do we maintain the internationalized product going forward?
Learn your CFO’s language. He or she will
want to understand the return on investment
and may consider amortizing the effort as a
capital expense. The decision isn’t about the
technical issues of bits and bytes.
Globalization is never just about one
customer, sale or “language.” It’s a new
engineering and company process that
opens opportunities.

Development issues
At Lingoport, we’ve picked up the pieces
enough to see that internationalization
projects have been typically frustratingly
late, as in quarters to years, and rife with
cost overruns.
Managing an internationalization effort,
especially for the first time, can be challenging for a development team. Given the topline sales and marketing objectives, there’s
typically a shortage of time. Compounding
this is that understanding the scope of requirements and detail of tasks for an internationalization effort is not an obvious thing
for your development team. It’s tempting for
many teams to just start out looking at embedded strings as the most obvious problem. While they are important and can be
tedious, there’s much more involved. The issue of who does the work isn’t always obvious or easy. Chances are your development
team members aren’t sitting on their hands
looking for something to do. You’ll need to
balance internationalization demands with
new feature development, too.
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Building requirements starts with identifying target locale requirements. The obvious issue is language, but there’s more to it
regarding culturally sensitive formatting of
issues such as dates, times, numerical values, addresses and more. Changes to your
database tend to have far-reaching effects
into your application. Changes to programming logic or the graphical user interface
further complicate things. As you might
imagine, clearly built requirements will be
an important pivot for all your efforts. Make
sure that whoever is working on this isn’t
doing it for the first or second time. There
are so many pitfalls that even globalization architects who have led similar efforts
many times are still learning.
For some companies, internationalization
can be performed in stages. For example, it
can start with supporting storage, retrieval
and processing of customer data for Unicode
or ISO-Latin encoding. A second possibility
might be more completely internationalizing
but limiting the team to addressing Western
European locale requirements. Others may
require a full Unicode enablement to support “double-byte” locales such as Japan,
China and Korea. You can separate the ideal
from the practical if need be and consider
optimizing business decisions regarding
budget, technologies, long-time plans and
competitive market needs.
Figuring out the scope of an internationalization effort, assigning resources and
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planning expenses can be challenging.
Architectural changes, third-party product issues such as graphics and reporting
tools, installers, databases and more must
be accounted for. You have to find and fix
internationalization issues buried within
your hundreds of thousands to millions of
lines of code. Without a strong detection,
extraction and refactoring tool, this alone
has the potential of being an error-prone
and time-consuming iterative process. Embedded strings must be quickly and easily
distinguished and filtered from programmatic elements such as debug statements
or SQL queries. Externalization should be
automated to avoid further human error
potential. Every programming language
has its unique locale-limiting methods and
functions as well as character encoding
issues. As simple as HTML (including JSP,
ASP, ASPX and so on) may be as a language,
it takes some sophisticated programmatic
language to comb through it. C++ has hundreds of locale-limiting issues that are
highly dependent on the target encoding
and supported operating systems. Even
Java and C# don’t internationalize themselves, though they were built to be considerably more internationalization friendly
than most other languages. You also have
to effectively distribute the knowledge of
internationalization complexity to your development team. Our team created a tool
to help analyze source and cut time and

expenses. We now offer it as a standalone
product and adapt it for scalable use among
large development teams.
Any tool won’t help you find what’s not
in your code. You still have to be savvy
with your architecture, with a long-term
eye towards your product life cycle.

Localization, testing and beyond
Unless your company is only internationalizing to support managing multi-locale
customer data but not localizing the database, you’ll likely be interested in when the
role of localization comes in. It’s quite reasonable to dovetail string extraction efforts
with your localization vendor so that your
localized releases aren’t dependent on first
completing the entire internationalization
effort. For initial testing you can use pseudolocalization. To do this, add new characters
from your target locales to either side of a
string, expanding the string as needed. This
lets you make sure that your product supports extended characters, resizing and
the like, without having to wait for localization testing or needing to have your tester
speak the target language. You’ll want to
use pseudo-localization for the interface, as
well as passing data and locale-formatted
variables through your application’s database and functions. Once you’ve received
the translations from your localization company, you’ll need to perform linguistic testing as well. Expect that some translations
may need to be adjusted — they may be
technically correct but not the best choice
given the specifics of your interface, product domain or word usage.
Finally, you need to create a sustained
plan for systematically auditing new code
development, making sure that it doesn’t
break new internationalization requirements
over the years. Make sure you have strong
documentation on your internationalization
architecture and procedures. That way you
have a legacy that can be clearly followed
over the years.
Through it all, I can’t overestimate the
need to communicate. Most development
efforts fail due to lack of clear requirements
and ongoing communication. You’re going
to have to blend internationalization objectives with new features. That means a clear
development path, source control practices, testing processes, education, tools and
cooperation among developers. You’ll have
a whole world of new clients and worldwide
stakeholders to support. And that fundamentally changes a company with the opportunity to further make it great. G
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Unicode 5.0 From 50,000 Feet

RICHARD GILLAM

B

y now, there’s probably no one
reading this magazine who hasn’t
at least heard of Unicode. In its
15-year history, Unicode has become the
character encoding standard of choice in
new applications. It’s the default encoding of HTML and XML; it’s the fundamental
character type in programming languages
such as Java, C# and Javascript; and it’s
the internal character encoding in the
Windows and Macintosh operating systems. Virtually all Unix flavors include
support for it, too. Unicode is to computing in the twenty-first century what the
American Standard Code for Information
Interchange (ASCII) was to computing in
the twentieth century.
If you’re just getting into software internationalization, Unicode is something
you want to know about. It can make
your life much easier, but it’s important
to keep in mind just what Unicode is and
isn’t. Just what it means to say you’re Unicode-based or Unicode-compatible can
be rather squishy and is highly dependent on just what your application does.
More importantly, it’s important to keep
in mind that supporting Unicode is neither necessary nor sufficient to writing
an internationalized program. Unicode
and internationalization are related, but
very different concepts. Unicode makes
it easier to write internationalized programs, but you can write them without
using Unicode. And you can very easily
write Unicode-based programs that still
aren’t internationalized.
Many articles in this guide will help you
get up to speed on just what it means to
write an internationalized program. The
purpose of this article is to help you get up
to speed on just what it means to support
Unicode and which problems it does and
doesn’t solve.
At first glance, Unicode can be quite
an intimidating beast. The latest version
— Version 5.0 — sprawls across a 1,400page book and a CD full of appendices,
character property databases, and other
supplemental material and comprises
nearly 100,000 character assignments.
April/May 2007 • www.multilingual.com/gsg
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This article can’t possibly cover all that,
so what we’ll try to do is take the proverbial “50,000-foot view” of what Unicode
is and what problems it solves. To go further, there are several good “introduction
to Unicode” resources and a useful “cheat
sheet,” and the standard itself is actually
quite accessibly written.

Character encoding standards
Unicode is a character encoding standard. Computers don’t have any innate
knowledge of text or characters or images
or sounds; all computers really understand
are numbers. To represent text in software, you adopt a convention where each
character you need to represent is given a
number. You decide that in your application, any time you see, say, the number 1 in
a memory location you know is supposed
to hold text, you interpret it as the letter
A. When you see the number 2, it’s B and
so on. Sequences of these numbers represent sequences of characters.
Further, text is so common that rather
than having each developer adopt his or
her own convention for representing text
with numbers, the industry issues standards, official documents that define
conventions for assigning numbers to
characters. If two applications follow the

same standard for representing text, they
can pass text back and forth between each
other, and they’ll both be able to do things
with it properly.
The problem, of course, is that there
are so many different standards. Most
modern computing systems use the ASCII
or something based on it. ASCII was published in the 1960s by what is now the
American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) and uses the values from 32 to 126
to represent the 26 uppercase and lowercase letters of the English alphabet, the
10 digits, and various punctuation marks
and symbols. The values from 0 to 31 and
the value 127 were reserved for various
control signals, and byte values from 128
to 255 weren’t used.
However, ASCII only includes codes for
the letters in the English alphabet. Speakers of other languages don’t have codes
for the letters of their alphabets. Even other
languages that use the Latin alphabet,
such as French, are missing codes for the
accented versions of the letters that they
use. Since the byte values from 128 to 255
weren’t standardized by ASCII, computer
vendors, national governments and other
bodies came up with other standards that
used these code values for the letters of
other alphabets.
Now there’s a plethora of character encoding standards out there, each of which
defines code values for a single language
or a small group of related languages.
There are several problems with this: 1)
The standards are mutually incompatible.
While you can usually count on the value
65 representing the capital letter A, the
value 215 can represent lots of different
characters, depending on the encoding
standard. 2) Because most legacy encoding standards only encode a small number of characters for a small number of
languages, mixing languages in a single
document frequently requires changing
from one encoding standard to another in
the middle of the document, and there are
ofttimes no mechanisms in the software
for doing that or for reliably interchanging
such documents with other applications.
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3) Often, encoded text travels across media without any external indication of the
encoding standard it follows. Software
receiving a message of unknown encoding has to guess or simply assume. Many
times, the sending software intends for
a particular numeric value to represent
some character, and the receiving software interprets it as something totally
different, thus leading to garbage. If
you’ve ever received an e-mail message
with strange characters where you expect
dashes or quotation marks to be, you’ve
seen this problem in action.
Unicode was designed to solve these
problems. The idea was to use a larger
data type than a byte for each character and then give every
character in every language its own unique
numeric representation.
This means you can mix
languages freely in a
document without the
software having to worry
about mixed encodings,
and you can send text
from one system to another without worrying
about it getting mangled
on the other end — as
long as the sending and
receiving systems both
support Unicode.
It should be clear that
Unicode doesn’t solve all
your internationalization problems. You
still have to translate the text. You still
have to remember to call number-formatting and date-formatting routines that
can produce different output for users of
different languages. All Unicode does is
make it possible to represent text in many
different languages without having to keep
track of the encoding or deal with data loss
in interchange.

the character you need, the chances are
overwhelming that Unicode has it, and,
if it doesn’t, no other encoding standard in reasonably wide use is going to
have it either. This comprehensiveness
makes it possible to represent text in
any Unicode-encoded language or combination of languages without having to
worry about specifying which character
encoding standard your application or
document is following and without having to be concerned about changing that
encoding standard in the middle of your
document or going without characters
because you can’t change encodings.
More importantly, Unicode is unique
in approaching the business of assigning numbers to characters with far more rigor
than any other encoding
standard has attempted. The further away from
the Latin alphabet you
get, the less clear-cut using numbers to represent
text becomes. In many
writing systems, the letters don’t march in a nice
orderly fashion from the
left-hand side of the page
to the right. In some, they
go from right to left. In
some, they knot together
in complex ways. In some,
they’re adorned with various accent, tone or vowel
marks that attach to the letters in many different places. Straightening this out into
a one-dimensional sequence of numbers
is complex, and the right answer is often
ambiguous.
It’s also not always clear just when two
different squiggles are the same character
and when they’re different. For example,
in many writing systems, the shape of a
letter can change dramatically depending
on the letters around it, or two letters can
merge into a totally different shape when
they appear together. Different encoding
decisions may need to be made for different scripts, yet you still have to be able to
mix them in a document and have things
work sensibly. There are many characters
with similar appearances, leading to potential security issues that have to be addressed. You also can’t infer much about
a character from its position in the code
space or its appearance in the code charts.
There are too many characters for that,
with more being added all the time.

hatever the
Wcharacter
you

need, the
chances are
overwhelming
that
Unicode has it.

What Unicode does
Unicode is unique among character encoding standards in the sheer number of
characters to which it assigns numbers
— nearly 100,000 in the most recent version. Those 100,000 character assignments cover all of the characters in all of
the writing systems for all the languages
in common business use today, as well as
the characters needed for many minority
languages and obsolete writing systems,
and a whole host of mathematical, scientific and technical symbols. Whatever
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What Unicode means for text handling
All of these things make it possible to
handle more languages and to handle
more languages well than any other
character encoding standard. The various rules and guidelines in the standard
help with many of the processes needed
in writing internationalized text, thereby
making them easier or more powerful.
There are many comprehensive softwareinternationalization packages that use
Unicode as their base. Because of this,
it’s frequently possible to write internationalized text without having to know
all the nitty-gritty details of the Unicode
April/May 2007 • www.multilingual.com/gsg
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standard. You can often stand on the
shoulders of experts who have done
most of the heavy lifting for you.
Tremendous blood, sweat and tears
have gone into those 100,000 character
assignments and their accompanying
rules, guidelines and property databases.
Unicode is not just the largest collection of

characters ever encoded in a single standard. It’s the most comprehensive collection of rules, guidelines and best practices
ever compiled for handling text in computer
software.
You could write an internationalized application without using Unicode, but why
would you? G

P 1.800.697.2062
E info@basistech.com
www.basistech.com
I18n Assessments • Software Reengineering • International Quality Assurance Testing

Internationalization Success

Because of these and many other issues, the Unicode standard goes far
beyond any other character encoding
standard in describing just how those
100,000 character assignments get used
together to represent real text and how
software should carry out various processes on the characters. For example,
since you can’t infer things from a character’s position in the encoding space, the
standard includes a very large database
of character properties that lays out in
tremendous detail the exact meaning of
a character code: Is it a letter, a digit or
a punctuation mark? If it’s a letter, is it
uppercase or lowercase? Which character is its partner in the opposite case? If
the character is a number, which numeric
value does it represent? If it’s a diacritical mark, how does it attach to its base
character? Is the character part of a rightto-left writing system? Does it join cursively to other characters? What other
characters, both in Unicode and in other
standards, is it equivalent to? How does it
sort when compared to other characters?
And so on and so on.
Unicode also includes many rules on
how to do different things with encoded
text. For example, because there are more
assigned character codes than can fit in a
single 16-bit word, Unicode includes methods of representing text using sequences
of 8-, 16- and 32-bit values. There are also
rules and guidelines not just for how to
display a sequence of character codes, but
for determining when two strings are the
same, locating line and word boundaries,
mapping strings to equivalent representations in other encoding standards, performing regular-expression searches or
language-sensitive sorts, using Unicode
in programming-language identifiers and
much, much more.

Software or Application
looking to go Global

Internationalized
Software or Application
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I

n the language industry, precise terminology — as both a means and an end
— ranks high on the list of priorities.
Ironically, the persistent ambiguity of the
terminology that describes the processes
used by the language industry also ranks
high as a challenge. Buzzilicious euphemisms aside, the fuzziness of the terms
globalization, localization and internationalization — perfectly serviceable words in
other contexts that were then co-opted
and re-purposed by the language industry — can be downright annoying. In a
recent interview, Montréal-based internationalization consultant Pierre Cadieux
describes how he wound up in internationalization, a field that by any measure
is relatively new and, despite increasing
awareness, not well understood. Not
surprisingly, terminology on many levels
emerges as a core issue.

Development of an
internationalization engineer
When people dream of being their
own bosses, a dream that often includes
ditching the commute, the cube farm and
“casual Fridays” to work from the casual
comfort of home, they may well dream
of what for Cadieux is a reality. When
he is not traveling, he works from his
home on a quiet, tree-lined street within
walking distance of the antique shops,
boutiques, restaurants and cafés in the
city’s chic Plateau district. Red brick
walls, hardwood floors, cathedral ceilings, exposed beams, a fireplace and, in
the courtyard, a hot tub create a warm
living environment. The office, a large
room equipped with a battery of computers, multiple screens and cold steel
bookcases, is all business.
Cadieux holds bachelor’s and master’s degrees in computer science, both
from the Université de Montréal, in a
concentration called Systems, which
he describes as “compilers, operating
systems, basically hard-core programming.” He spent eight years focusing
on assembly languages beginning with
PASCAL and FORTRAN. When asked if his
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Pierre Cadieux: A Career
in Internationalization
NANCY A. LOCKE

university training included anything reAfter completing his master’s degree in
sembling internationalization, Cadieux
1982 and because he already had a solid
laughs. “That would be a no,” he conbackground and track record in scientific
firms. He adds that twenty years later
programming, Cadieux was hired by Méhe suspects that internationalization
téo, French shorthand for the Meteorologistill does not figure in his alma mater’s
cal Service of Canada. Although at the time
computer science curriculum. He also
Météo boasted one of the first, fully-funcsuspects that the reationing machine translation
son the subject is not
(MT) applications, Cadieux’s
taught is that it’s misunwork did not bring him into
derstood. “They probcontact with that aspect of
ably think it’s too easy,
the important government
too simple, not worth a
agency. He did, however, get
whole course.”
to work on a supercomputer.
Luckily, since its launch
“I was one of the first,
in 2002, the Localization
if not the first Canadian to
Certificate Program ofactually develop software
fered by the Faculty of
on a Cray,” he says proudContinuing Education at
ly. According to a Wikipethe Université de Mondia entry, in the 1970s and
tréal has recognized the
1980s “IBM Corp. and Cray
importance of teaching
Research competed to be
internationalization. The
the maker of the fastest
Pierre Cadieux
program requires stucomputer on earth. Cray
dents to take an introductory course in
won every time. . . .” The problem was
the subject taught by Cadieux. Although
that Météo’s Cray hadn’t been delivered
the course is designed as a multidisciyet, so Cadieux worked remotely on a
plinary program that accepts students
Cray housed at the manufacturer’s site
with translation, computer science and
in Minnesota — an arrangement that
business orientations, Cadieux says that
slowed things down some. “It was slow
an overwhelming majority of his students
and painful,” he admits. “But I managed
are translators.
to port my software to Cray, test it and
it worked.”
After six months and completing what
The road to internationalization
he had set out to do at Météo, Cadieux
During his seven years as a student,
went on to join former university colCadieux also worked a minimum of 20
leagues who had found jobs with Alis
hours a week as a consulting programTechnologies. Compared to the huge and
mer, so making the transition from a stucomplex governmental environment, Alis
dent life to a professional career posed
was a small, young and dynamic company
no problems. He says, for example, that
that embodied more closely Cadieux’s noas a student, “I was a subcontractor to a
tions of an optimal work environment.
teacher who got a contract on the space
“My dream has always been to travel
shuttle project trying to figure out the
and work and be with a company where I
motion equations for the Canadian arm.
could make a difference,” he says.
And he figured it out.”
As “employee number 8” at Alis,
Cadieux also gained on-the-job trainCadieux made a difference. His responsiing in building teams to tackle larger
bilities included tasks well beyond proprojects. At one point, he employed four
gramming. “Needless to say, I designed,
people in order to fulfill a contract for
I developed, I documented, I supported,
Farrés Mattar, an “amazing” physicist
I sold, I traveled.” At Alis, in addition to
whose focus was optical lasers.
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TripleInk: Translations
for Global Markets
TripleInk is a multilingual communications agency
that provides industrial and consumer products
companies with precise translation and multilingual
production services for audio-visual, interactive and
print media. From technical documentation to
advertising, we offer complete, integrated
communication solutions. Employing a total quality
management process along with state-of-the-art
technology resources, our knowledgeable project
managers and international communication
professionals deliver the comprehensive services
you need to meet your global business objectives
— on target, on time and on budget.

LinguaLinx - Your Link
to Internationalization™
A cultural consulting and translation industry
leader, LinguaLinx leverages worldwide resources to
provide accurate, cost-effective globalization solutions.
Specializing in professional consultation covering all
aspects of internationalization and multilingual
communications, LinguaLinx enterprise solutions
range from glossary development to translation
memory deployment and global content management.
Offering a comprehensive suite of multilingual
solutions in over 100 languages, the international
consultants LinguaLinx engages possess the diversity
and expertise to assess the impact of concepts and
languages in diverse worldwide cultures.

Localization Is
More Than Translation...
Global challenges require ﬂexible and professional
service providers. Take advantage of our experience
and know-how and make your product a worldwide
success! SAM Engineering was established in 1994
and provides localization as well as translation and
engineering services to IT organizations and vertical
industries through its network of translation partners,
specializing in the translation of business applications
and technical documentation. SAM Engineering GmbH
is located in Muehltal, near Frankfurt, Germany. For
more information, see www.sam-engineering.de

TripleInk

LinguaLinx Language
Solutions, Inc.

SAM Engineering GmbH

60 South 6th Street, Suite 2600
Minneapolis, MN 55402
612-342-9800 • Fax: 612-342-9745
quote@tripleink.com • www.tripleink.com

650 Franklin Street, Suite 502
Schenectady, NY 12305
518-388-9000 • Fax: 518-388-0066
info@lingualinx.com • www.lingualinx.com

Kirchstrasse 1, D-64367 Muehltal, Germany
49-6151-9121-0 • Fax: 49-6151-9121-18
sam@sam-engineering.de
www.sam-engineering.de

realizing at least part of his career objectives, Cadieux also encountered internationalization for the first time.
Founded by Bachir Halimi, in 1983 Alis
had already created a niche for itself
in the globalization, internationalization, localization and translation domain
— the “GILT space” in Cadieux’s parlance
— by creating bidirectional, specifically
Arab-language, products. One of the
company’s first notable accomplishments
was the “arabization” of Multiplan, one
of the first spreadsheet programs introduced by Microsoft and a precursor of the
now ubiquitous Excel. The success of the
Multiplan project and the superior macrodriven flexibility of the Planet technology
developed by Cadieux led to Alis winning the contract for the arabization of
MS-DOS in 1987. Cadieux describes his
brainchild as “a first attempt at a generalpurpose text-rendering” tool that went
on to include multilingual keyboards and
menus and became a “general-purpose
library to create bidirectional and multilingual devices.”
In search of new challenges, Cadieux
left Alis in 1995 and worked three years

as the chief architect of the medical
knowledge base for Purkinje, a developer
of electronic medical record systems,
where he first recognized the centrality
of terminology to GILT processes. When
asked the provenance of the name Purkinje, Cadieux waxes poetic. Jan Evangelista Purkinje (1787–1869) was a Czech
doctor who discovered certain fibers
that occur in both the heart and the
brain. “It’s such a beautiful name for a
computer science company for that reason,” Cadieux says.
At Purkinje, Cadieux says, the company’s “so-called medical knowledge base”
was “really a terminology base, a massive
amount of medical terminology, about
300,000 terms that were structured in
such a way that a doctor could use a pen
computer and quickly enter clinical information.” While a real departure from
Alis, the job at Purkinje had some interesting similarities including creating basic terminology. Programmers, Cadieux
says, work in one programming language
while software architects, as the job title
suggests, must lay the groundwork of a
durable structure. An essential aspect of
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developing software architecture is “establishing some basic concepts and some
basic terms and defining them.”
While working at Purkinje, Cadieux
also grew to understand and appreciate
the essentially “organic” nature of human
language. Working closely with translators has only increased his respect
for the complexities and difficulties involved in translation and language-based
processes.

Entering internationalization for real
After leaving Purkinje, Cadieux reworked his curriculum vitae and decided
to highlight his experience in internationalization. The rapid and enthusiastic response to the service offering somewhat
surprised him. In short order, he won a
contract to work with Bowne Global Solutions (BGS). Unfortunately, the dotcom debacle, which had a devastating
impact across the board on the emerging
language industry, cut short the company’s plans to develop a production unit
in Los Angeles headed up by Cadieux.
In November 2000, however, an internationalization workshop in Montréal —
page 11
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organized and animated by Cadieux and
promoted by BGS — created new possibilities. The workshop attracted the attention
of the Localisation Industry Standards Association (LISA), which invited Cadieux to
present workshops at its events. Eventually, Cadieux was also invited to be the technical editor of The Globalization Insider, an
online newsletter published by LISA. In collaboration with Bert Esselink, he developed
and published a formula and a definition in
an effort to clarify two oft-used and frequently misused terms:

Formula:
Globalization =
Internationalization + N x Localization
(N is the number of targeted locales)

Definition
Internationalization of a thing consists in any and all preparatory tasks
that will facilitate subsequent localization of said thing.
Since his first workshop in 2000, workshops have become an important source
of revenue for Cadieux’s company, i18n
inc., in addition to internationalization
audits and the development of software
tools designed to support translation
and localization professionals with an
emphasis on redundancy analysis.
Cadieux still takes a lively interest in the
issues related to bidirectional languages,
and he has developed a fascination with
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and an expertise in Asian languages. Living
in Québec means that the official French
<—> English language pair gets a fair
amount of his attention. While Cadieux’s
client list is heavy on software developers, his visibility at LISA, UNICODE and
other industry conferences has also made
him the “go-to guy” when language service providers are asked to provide internationalization services.

e explains
Hthat
any effort
to create a
“universal”
requires that a
certain level
of specificity be
compromised.
The future of internationalization
As for future trends in internationalization, Cadieux focuses on Unicode,
which forms “the foundation” of internationalization. He describes Unicode as

“a major success which I respect enormously.” That said, he notes that work
remains to be done.
To start with, he explains that any effort
to create a “universal” requires that a certain level of specificity be compromised.
And, logically, the burden of compromise
falls most heavily on the new languages
now being added. In addition, he says
that the emergence of multiple encodings
such as UTF8, UTF12, UTF32 with BE and
LE variants — and the inconsistent application of existing rules — create incompatibilities that will need to be addressed
and may require a significant revamping,
if not tomorrow, at some point.
Aside from Unicode, Cadieux stresses
the importance of m-computing (mobile computing). Smaller devices mean
smaller display screens, which represent
a future challenge. Also, smaller mobile
devices tend to be geared towards more
personal needs, which will require a more
significant internationalization effort.
Finally, Cadieux has noticed a significant if slow boom developing in the demand for internationalization services.
Slowly but surely, he says, companies
are waking up to the need for internationalization and the importance of addressing it earlier in the development
cycle. Despite lingering confusion, the
upsurge in demand may mean that the
terminology and processes employed by
the language industry are finally gaining
currency. G
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ista is Microsoft’s latest operating system for the desktop. Along with Vista’s
new appearance and features are
additions to its supported locales, a newer
version (3.0) of .NET, and a fix to a relatively
unknown but useful pair of internationalization APIs for C++ programmers. Left over
from Windows XP is a promising but not yet
complete set of routines providing interesting information about world regions.

New locales in Vista
The locales supported on an operating
system are important to companies that
create software products since a wider audience becomes potentially available. Nonprofit and charitable organizations are also
interested for a variety of reasons, including
providing an opportunity to those otherwise
lacking the resources to participate in the
world of computing. On Windows, the place
to search is the Regional and Language Options Applet, where you can find a list of currently supported locales. The Vista operating
system now provides 205, an increase of almost 30% over Windows XP. In addition, the
locale naming system has been regularized
to the format found in .NET — a combination
of language and region or language, region,
and script. As a result, approximately 70 of
the previous locales have new names.
For example, a typical older form of a
locale name in Windows XP is Afrikaans,
whereas the new one is Afrikaans (South
Africa); in place of Serbian (Cyrillic) are both
Serbian (Cyrillic, Serbia) and Serbian (Latin,
Serbia). In fact, the only remaining Windows
locale with a single, language-only name is
Persian, formerly Farsi. For the most part,
a display name follows the Language (Region) or Language (Script, Region) patterns
provided by the DisplayName property of
the corresponding CultureInfo object in
Microsoft .NET. Although the new locale
names are certainly much more informative
and consistent, the name changes may affect your previous globalization efforts if
they served as an identifier for retrieval of
information or used for some other purpose
in your code. If so, you may want to review
your current strategy when you begin a Vista project. Table 1 shows a few examples of
old and new formats.
Of course, the other interesting items
are the new locales. The list is fairly extensive (40+ new locales), so we have broken
down the list into related groups. The information is contained in a series of tables
with some comments about the language
and occasionally the region itself. You
April/May 2007 • www.multilingual.com/gsg
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New Internationalization
Features of Microsoft Vista
BILL HALL
might want to keep in mind that in the future, your organization may be required to
support some of these locales.

Minority languages in Europe
Alsatian (France) — Low Alemannic German language spoken in the Alsace region
of France.
Breton (France) — Celtic language of
Brittany with about 250,000 speakers.
Closely related to Cornish (revived in the
twentieth century) and Welsh.
Corsican (France) — Corsican is closely
related to Italian. The language is used at
all levels of education in Corsica. Regional
radio broadcast service available. Books
and occasional newspaper articles published in the language.
Frisian (Netherlands) — Second official
language in The Netherlands. Genetically
most closely related to English: “Good butter en green tzieze (cheese) is good English
Windows XP

Vista

Afrikaans

Afrikaans (South Africa)

Serbian (Cyrillic)

Lower Sorbian (Germany) — Spoken by
a Slavic minority in Brandenburg by about
10,000 people. Sometimes called Wendish
or Lusatian. There is also a Lusatian community in Texas.
Luxembourgish (Luxembourg) — Luxembourgish is a West Germanic language
spoken in Luxembourg. It is one of three official languages; the other two are French
and German. About 300,000 people speak
Luxembourgish worldwide.
Occitan (France) — Occitan is spoken in
Occitania (Southern France and Monaco)
and in a few valleys of Italy as well as in the
Aran Valley in Spain. Fewer than 500,000
proficient speakers live in France.
Romansh (Switzerland) — One of four
national languages of Switzerland. The
number of speakers is about 50,000 to
70,000 in the canton of Grisons. It is
the smallest of the official languages of
Switzerland.
Comments
Language only replaced by language
and region.

Serbian (Cyrillic, Serbia) Region information is available.

Zulu

isiZulu (South Africa)

Change in language name. “isi” is a
prefix for language.

Farsi

Persian

The only locale with a language only
name in Vista.

Faeroese

Faroese (Faroe Islands)

Norwegian
(Bokmål)

Norwegian, Bokmål
(Norway)

Northern Sotho

Sesotho sa Leboa
(South Africa)

Spelling change of language. Both are
acceptable forms.
Language and dialect format.
Change in language name and a
reference to region.

Table 1: A few of the differences between the old (Windows XP) and new (Vista) formats.
en good Friese.” The modern versions of
both languages have diverged over the several hundred years of separation.
Irish (Ireland) — Although a minority
language today, Irish is recognized by the
constitution as the national and first official language of Ireland. It is also an official language of the European Union and is
recognized in Northern Ireland.

Swedish (Finland) — Wikipedia gives
a count of about 300,000 speakers. The
current Finnish alphabet recognizes the
special characters required for Swedish. It
may seem strange to classify Swedish as a
minority language but the concept is relative to the region where it is spoken.
Upper Sorbian (Germany) — Spoken
by a Slavic minority in Saxony of about
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40,000 people. Sometimes called Wendish or Lusatian. There is
also a Lusatian community in Texas.

Turkmen (Turkmenistan) — Until 1991 a republic of the Soviet
Union. Turkmen is a member of the Turkic family of languages.

New in the Balkans
Bosnian (Cyrillic, Bosnia and Herzegovina) — Windows XP supported a Bosnian locale based on Latin script. Windows Vista has
extended the script support to Cyrillic.

New Southeast Asian locales
Filipino (Philippines) — Before Vista, the only locale available
for the Philippines was English (Philippines).
Khmer (Cambodia) — Language of the Khmer people and the
official language of Cambodia. The script is based on the Pallava
script of India. The language is not tonal.
Lao (Lao People’s Democratic Republic) — A tonal language of
the Tai family. Lao is based on the same script as Thai. A second
script, Tham, is also used and was derived from the one in Lan Na
before the Thai script was standardized.

New Russian locales
Bashkir (Russia) — Spoken in the Republic of Bashkortostan
and other parts of the Russian federation. A Turkic language, it is
currently written with Cyrillic characters.
Yakut (Russia) — Sometimes known as Sakha. A North Turkic
language family including Shor, Tuvan, and Dolgan. Uses the Cyrillic
script.
Additional locales in the Indian subcontinent
Generally, if you can handle Hindi, you should be able to manage these languages as well.
Assamese (India) — Indian language spoken in the state of Assam (Northeast India) as well as Bangladesh and Bhutan. The language is Indo-Aryan written with a version of Bengali. About 20
million speakers.
Bengali (Bangladesh) — An Indo-Aryan language with two literary styles (elegant and current), about 200 million speakers, and
spoken in Bangladesh, West Bengal, and some western countries
such as the United States and United Kingdom.
Nepali (Nepal) — Indo-Aryan language spoken in Nepal, Bhutan
and some parts of India and Burma.
Oriya (India) — An Eastern Indo-Aryan language spoken mainly
in the state of Orissa as well as other regions such as West Bengal
and Jharkhand. About 31 million speakers.
Sinhala (Sri Lanka) — Sinhala is an Indo-Aryan language of
about 12 million non-Tamil people of Sri Lanka.
Minority languages in the People’s Republic of China (PRC)
If you have been involved with GB 18030 certification, you will
certainly recognize these four languages.
Mongolian (Traditional Mongolian, PRC) — Mongolian is written in both Cyrillic and traditional scripts. Few speakers know the
traditional script, but it is beginning to be taught once again in
schools. In the inner Mongolian Autonomous Region of China, the
Classical Mongol script is still used.
Tibetan (PRC) — The language itself is derived from the Brahmi
script but the classification is as a member of the Sino-Tibetan languages. The population is estimated to be about 7.3 million.
Uighur (PRC) — Uighur is a language in the eastern branch of
the Turkish group. The people in the PRC live in the western part of
China. Estimated population is supposed to be over 8 million.
Yi (PRC) — Yi is a family of related Tibeto-Burman languages
spoken by the Yi people. It has about 6 million speakers.
New locales for Central Asia
Dari (Afghanistan) — Dari is a member of the Indo-Iranian group
of languages, which includes Pashto as well.
Pashto (Afghanistan) — Together, Dari and Pashto make up the
two official languages of Afghanistan.
Tajik (Cyrillic, Tajikistan) — Indo-European language of the Iranian group and the official language of the country. The language
is normally written in Cyrillic, but other scripts are possible.
page 14
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New locales for Africa
One has a name change; the others are new. Note also that the
Setswana locale in Vista was the Tswana locale in Windows XP. So,
Setswana (South Africa) is not a new locale.
Amharic (Ethiopia) — The official language of Ethiopia.
Hausa (Latin, Nigeria) — Hausa speakers are located in Niger
and the north of Nigeria. Hausa also acts as a lingua franca in
West Africa.
Igbo (Nigeria) — Spoken in Nigeria by about 18 million people.
Dialects are many but generally mutually intelligible. Interest is
building in standardizing the written language.
Kinyarwanda (Rwanda) — Main spoken language of Rwanda.
Also spoken in the eastern Congo and southern Uganda.
Kiswahili (Kenya) — Bantu language spoken by the people of
eastern and central Africa. It is a national language in Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda. Also called Swahili.
Tamazight (Latin, Algeria) — Berber languages (Tamazight)
are spoken in Morocco and Algeria. Latin characters are the norm.
Much discussion is taking place on standardizing the numerous
language variations.
Wolof (Senegal) — Language spoken in Senegal, Gambia and
Mauritania. Native language of the Wolof people.
Yoruba (Nigeria) — Native tongue of the Yoruba. Spoken in Nigeria, Benin, and Togo and in communities of Brazil, Sierra Leone
(called Oku), and Cuba (called Nago).
New English locales
An Indian film director once said that “English is just another
Indian language.” The concept has apparently been extended in
the other two regions as well.
English (India) — Don’t expect to find the same formats for
number, currency, time and date (long and short)!
English (Malaysia) — There is a strong demand for English
teachers in Malaysia.
English (Singapore) — A government campaign encourages the
local population to speak good English rather than “Singlish.”
A useful addition to the Spanish locales
Spanish (United States) — A locale that has long been needed.
New indigenous languages of Central and South America
K’iche (Guatemala) — Part of the Mayan language family spoken by nearly a million people in the highlands of Guatemala. Has
many dialects but most are mutually intelligible.
Mapudungun (Chile) — Spoken in central Chile and west central
Argentina by the Mapuche people. About 400,000 speakers.
The Guide From MultiLingual
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Indigenous languages from
Greenland and North America
Greenlandic (Greenland) — Eskimo-Aleut language
spoken in Greenland. Sometimes called the Eastern Eskimo language. It is written using Latin letters, with a
number of doubled vowels and consonants.
Inuktitut (Latin, Canada) — The language is used in
schools and local government to some degree and on radio and television. It can be written using English letters.
Inuktitut (Syllabics, Canada) — A parallel locale but
using the Inuktitut syllabary.
Mohawk (Mohawk) — Mohawk belongs to the Iroquoian group of Native American languages. The script
uses a basic collection of Latin letters. It has been taught
in schools since the early 1970s, and there has been a
standard form of the written language since 1993.

Figure 1: Non-spacing characters in a string of Unicode elements.

Geographical information
GetGeoInfo is a promising Windows API that seems to be a work
in progress. Available in Windows XP, it appears not to have been
upgraded — except that the documentation tells you explicitly
that the official languages and time zone information is not yet
implemented. But even the information available is useful. Especially interesting was the hope of being able to read time zone and
official language information around the globe. But just in case
you are interested in what works, here are a couple of examples in
the current output.
GEO_NATION: 5
GEO_LATITUDE: 40.356
GEO_LONGITUDE: 47.869
GEO_ISO2: AZ
GEO_ISO3: AZE
GEO_RFC1766: fr-az
GEO_LCID: 0000040C
GEO_FRIENDLYNAME:
Azerbaijan
GEO_OFFICIALNAME:
Republic of Azerbaijan
GEO_TIMEZONES: 0
GEO_OFFICIALLANGUAGES: 0

GEO_NATION: 20
GEO_LATITUDE: 32.303
GEO_LONGITUDE: -64.752
GEO_ISO2: BM
GEO_ISO3: BMU
GEO_RFC1766: fr-bm
GEO_LCID: 0000040C
GEO_FRIENDLYNAME:
Bermuda
GEO_OFFICIALNAME:
Bermuda
GEO_TIMEZONES: 0
GEO_OFFICIALLANGUAGES: 0

You have probably noticed the peculiar RFC-1766 identifiers as
well. The documentation says you can fix this, but it is tiresome
to determine exactly what they mean, especially when you have a
tight publishing deadline.

Finding grapheme boundaries without using .NET
If you program in .NET, you know that there are a pair of classes,
TextElementEnumerator and StringInfo, that work together to help
you find grapheme boundaries in Unicode strings. Earlier versions
of Windows also had a pair of C++ API’s, CharNext and CharPrev,
that provided some of this information, and if you are not using
.NET, this may be your only means (unless you fall back on ICU).
With Windows XP, they were present but did not work although
they were functional in earlier versions of Windows. I don’t know
when they became broken, but apparently I was one of the first to
notice. I passed on the information to Mihai Nita at Adobe, who
verified the problem and sent it on to Microsoft. While the APIs are
still not functional in XP, they are working reasonably in Vista.
April/May 2007 • www.multilingual.com/gsg
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It is easy to understand the usefulness of CharNext and
CharPrev if this is your only tool. Let’s create a string of letters
with the first having two non-spacing diacritic elements — in this
case a combining candrabindu followed by a combining minus
sign below. In the demonstration program Figure 1, you can see
the values as well as the composed form of the string. Also note
that only three characters actually appear in the output string
even though the string length is five. The first character is clearly
a grapheme cluster having three elements. The next two are simply single characters (B and C).
Now let’s test CharNext using this string. In the program, you
enter the Unicode code points as a series of 16-bit hex values as
parameters. Thus, charw 0041 0310 0320 0042 0043 is the execution line. The important output is shown in Figure 2.
Result in XP

Result in Vista

0041

0310

1

0041

0042

3

0310

0320

1

0042

0043

1

0320

0042

1

0043

0000

1

0042

0043

1

0000

1

0043

Figure 2: Results of running CharNext.
In the XP case, the movement from beginning to end is by one
Unicode element at a time, ending at the null character. In the Vista
result, the first movement crosses the three Unicode elements
“A,” the moon-dot, and the minus sign below that together make
up the first grapheme. The next two moves traverse “B” and “C”
and stop at the ending null character.
Admittedly, the output is not particularly pretty. The important
point is that in the Vista results, the program treated the first letter and its two diacritic marks together as a single grapheme having three Unicode elements. So, the functionality of CharNext and
CharPrev has been restored. G

References
www.microsoft.com/globaldev/vista/whats_new_vista.mspx
www.microsoft.com/globaldev/vista/vistahome.mspx

An appendix to this article, which is a table showing old and
new forms of existing locales in Windows XP and Vista, is part of
the downloadable Getting Started Guide available online at www
.multilingual.com/gsg
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Old and new forms of existing locales in Windows XP and Vista
Windows XP

Vista

Windows XP

Vista

Afrikaans

Afrikaans (South Africa)

Kazakh

Kazakh (Kazakhstan)

Albanian

Albanian (Albania)

Konkani

Konkani (India)

Armenian

Armenian (Armenia)

Korean

Korean (Korea)

Azeri (Cyrillic)

Azeri (Cyrillic, Azerbaijan)

Kyrgyz

Kyrgyz (Kyrgyzstan)

Azeri (Latin)

Azeri (Latin, Azerbaijan)

Latvian

Latvian (Latvia)

Basque

Basque (Basque)

Lithuanian

Lithuanian (Lithuania)

Belarusian

Belarusian (Belarus)

Maltese

Maltese (Malta)

Bulgarian

Bulgarian (Bulgaria)

Maori

Maori (New Zealand)

Catalan

Catalan (Catalan)

Marathi

Marathi (India)

Croatian

Croatian (Croatia)

Mongolian (Cyrillic)

Mongolian (Cyrillic, Mongolia)

Croatian (Bosnia
and Herzegovina)

Croatian (Latin, Bosnia
and Herzegovina)

Norwegian (Bokmål)

Norwegian, Bokmål (Norway)

Norwegian (Nynorsk)

Norwegian, Nynorsk (Norway)

Czech

Czech (Czech Republic)
Polish

Polish (Poland)

Danish

Danish (Denmark)
Punjabi

Punjabi (India)

Divehi

Divehi (Maldives)
Romanian

Romanian (Romania)

English (Philippines)

English (Republic of the Philippines)
Russian

Russian (Russia)

English (Trinidad)

English (Trinidad and Tobago)
Sanskrit

Sanskrit (India)

Estonian

Estonian (Estonia)
Serbian (Cyrillic)

Serbian (Cyrillic, Serbia)

Farsi

Persian
Serbian (Latin)

Serbian (Latin, Serbia)

Faeroese

Faroese (Faroe Islands)
Slovak

Slovak (Slovakia)

Finnish

Finnish (Finland)
Macedonian (Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia)

Slovenian

Slovenian (Slovenia)

FYRO Macedonian

Swedish

Swedish (Sweden)

Galician

Galician (Galician)

Syriac

Syriac (Syria)

Georgian

Georgian (Georgia)

Tamil

Tamil (India)

Greek

Greek (Greece)

Tatar

Tatar (Russia)

Gujarati

Gujarati (India)

Telegu

Telegu (India)

Hebrew

Hebrew (Israel)

Thai

Thai (Thailand)

Hindi

Hindi (India)

Turkish

Turkish (Turkey)

Hungarian

Hungarian (Hungary)

Ukrainian

Ukrainian (Ukraine)

Icelandic

Icelandic (Iceland)

Urdu

Urdu (Islamic Republic of Pakistan)

Indonesian

Indonesian (Indonesia)

Uzbek (Cyrillic)

Uzbek (Cyrillic, Uzbekistan)

Xhosa

isiXhosa (South Africa)

Uzbek (Latin)

Uzbek (Latin, Uzbekistan)

Zulu

isiZulu (South Africa)

Vietnamese

Vietnamese (Vietnam)

Japanese

Japanese (Japan)

Welsh

Welsh (United Kingdom)

Kannada

Kannada (India)

Northern Sotho

Sesotho sa Leboa (South Africa)
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Code Got You Stranded?

K locale-limiting

Typically found in

1 million Lines of

strings, over 10
er 40K embedded

issues and more!

Code: ov

Lingoport is your passport for Internationalization
Get the beneﬁts of our Globalyzer Enterprise Software
combined with WorldReady development services

Enterprise tools for internationalizing large
applications over multiple technologies.

Our teams of developers get your products ready
for anywhere - on time, on budget, on target.

· Find and ﬁx internationalization issues fast

· Internationalization experts, responsive engineering

· Save over 50% on engineering time and budget

· Let your team stay focused on new features

· Free Trial at www.lingoport.com/passport

· Get it done

Complete Globalization solutions from code to market. Find out how we can help you achieve your release objectives.
Visit lingoport.com/passport or email us at passport@lingoport.com.

+1 303 444 8020 · lingoport.com/passport
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INTERNATIONALIZATION

G E T T I N G S T A R T E D : Guide

An invitation to subscribe to

T

his guide is a component of the magazine MultiLingual, formerly MultiLingual Computing & Technology. With a new look
and a new sense of purpose, MultiLingual continues to lead
the world in keeping track and informing its readers of the latest in
the electronic universe.
In addition to the coverage that it provided before, the new magazine provides more insights from industry leaders, an improved
news section and expanded calendar, as well as basic industry terminology and references.
MultiLingual’s eight issues a year are filled with news, technical
developments and language information for people who are interested in the role of language, technology and translation in our
twenty-first-century world. A ninth issue, the Resource Directory
and Index, provides listings of companies in the language industry
and a key to the previous year’s content.
Four issues each year include Getting Started Guides like this
one, which are primers for moving into new territories both geographically and professionally.
The magazine itself covers a multitude of topics.

Translation
How are translation tools changing the art and science of communicating ideas and information between speakers of different
languages? Translators are vital to the development of international and localized software. Those who specialize in technical
documents, such as manuals for computer hardware and software, industrial equipment and medical products, use sophisticated tools along with professional expertise to translate complex
text clearly and precisely. Translators and people who use translation services track new developments through articles and news
items in MultiLingual.

for conducting fully international e-commerce, you’ll benefit from
the information and ideas in each issue of MultiLingual.

Managing content
How do you track all the words and the changes that occur in
a multilingual website? How do you know who’s doing what and
where? How do you respond to customers and vendors in a prompt
manner and in their own languages? The growing and changing
field of content management and global management systems
(CMS and GMS), customer relations management (CRM) and other
management disciplines is increasingly important as systems
become more complex. Leaders in the development of these systems explain how they work and how they work together.
Internationalization
Making software ready for the international market requires
more than just a good idea. How does an international developer
prepare a product for multiple locales? Will the pictures and colors you select for a user interface in France be suitable for users
in Brazil? Elements such as date and currency formats sound like
simple components, but developers who ignore the many international variants find that their products may be unusable. You’ll
find sound ideas and practical help in every issue.
Localization
How can you make your product look and feel as if it were built in
another country for users of that language and culture? How do you
choose a localization service vendor? Developers and localizers
offer their ideas and relate their experiences with practical advice
that will save you time and money in your localization projects.

Language technology
From multiple keyboard layouts and input methods to Unicodeenabled operating systems, language-specific encodings, systems
that recognize your handwriting or your speech in any language
— language technology is changing day by day. And this technology is also changing the way in which people communicate on a
personal level — changing the requirements for international software and changing how business is done all over the world.
MultiLingual is your source for the best information and insight
into these developments and how they will affect you and your
business.

And there’s much more
Authors with in-depth knowledge summarize changes in the
language industry and explain its financial side, describe the challenges of computing in various languages, explain and update
encoding schemes and evaluate software and systems. Other
articles focus on particular countries or regions; translation and
localization training programs; the uses of language technology in
specific industries — a wide array of current topics from the world
of multilingual computing.
MultiLingual is a critical business asset in our electronic world.
Readers of MultiLingual explore language technology and its applications, project management, basic elements and advanced ideas
with the people who are building the future. G

Global web
Every website is a global website, and even a site designed for one
country may require several languages to be effective. Experienced
web professionals explain how to create a site that works for users
everywhere, how to attract those users to your site and how to keep
the site current. Whether you use the internet and worldwide web
for e-mail, for purchasing services, for promoting your business or

Subscribe to MultiLingual at
www.multilingual.com/subscribe
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